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Recent advances in nanofabrication techniques have opened up new avenues and numerous
possible applications in both nanoscale electrochemistry and analytical nanoscience by enabling
the fabrication of reproducible nanoelectrodes with different new geometries. Nanoelectrodes
exhibit advantages including enhanced mass transport, higher current densities, improved signalto-noise ratios, and lower ohmic drop. In this dissertation, the use of nanoelectrodes in the
electrochemical response properties investigations or in the spectroelectrochemical studies is the
unifying factor among all the chapters. First (in Chapter 4), we presented a direct comparison
between the electrochemical characteristics of two finite nanoelectrodes arrays with different
geometries: 6 × 6 recessed nanodiscs and nanorings microarrays. Using computational methods, it
was demonstrated that the electrode geometry’s parameters have a drastic influence on the mass
transport properties of the nanoelectrodes. The results presented here are the first combination of
experimental and numerical studies that elucidate the transport on nanoring electrode arrays. The
comparison of the electrochemical behavior between nanostructures using full 3D simulations is
also unique.
Second, we have provided a comprehensive numerical study on the redox cycling performance
properties of a 6 × 6 recessed nanorings-ring electrode array configuration. The simulation results
were in good agreement with the experimental data. After validating the model against
experiments, a comprehensive computational investigation revealed avenues to optimize the
performance of the structure in terms of geometric parameters and scan rates.
The second half of this dissertation is comprised of the spectroelectrochemical studies. The
combination of surface plasmon resonance with electrochemistry presents new paths to investigate
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redox reaction events at the electrode surface since it brings an additional dimension to the classical
electrochemical approaches.
Third, we have reported a novel active plasmonic device based on a new switching mechanism for
the nanohole electrodes array to bridge between photonics and electronics at nanoscales. The inner
surfaces of the nanohole electrodes in the array were coated with an electroconductive polymer,
polypyrrole, (PPy). Then, it was shown that light transmitted through the PPy- modified nanohole
electrodes can be easily tuned and controled by applying an external potential. We were also able
to switch on and off the transmitted light intensity through the modified nanohole arrays by
potential steps, demonstrating the potential of this platform to be incorporated into optoelectronic
devices.
Finally, we have fabricated larger area plasmonic periodic nanopillar 3D electrodes using a rapid,
high-throughput, and cost-effective approach: the laser interference lithography. Then, the
electrochemical behavior of these electrodes was investigated both experimentally and
computationally. The properties were ‘compared with a flat electrode with an equivalent geometric
area. Afterward, we have successfully probed the changes in the concentration of a reversible redox
pair near the electrode surface induced by various applied potentials, in an in-situ EC-SPR
experiment.
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Chapter 1 : Overview
1.1 Motivations
Microelectrodes are important in electrochemical measurements because they possess
several advantages related to their small dimensions. These include enhanced mass transport rates,
low double layer capacities, high signal to noise ratios, small IR drops, steady state responses, and
high current densities1-5. These beneficial properties are even more important when the electrode
dimensions are reduced to the nanometer range (nanoelectrodes) 3, 6-7 . Micro/nanoelectrodes have
been widely used in a variety of electroanalysis and electrochemical experiments including
biological measurements8-10. In spite of all their beneficial qualities, the current measured at a
single micro or nanoelectrode is very low (pA-nA) and requires sensitive and specialized
equipment. One way to overcome this limitation is to use an array of micro or nanoelectrodes
operating in parallel

7, 11

. In this case, depending on the electrode size, geometry, spacing, and

time scale of the experiment, the mass transport at the small electrodes could shift from radial to
linear, due to diffusion layer overlaps between adjacent electrodes in the array12. However, in
order to maintain the exceptional properties of the small electrodes, the overlapping between the
diffusion layers of the elements of the array should be avoided.
A finite microarray of nanoelectrode elements presents a radial diffusion layer over the whole
array when the diffusion layer of the individual electrodes extremely overlap. This is due to the
small size (micrometer range) of the entire array12. Therefore, a key feature of finite microarrays
of nanoelectrodes is that they possess a radial mass transport, and consequently a steady-state
response in a wide range of scan rates, regardless of the extension of the diffusion layer overlap
between their nanoelements12.
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In addition to the size, the geometry is also essential for small electrodes (where the thickness of
the diffusion layer is larger than the electrode’s dimensions)3. The geometry of the electrode
drastically affects the shape of the diffusing layer and consequently, the electrochemical behavior.
Although the strong influence of the electrode’s geometry on mass transport properties at
nanoscales is well-known3, there has been no systematic study on the direct comparison of
electrochemical responses at the nanoscale. Existing studies on finite arrays of nanoelectrode have
been focused up to now only on the disc geometry2, 12-13. While the inlaid and recessed nano/micro
disc electrodes can be considered most common geometries, it is also essential to study other
electrode’s shapes, since they might offer better electrochemical properties. For instance, increased
current sensitivity should help on the development of portable/wearable electrochemical sensing
devices. Although the electrochemical device sensitivity increases as the electrode size decreases,
the small value of the output current places a severe limitation. Therefore, electrodes with different
geometries, which might offer a higher current density on the same footprint, are highly desirable
and valuable. However, the application of the electrodes with different geometries are hindered
due to the lack of sufficient theoretical and experimental studies of their behavior.
In this dissertation, we have reported, for the first time, a detailed description of the behavior of
recessed nanoring electrode elements in a finite microarray. The understanding of the behavior of
different electrode geometries at the nanoscale is valuable. However, a proper comparison between
geometries is essential to the optimization of miniaturized electrochemical devices. On this matter,
we have also provided a direct comparison between the electrochemical characteristics of recessed
nanorings and nanodiscs microarrays.
As mentioned above, the advantages of using nanoelectrodes are traded off by difficulties
arising from measuring their very small absolute output current. This problem can also be
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overcome for reversible and quasi-reversible redox pair by using the concept of redox cycling.
This approach requires at least two working electrodes (or two arrays of working electrodes)
separated by a small gap which can be biased independently. During the redox cycling process one
electrode is set to a potential to drive either the oxidation or the reduction of the analyte under
investigation, while the other electrode is held at a potential that drives the reverse process. The
redox species generated at one electrode (generator) diffuses to the other electrode (collector),
where it can be converted back to its original state. The regenerated species will then diffuse away
from the collector electrode to the generator electrode, repeating the cycle. The repeated travel of
redox species between the two electrodes allows multiple reactions of a single species at the
electrode, leading to a greatly enhanced current signal at both the generator and the collector
electrodes. Besides the amplified electrochemical signal, selectivity is also boosted using the redox
cycling approach because only the current response from the reversible or quasi-reversible analyte
of interest is enhanced in a well-designed measurement14-17. Due to these valuable features, redox
cycling method has been used in a wide range of applications. They include in vitro analysis of
dopamine in the presence of ascorbic acid18-19, the detection of biomolecules20, the determination
of diffusion coefficients21, the development of DNA biosensor22, and in the development of
electrochemical sensors23. The performance of the redox cycling devices greatly depends on the
geometry and design of their generator and collector electrodes. The performance of a redox
cycling system can be improved by minimizing the generator and collector electrodes’ size and
spacing between them. Implementing smaller electrodes with reduced separation distances results
in fewer redox species escaping from the redox cycling trap into the bulk solution16, 24-25. A wide
variety of redox cycling system with different designs and geometries has been proposed and
studied over the years.

They include dual cylinders26, dual discs27-28, dual bands29-30, triple
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bands31-32, planar interdigitated band electrodes14,

17, 33-35

, and planar interdigitated ring

electrodes36-38. An important alternative to the planar interdigitated configurations is vertically
separated electrodes. In these configurations the conducting (electrodes) and insulating (gap)
layers can simply be deposited with thin film fabrication methods39-42. Therefore, the remarkable
advantage of the vertically separated electrodes over the planar configuration is that the gap
between the generator and collector electrodes can be easily varied by the insulator layer thickness
through deposition, without a need for reconfiguration of the device. Besides, vertically aligned
generator and collector electrodes provide more compact devices compare to the planar structure
which makes them suitable for lab-on-a-chip integration39. In this dissertation, we have
demonstrated that proper pattern of these multi-film systems leads to an array of nanoholes
containing two working ring electrodes separated by a gap. This type of structure is very efficient
for redox cycling. After validating the model against experiments, a comprehensive computational
investigation revealed avenues to optimize the performance of the structure in terms of geometric
parameters and scan rates.
The second half of this dissertation focuses on the spectroelectrochemical studies. The
combination of surface plasmon resonance with electrochemistry introduces new paths to evaluate
redox reaction events at the electrode surface since it adds an additional dimension to the classical
electrochemical approaches. SPR is a label-free and real-time technique with high sensitivity for
characterizing and studying ultrathin films at solid/liquid interfaces43-45. Combined with
electrochemical measurements, EC-SPR, it becomes a powerful approach for in situ observation
and characterization of optical and electrochemical properties at electrode/electrolyte interfaces4648

. In EC-SPR measurements, a metal film (usually a gold film on a glass slide) is used as both

the SPR sensing medium and the working electrode46.
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The transmission spectra properties of metallic nanograting structures (e.g., nanoslits,
nanogrooves, and nanoholes array) depend on their material composition, their geometry, their
depth, and periodicity44-45, 49-51 . However, in principle, the optical properties of a given plasmonic
nanostructure is fixed once it has been fabricated. As a result, it becomes very challenging to tune
its plasmonic characteristics reversibly. On the other hand, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a
highly sensitive phenomenon to the changes in the refractive index surrounding the metallic
nanostructures. For this reason, integrating the plasmonic nanostructures with a medium whose
dielectric properties can be varied reversibly by an external trigger results in active plasmonic
devices. In active plasmonic devices, the frequency and/or the intensity of the plasmon resonance
modes can be easily tuned reversibly via an external physical trigger. Active plasmonic devices
have become the topic of important research attempts over the last several years due to their
prospective usage in different technological applications, such as nanophotonic integrated circuits,
optical communication, smart windows, and high-performance displays52-53. Candidates that can
serve as an active surrounding medium for constructing an active plasmonic system include liquid
crystals, inorganic materials, photochromic molecules, nonlinear optical materials and
electroactive conducting polymers54-62. The refractive index properties of these materials
surrounding the plasmonic nanostructures can be dynamically and reversibly modulated using a
proper external stimulus such as heat, light, or electric potential. This, in turn, induces variations
in the plasmonic response of the system which is devoted to building thermo-optical, all-optical,
and electro-optical devices54-62. In particular, electroconductive polymers are promising materials
for active plasmonic devices. Electrochemical switching between oxidized and reduced states of
an electroconductive polymer immobilized on the metallic nanostructure surfaces has been
demonstrated as a simple way to reversibly modulate the optical properties of plasmonic
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nanostructures57, 59. However, most of the research on electroconductive polymers as an active
surrounding medium have been focused on metallic nanoparticles 57, 63-66. Recently, there have also
been few examples of controlling the SPR transmission properties in nanoslits and nanograting
using electrochemically switching electroconductive polymers67-68. However, there has been no
demonstration of using electroconductive polymers as the electro-optical control for nanoholes
array. In this dissertation, we have performed an experimental study of the dynamically modulated
SPR optical transmission through polymer modified nanoholes array via an externally applied
potential. We have demonstrated a novel active plasmonic device based on a new switching
mechanism for the nanoholes array to bridge photonics and electronics at nanoscales.
Finally, the fabrication of uniform periodic nanostructured surfaces usually demands
tedious and expensive advanced nanofabrication techniques. We developed a fast, highthroughput, and inexpensive fabrication approach based on laser interference lithography (IL) to
fabricate a fully conductive periodic gold three-dimensional nanopillar electrodes (3-D Au-NPEs)
array on a large area (2 cm× 2 cm). 3-D electrodes provide a notably larger electroactive surface
area compared to that of the conventional flat electrodes resulting in higher currents69-72. The
electrochemical performance of the 3-D Au-NPEs array was explored experimentally and
numerically. The 3-D Au-NPEs array was further used for in-situ electrochemical and surface
plasmon resonance (EC-SPR) measurements.
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1.2 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation follows the article-style dissertation format and is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents a brief introduction to the microelectrodes, their arrays, and the basics of
modeling electrochemistry in COMSOL Multiphysics®.
Chapter 3 provides a brief introduction to surface plasmon resonance and the method used in the
fabrication of the nanoelectrodes.
Chapter 4 is based on the following published work: M. Atighilorestani, and A. G. Brolo,
Comparing the Electrochemical Response of Nanostructured Electrode Arrays, Anal. Chem. 2017,
89 (11), 6129-6135.
Chapter 5 is based on the published work: M. Atighilorestani, and A. G. Brolo, Recessed Gold
Nanoring-Ring Microarray Electrodes, Anal. Chem.,
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.analchem.7b01943
Chapter 6 is based on the published work: M. Atighilorestani, D. P. dos Santos, R. FVV Jaimes,
M. M Rahman, M. LA Temperini, and A. G. Brolo, Electrochemical Control of Light Transmission
through Nanohole Electrode Arrays, ACS Photonics 2016, 3, 2375-2382.
Chapter 7 is based on the published work: M. Atighilorestani, J. W. Menezes, and A. G. Brolo,
Large Area Plasmonic Gold Nanopillar 3-D Electrodes, Electrochimica Acta 2016, 188, 91-97.
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Chapter 2 : Introduction to the Micro/nanoelectrodes and
electrochemistry modeling by COMSOL
2.1 Effect of electrode size on the electrochemical signal
Microelectrodes (or ultramicroelectrodes) are defined as electrodes containing at least one
dimension, referred to as the critical dimension, smaller than the size of the diffusion layer
developed next to the electrode surface over the experimental timescale1. (The experimental
timescale is controlled by the scan rate 𝑣 =

∆𝐸
∆𝑡

). The larger size of the diffusion layer with respect

to the critical dimension of the electrode leads to the domination of a radial diffusion (or quasiradial diffusion at a small band electrode) at the electrode surface, as shown in Figure 2-1b, and
consequently, results in a steady-state voltammetric response. In contrast, a planar diffusion
dominates at the surface of a macroelectrode, as shown in Figure 2-1a, and results in a transient
voltammetric response. A macroelectrode is an electrode with a critical dimension on the scale of
millimeters, centimeters or meters. The critical dimension of a microelectrode (typically less than
25µm)2 is given by the geometry of the electrode, for instance: radius for a disk electrode or width
for a band electrode.
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b

a

Figure 2-1. Schematic representation of a) planar diffusion to a macroelectrode, b) radial diffusion
to a microelectrode.

The size of the diffusion layer (the area close to the electrode where the concentration of the
electroactive species is different from its value in the bulk solution) can be estimated based on the
Einstein’s equation3 for the root mean square displacement, ∆̅, of diffusing species4 (in the absence
of convection):
∆̅= √2Dmax t tot

Eq. 2-1

where Dmax is the fastest diffusion coefficient of all the species involved in the electrochemical
reaction and t tot is the total experimental time. Accordingly, a given electrode with a critical
dimension less than 25µm can behave differently in different solutions depending on the diffusion
coefficient of the electroactive species and the time scale of the experiment (i.e. a given electrode
may behave as a microelectrode in an aqueous solution but displays macroelectrode behavior in
an ionic liquid5).
The first example of using a microelectrode in the analytical measurement was introduced by
Davies and Brink, in 19426. They described the measurement of local oxygen tension in animal
tissues using microelectrodes. In the late 1960s, Fleischmann et al. performed major research
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studies on microelectrodes7. And since the 1980s, the studies on microelectrodes have become an
important research topic in electrochemistry8.

2.2 The advantages of microelectrodes
Miniaturization of electrodes from a macro-scale to a micro- and nanoscale leads to a number of
advantages in electrochemical measurements and applications. The small electrode surface area of
the microelectrodes results in a very small current and therefore significantly reduces the ohmic
drop (IR drop). In addition, the double layer capacitance of the microelectrodes is also greatly
decreased due to the small size of the electrode. This is because the double layer capacitance is
directly proportional to the electroactive surface area of the electrode9, while the IR drop is
proportional to the current being drawn at the electrode. The greatly reduced IR drop and double
layer capacitance allow for the performance of high-speed voltammetric experiments on the
microsecond timescale10-11. This permits to study fast homogeneous and heterogeneous electron
transfer kinetics9, 12-13 and the exploration of electrochemical reaction mechanisms14. The small IR
drop also allows the electrochemical experiments to be conducted in solvents of low dielectric
constant, in the absence of supporting electrolyte, in non-aqueous solvents (i.e. in organic solvents
of high resistance such as benzene, toluene), in gaseous and solid phases15-18.
As stated before, due to the small size of the microelectrodes, the nature of the diffusion of
electroactive species to the electrode surface is radial (three-dimensional or convergent). This
convergent diffusion provides a much higher mass transport to and from the surface of the
electrode, resulting in a steady-state response and an enhanced current density19-22. The smaller the
electrode size, the faster is the mass transport and the double layer capacitance also decreases.
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Accordingly, the ratio of the faradaic current to the non-faradaic current, signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N), is increased and the detection limit is improved20, 22.
Additionally, due to the small electrode size, a microelectrode can be used for in vivo
measurements, for example, within single biological cells (i.e. single brain cells)23. The small size
of a microelectrode also allows for its operation in very low sample volumes24. Another advantage
of using microelectrodes is that they can simplify the instrumental configuration from the
conventional three-electrode to a two-electrode setup25.

2.3 Effect of microelectrode geometry on the electrochemical signal
In the previous section, we have explained the significant effect of electrode size on the shape of
the diffusion layer and consequently on the electrode response.

Here, the influence of

microelectrode geometry on the voltammetric response is described.

In contrast to the

macroelectrode (where the critical dimension of the electrode is much larger than the diffusion
layer thickness, and, consequently, the effect of electrode geometry is insignificant), the shape of
the diffusion layer and its development with time depends on the microelectrode geometry26-27.
As a result, it is important to consider the electrode geometry of a microelectrode to interpret
electrochemical results with good accuracy. The inlaid disc microelectrode is the most common
type of electrode geometry used in electrochemical experiments. The other commonly used
configurations include spherical, hemispherical, recessed disc, and band-shaped electrodes. Inlaid
disc, recessed disc, and hemispherical microelectrodes show a steady-state limiting current, 𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑚 ,
given by:
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Inlaid disc electrode28:
𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 4𝑛𝐹𝐷𝑐𝑏 𝑟

Eq. 2-2

Recessed disc electrode29:
4πnF𝑐𝑏 Dr 2
4L + πr

Eq. 2-3

Ilim = 2πnFD𝑐𝑏 r

Eq. 2-4

Ilim =

Hemispherical electrode9:

where 𝑛 is the number of transferred electrons per mole of analyte involved in the reaction, 𝐹 is
the Faraday constant, 𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient of the electroactive species, 𝑐𝑏 is the bulk
solution concentration of the electroactive species , 𝑟 is the radius of the electrode and 𝐿 is the
recessed depth.
Whereas the band microelectrodes do not show a true steady-state current response, they display
a quasi-steady-state current, 𝐼𝑞𝑠𝑠 , at long times.
Band electrode9:
Iqss =

2πnFAD𝑐𝑏
𝑤ln(64Dt/w 2 )

Eq. 2-5
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where 𝐴 is area of the electrode, 𝑤 is width of the band electrode , 𝑡 is time, and the rest of
parameters have been previously defined.

2.4 Microelectrode arrays
Regardless of the advantages emerging from the use of microelectrodes, the current generated at a
single microelectrode is very small, and it is difficult to be detected. A solution to this problem is
to use arrays of microelectrodes wired in parallel to achieve current amplification 30. Ideally, the
current response of such arrays should be 𝑚 times higher than that of a single microelectrode,
where 𝑚 is the total number of microelectrodes supported by the array31. For example in ideal
conditions, the current response of an array of inlaid microdisc electrodes is given by:
Ilim = m4nFD𝑐𝑏 r

Eq. 2-6

In practice, however, this equation is only correct when there is no overlap between the diffusion
regimes of the neighboring electrodes and when an independent radial diffusion is maintained at
each individual microelectrode in the array, see Figure 2-2b and Figure 2-3b. The interelectrode
distance,𝑑, between neighboring electrodes is a very important factor that helps define if each
microelectrode in the array acts as an individual electrode. If the interelectrode distance between
the microelectrodes is not sufficiently large, their diffusion layers start to interact/overlap32.
The calculation of the minimum interelectrode distance required to maintain independent radial
diffusion at each microdisc electrode in the array has evolved in the past few years.
The first proposed condition for microdisc electrode independent radial diffusion in an array was
introduced based on the work of Saito28:
𝑑 > 12𝑟

Eq. 2-7
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Where 𝑑 is the interelectrode distance and r is the radius of the electrode. However, Girault et
al.33 have shown that this condition is not satisfactory, as it does not show a dependence on the
scan rate. Later, Fletcher and Horne34 suggested another condition derived from the work of Alfred
and Odham35:
d > 20𝑟

Eq. 2-8

Next, Davies and Compton32 indicated that for determining the minimum interelectrode distance
the combination of all factors affecting the mass transport needs to be considered. They include
the radius of the electrode, 𝑟, the diffusion coefficient of electroactive species, 𝐷, and the scan
rate, 𝑣. The condition derived from their approach was32:
∆E
d > 2√2D
ʋ

Eq. 2-9

where ∆𝐸 is the potential range from the initial potential to the switching potential in a
voltammetric experiment. Later, Guo and Lindner36 pointed out that, although Davies and
Compton mentioned the importance of the effect of 𝑟 on the mass transport, they did not
considered this factor in their proposed formula (Eq. 2.10). Guo and Lindner36 suggested that the
dimensionless scan rate (V) could be used as a better alternative for deterring the minimum 𝑑,
instead of using three independent 𝐷, 𝑟, 𝑣, factors.
V=

nF ʋr 2
4RT D

where R is the universal gas constant, and 𝑇 is the temperature.

Eq. 2-10
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In summary, the mass transport properties of a microelectrode array and consequently the shape
and magnitude of its voltammetric response, are controlled by the size and geometry of the
electrodes; the diffusion coefficients of electroactive species; the spacing between electrodes; and
the time scale of the experiment (e.g. sweep rate in cyclic voltammetry) 27, 32, 36.
The size of the diffusion layers for each individual electrode present in the array changes as a
function of the experimental time scale. The current response of the array is then controlled by the
extent of the interaction between the diffusion layers of each electrode (i.e. no overlap of diffusion
layers, partial overlap, and complete overlap of diffusion layers) which varies as the diffusion layer
expands with time 32, 37-38 . Based on these studies, in 2005, Davies and Compton 32 have divided
the overall current response of a microelectrode array into four different main categories,
illustrated schematically in Figure 2-2 a-d. Two-dimensional simulated concentration profiles of
these categories are also shown in Figure 2-3 a-d. These concentrations maps are given to provide
a complementary view of the extension of the interaction between the diffusion layers with time.
These concentration profiles of the electroactive species are taken at the steady state potentials or

at the peak potentials corresponding to the voltammetric wave shapes.
These four categories are as follows32:
Category 1. At very short times (very fast scan rates), the diffusion layer thickness is smaller than
the critical dimension of the electrodes leading to planar (linear) diffusion dominating mass
transport. Thus, a peak-shaped voltammogram is observed. This is represented in Figure 2-2a and
Figure 2-3a. The diffusion layers of adjacent electrodes do not interact in this case, and the
electrodes are diffusionally isolated. So that the total current collected by such an array is
equivalent to a macroelectrode with a geometric area the same as the sum of the individual areas
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of each electrode supported by the array and therefore, the current is described by the Randles –
Sevcik expression.
Category 2. At intermediate times, when the diffusion layer grows and its thickness becomes
larger than the electrode critical dimension, but remains smaller than the interelectrode distances,
the radial diffusion becomes the predominant mode of mass transport to each microelectrode in
the array. The diffusion layers between the electrodes do not overlap, and the electrodes remain
diffusionally isolated, and thus, a steady-state cyclic voltammogram (sigmoidal voltammogram)
is achieved. This is represented in Figure 2-2b and Figure 2-3b. The cyclic voltammetric response
of such an array can be ascribed to the response of an independent microelectrode multiplied by
the number of electrodes making up the array.
Category 3. At longer times (slower scan rates), as the size of diffusion layer becomes greater
than the separation distance between the microelectrodes, the diffusion layers of adjacent
electrodes begin to overlap. This results in a change in the diffusional mass transport mode from
a radial to a mixed diffusion zone, also known as a transition zone, (transition between planar
diffusion and radial diffusion). The diffusion layer overlap reduces the flux density at the
electrodes and lead to a decrease in the current response of the array. In this case, a quasisigmoidal-shape cyclic voltammogram (i.e. intermediate between sigmoidal and peak-shaped) is
observed. This is represented in Figure 2-2c and Figure 2-3c.
Category 4. Finally, at long times, when the size of the diffusion layer is much larger than both
the electrode size and the electrode spacing, the individual diffusion layers of all the electrodes in
the array completely overlap. As a result, the planar diffusion becomes the dominant mode of mass
transport over the entire microelectrode array, and a peak-shaped cyclic voltammogram is
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obtained. This is represented in Figure 2-2d and Figure 2-3d. The array behaves like a
macroelectrode having an equivalent geometric area of the entire array.

Figure 2-2. Schematic illustrations of the four main diffusion categories and their corresponding
voltammograms for an array of microelectrodes.
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a) Category 1

c) Category 3

b) Category 2

Concentration
(mol/m3)

d) Category 4

Figure 2-3. Simulated concentration profiles represent the four diffusion categories at an array of
microelectrodes. [Resimulated and modified from36]
Category 2, in Figs 2-2b and 2-3b, is the optimum condition for the highest faradaic
current/background ratio (S/N ratio, sensitivity), which is essential to a single microelectrode
device. Mathematical modeling is often necessary for both the design and detailed interpretation/
analysis of the performance of microelectrode arrays. However, the numerical simulation of the
behavior of microelectrode arrays is a complex problem, especially the simulation of their linear
and cyclic voltammograms. In 2005, Davies and Compton32 described a two-dimensional
simulation method based on the diffusion domain approximation for the cyclic and linear sweep
voltammetry of both regular and random arrays of disc microelectrodes arrays. The diffusion
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domain approximation simplifies a complicated three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional
simulation with satisfactory results32, 39. The diffusion domain approximation was first proposed
in 1978 by Matsuda et al. to simulate chronoamperometry and chronopotentiometry40, and it was
also used to simulate cyclic and linear sweep voltammetry41 at partially covered electrodes. Later,
in 1982, Amatore et al. simulated cyclic voltammograms at a disc microelectrodes array using the
same concept and reported their famous zone diagram37.
Figure 2-4a-c is a schematic representation of the diffusion domain approximation concept for a
regular array of microdisc electrodes in a cubic arrangement. Each microelectrode can be assigned
an independent diffusional compartment in the form of a square of side 𝑑, as shown in Figure 2-4a.
𝑑 is the interelectrode distance between the microelectrodes in the array. In a regular array, the
resulting square compartments are identical so that only the response of one square needs to be
simulated. The response of the entire array can then be obtained by multiplying the response of
this square by the number of microelectrodes in the array. For simplicity, the square compartment
is replaced with a circle of the same area with radius 𝑅0 (𝜋𝑅02 = 𝑑 2 ), as shown in Figure 2-4b.
Therefore, the simulation area is now transformed into a cylindrical unit cell. The symmetrical
properties of the cylindrical unit cell allow the problem to be reduced from a three-dimensional
problem to a two-dimensional one, as shown in Figure 2-4c. It is worth mentioning that this
approximation is most suited for the simulation of large arrays where there is a significantly greater
number of microelectrodes inside the array compared to the number of microelectrodes located at
the edge of the array. Under these conditions, the contribution of the enhanced diffusion at the
external microelectrodes is negligible to the diffusion at the whole array. However, the diffusion
domain approximation can fail and shows significant error when employed to the simulation of
the behavior of small arrays (i.e. a nanoelectrode array for which the size of the whole array is
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similar to the size of one single microelectrode)

33, 38, 42-43

. In other words, the current response

from microelectrode /nanoelectrode arrays is extremely dependent on the overall size of the array
when diffusion zones among neighboring electrodes overlap. Unlike a peak-shaped voltammetric
response achieved with microelectrode/nanoelectrode arrays of millimeter size, a sigmoidal shape
response is expected with a nanoelectrode array of micrometric dimension in the above mentioned
condition. This behavior is caused by the overall shape of the diffusion layer set in over the entire
array. In other words, the linear and radial diffusions of electroactive species towards the whole
array surface, as shown in Figure 2-5 a-b, are responsible for obtaining either a transient or a
steady-state response, respectively. When the whole array experiences a radial diffusion, the flux
density at each nanoelectrode in the array strongly depends on its position in the array. In this case,
the two-dimensional simulation base on the diffusion domain approximation is unable to provide
satisfactory results, since the diffusion domain approach assumes an identical behavior for all the
electrodes in an array. However, for the nanoelectrodes comprising a micrometric array, the
contribution of each nanoelectrode element to the overall response of the array differs in terms of
its position. Therefore, a three-dimensional simulation needs to be performed in order to accurately
study the voltammetric response of the micrometer-sized array43-44.
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Figure 2-4. Schematic representation of the diffusion domain approximation concept32 for a regular
array of microdisc electrodes in a cubic arrangement. [Reproduced and modified from32]
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a)

b)

Concentration
(mol/m3)

Figure 2-5. Simulated diffusion profile over an array of 10 a) microdisc electrodes, electrodes’
radius = 10 𝜇m and interelectrode distance = 150 um b) nanodisc electrodes, nanoelectrodes’
radius = 200 nm and interelectrode distance = 450 nm.43 [Resimulated and modified from43]

2.5 Modeling electrochemistry in COMSOL Multiphysics®
In this dissertation, a commercial finite element (FEM) software called COMSOL Multiphysics®
has been used to study the electrochemical behavior of recessed nanorings and nanodiscs electrode
arrays (in Chapter 4 ), recessed ring-ring electrodes array (in Chapter 5 ), and fully conductive
nanopillar electrodes array (in Chapter 7).

The two-dimensional simulations based on the diffusion domain approximation have been used to
solve the mass transport at fully conductive nanopillar electrodes array and recessed ring-ring
nanoelectrodes array, in Chapters 7 and 5, respectively. Figure 2-6 (a-c) shows a two-dimensional
representation of the mesh and concentration profiles developed to study the electrochemical
response of the recessed ring-ring nanoelectrodes array (in Chapter 5). We have also modeled the
mass transport at recessed nanorings and nanodiscs electrode arrays in three-dimensional domains
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(in Chapter 4). The three-dimensional simulations were necessary because of the small size of the
whole arrays. Note that the diffusion domain approximation falls short in providing accurate
results when the size of the whole array is the same as a single microelectrode. Figure 2-7 and
Figure 2-8 show the three-dimensional concentration profiles developed to study the mass
transport at the recessed nanodiscs and nanorings electrode arrays, respectively (in Chapter 4). We
have considered the simulation of a simple reversible redox reaction in all of the studies. Moreover,
the diffusion coefficient of both redox species were assumed to be equal. Assuming that the
electrochemical process is conducted in a stagnant solution and in the presence of a relatively high
concentration of supporting electrolyte, the effects of convection and migration to the mass
transport can be neglected. Under these assumptions, the electrochemical methods used in these
studies, cyclic voltammetry, and potential step techniques, were both simulated under diffusiononly condition. In addition, we did not consider the IR drops effect between the working and
reference electrode in any of the simulation studies in this dissertation. This is because we have
used a high concentration of supporting electrolyte in experimental which resulted in high
conductivity of the solutions. Note in this dissertation the mass transport at nanoelectrodes have
been described by Fick’s second law. The Fick’s second law appropriately describes the mass
transport when the migration is negligible in the system under study (due to the excess use of
supporting electrolyte), and for the concentration range used here, and if the length of the device
is bigger than 10 nm45.
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a

b

c

Figure 2-6. a) Mesh in two-dimensional axisymmetric simulation domain near the electrodes b)
surface concentration profile c) volume concentration profile for recessed nanoring- ring
electrodes.
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Figure 2-7. Three-dimensional diffusion concentration profiles for a 6×6 recessed nanodisc array.
Nanodisc electrode radius (150 nm), recess depth (200 nm), interelectrode distance, 4r, (600 nm).
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Figure 2-8. Three-dimensional diffusion concentration profiles for a 6×6 recessed nanoring
electrode array. Nanohole electrode radius (150 nm), nanoring electrode height (50 nm), recess
depth (200 nm), interelectrode distance, 4r, (600 nm)

2.5.1

Finite element simulation software package: COMSOL

Multiphysics®
COMSOL Multiphysics® (known as FEMLAB before 2005) is a finite element simulation
software package for simulating different physics-based problems, particularly for simulating
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coupled or multiphysics phenomena46. The finite element method used in COMSOL
Multiphysics® is a numerical technique that allows solving almost any problem requiring the use
of partial differential equations (PDE). COMSOL Multiphysics® has an easy-to-use desktop
interface. The first step in solving a problem in COMSOL Multiphysics® is selecting an application
mode. COMSOL Multiphysics® is composed of different modules and functions for modeling
different applications. For modeling cyclic voltammetry and step potential methods in COMSOL
Multiphysics®, either the Transport of Diluted Species (tds) interface (which is a sub-module of
Chemical Species Transport Module) or Electroanalysis (elan) interface (which is a sub-module
of Electrochemistry Module) can be used. Both of these physics interfaces (sub-modules) have the
predefined equations, boundary conditions, and rate expression terms for modeling mass transport
at an electrode46. In this dissertation, the tds interface was used for modeling the electrochemical
responses of all the nanoelectrodes arrays. The next step in solving a problem in COMSOL
Multiphysics® is to set up the simulation geometry (domain). The model geometry can be simply
drawn as in any other graphic design program.

Once the simulation geometry has been

established, the appropriate boundary conditions should be defined for the model. In COMSOL
Multiphysics®, the user does not require writing mathematical equations and their boundary
conditions. Although, it is possible to manually introduce an expression or equation into the
COMSOL whenever it is necessary. For example, you can include your own equations that may
describe boundary conditions. Regardless of all the complication associated with the simulation
of micro/nanoelectrodes, all the simulation models share some general features related to the
electrode kinetics, mass transport, boundary conditions, and meshing. We have considered the
simulation of a simple reversible redox reaction with Bulter-Volmer kinetics in all of the studies:
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O+e

kf
kb

Eq. 2-11

R

Where O and R are both soluble species, but only species O is supposed to be present in the
solution. Equal diffusion coefficients were assumed for both species. k f and k b are the forward
and reverse reaction rate constants, defined by:
𝑘𝑓 = 𝑘 0 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝑘𝑏 = 𝑘 0 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝛼𝐹
(𝐸 − 𝐸 0́ ))
𝑅𝑇

(1 − 𝛼)𝐹
(𝐸 − 𝐸 0́ ))
𝑅𝑇

Eq. 2-12

Eq. 2-13

k 0 is the heterogeneous rate constant for the redox couple, E 0́ is the formal electrode potential, 𝐸
is the potential applied to the electrode, 𝛼 is the effective transfer coefficient, assumed to be 0.5.
The temperature, T, fixed at 298K. R and F are the universal gas constant and Faraday’s constant,
respectively. Figure 2-9 represents the boundary conditions used for the cyclic voltammetry
simulation at an inlaid microdisc electrode in a two-dimensional domain.
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Figure 2-9. Schematic diagram of the whole simulation space for an inlaid microdisc electrode
array.
Initial conditions:

cO  cb , 0  r  R0 , 0  z  zmax

Eq. 2-14

cR  0, 0  r  R0 , 0  z  zmax

Eq. 2-15

Flux boundary condition at electrode surface:

 c  r , z, t  
 cR  r , z, t  
DO  O
   DR 
  k f cO  r , z, t   kb cR  r , z , t 
z
z

 z 0

 z 0

Eq. 2-16

Symmetry axis boundary condition:

 c  r , z, t  
 cR  r , z, t  
DO  O
  DR 
 0

r

r

 r 0

 r 0

0  z  zmax

Eq. 2-17
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Insulator boundary condition:

 c  r , z, t  
 c  r , z, t  
DO  O
 DR  R
0


r
r

 r  R0

 r  R0

Eq. 2-18

0  z  zmax

Insulator boundary condition:

 c  r , z, t  
 cR  r , z, t  
DO  O
  DR 
 0
z
z

 z 0

 z 0

re  r  R0

Eq. 2-19

Infinity boundary conditions:

cO  cb , z  zmax , 0  r  R
0

Eq. 2-20

cR  0, z  zmax , 0  r  R0

Eq. 2-21

After defining the model geometry and appropriate boundary conditions, the model geometry
should be discretized into much smaller elements called mesh. Meshing is a crucial step in solving
a simulation problem. In the case of simulating the electrochemical behavior, much smaller meshes
are required at the micro/nanoelectrode surface and at the edge of the micro/nanoelectrode where
there is a discontinuity or singularity (the boundary conditions extremely changes from flux to no
flux) 32. This is because, at these regimes, there is a sharp change in the concentration. In this
dissertation, the optimal mesh density has been determined for any of the presented simulations
with successive mesh refinement until the results did not appreciably change (less than 1%
variation between the results of two following simulations). Once the model is solved, a variety of
plot types is available for post-processing simulation results in COMSOL. The numerical data
from a plot or table can also be exported to a file to be analyzed with other software, such as
Origin® and MATLAB®, as it was the case in this dissertation. The numerical results can be
exported as images and animation files as well46. Finally, it worth mentioning that because we are
using commercial software, COMSOL, to perform the simulations, a stringent validation step was
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also performed. In order to validate the accuracy of the simulations, we first performed the
simulations for an isolated inlaid and recessed microdisc electrode at steady-state, in both twodimensional and three-dimensional domains, and compared the simulated result with the known
analytical solutions. Results from both the two- dimensional and three-dimensional simulations of
the isolated inlaid and recessed microelectrode electrode were in agreement better than 0.1% with
those obtained from analytical solutions.
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Chapter 3 : Introduction to Electrochemical Surface Plasmon
Resonance Spectroscopy
3.1 Spectroelectrochemistry
In electrochemical measurements, the electrochemical processes are usually monitored by
electrical variables (current and potential measurements), which are incapable of giving any
structural information about the electroactive molecules in the system1. Therefore, it is
advantageous to combine electrochemical techniques with an optical method. This approach,
known as spectroelectrochemistry, provides complementary information about the system under
investigation since two types of measurements are acquired simultaneously. Spectroelectrochemistry is a powerful method to study reaction mechanisms, kinetic parameters, and organic,
inorganic and biological redox species and intermediates1-4,. In recent years, different
spectroscopic methods have been combined with electrochemistry. Examples are UV-visible5-6,
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)7-8, electron spin resonance (ESR)-UV/vis-near-infrared(NIR)910

, Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)11, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)12, scanning

probe microscopy (SPM)13, and surface plasmon resonance (SPR)14-19.
SPR is a label-free and real-time technique with high sensitivity for characterizing ultrathin films
at solid/liquid interfaces14, 20-21. Combined with electrochemical measurements, EC-SPR becomes
a powerful approach for in situ observation and characterization of optical and electrochemical
properties at electrode/electrolyte interfaces22-24. In EC-SPR, a metal film (usually a gold film on
a glass slide) is used as both the SPR sensing medium and the working electrode22. However, a
smooth, thin metal film cannot support the SPR by direct light illumination due to the momentum
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mismatch. Therefore, special momentum matching techniques are required to overcome this
problem and to excite the SPs. These techniques include attenuated total internal reflection method
using a prism coupler (Kretschmann configuration25 and Otto configuration26) and grating
coupling.
EC-SPR has been widely used for in situ monitoring of the electrochromic properties of an
electroconductive polymer during the electropolymerization or during the anion doping-dedoping
process of the deposited polymers17, 27. The majority of EC-SPR systems that have been used are
based on the Kretschmann configuration for the SPR excitations and measurements16, 18-19, 22.
However, the Kretschmann configuration needs a prism and complicated optical alignment which
provide less opportunity for miniaturization and simplification of the measurement setup. In this
dissertation, we have utilized nanohole arrays (Chapter 4) and nanopillars arrays (Chapter 5) in
EC-SPR studies that offer the advantages of simple optical collinear arrangement.

3.2 Surface Plasmons Polaritons
Surface plasmons polaritons (SPPs) are electromagnetic waves that propagate along the interface
between a metal (with a negative dielectric constant) and a dielectric (with a positive dielectric
constant). In other words, SPPs are the collective oscillations of the free electrons on a metal
surface excited by an electromagnetic wave (photon) and are highly confined to the
metal/dielectric interface28-30. Figure 3-1a depicts the SPPs at the metal/dielectric interface. The
electromagnetic field intensity is maximum at the interface but decays exponentially in the
perpendicular direction on either side of the interface (metal/dielectric), as shown in Figure 3-1b.
The decay length of the SPPs electric field in the metal,δm , is dependent on the skin depth 28-29, 3132

.
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Figure 3-1 a) Schematic representation of surface plasmons polaritons at the metal/dielectric
interface. The surface plasmons polaritons waves propagate in the x-direction, parallel along the
metal/dielectric interface28.

b) Illustration of the SPP electric field intensity decaying

exponentially on either side of the metal/dielectric interface28. [Reprint with permission from28]

By solving Maxwell’s equations and applying the appropriate boundary conditions, we can obtain
the dispersion relation for the SPPs at the metal/dielectric interface. The dispersion relation
basically describes the relationship between the angular frequency, ω, (energy) and the wave
vector in the propagation direction, k x , (momentum). The SPPs dispersion relation is given by3334

k SPP =

ω
εm εd
√
c εm + εd

Where c is the speed of light in vacuum and

Eq. 3-1

ω
c

is the wave vector of light in free space. εm and

εd are the dielectric constants of metal and dielectric respectively. The dispersion relation of Eq.
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3-1 is depicted in Figure 3-2 for a metal/dielectric interface. The dashed straight line represents
the light dispersion, and the black solid curve corresponds to the SPP dispersion on a metal surface.

Figure 3-2. SPPs dispersion curve (solid line) and light dispersion (straight dashed line) for a
metal/dielectric interface28. (Light dispersion is given by k =

ω
c

√εd , for vacuum εd ≅ 1).

[Reprint with permission from28]
As can be seen in Figure 3-2 the momentum (wave vector) of the SPP is always greater than the
momentum (wave vector) of the light in free space. In other words, the two curves never coincide,
and the SPP dispersion curve is located to the right of the light dispersion line at all frequencies.
k < k SPP

Eq. 3-2

ω
ω
εm εd
√εd < √
c
c εm + εd

Eq. 3-3

This means that the SPP cannot be excited by direct irradiance of light to the metal surface35-36.
Therefore, special momentum matching approaches are needed to circumvent this problem and to
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excite the SPP. These techniques include attenuated total internal reflection method via a prism
coupler (Kretschmann configuration25 and Otto configuration26) and grating coupling.

3.2.1 Attenuated total internal reflection coupling
Kretschmann configuration is a prism coupling method for the excitation of the SPP which was
introduced by Kretschmann and Raether in 196837. In this configuration, the surface plasmon is
excited via an evanescent wave. Figure 3-3 shows a schematic drawing of this configuration. In
this configuration, a thin metal film (usually about 50 nm) is deposited on top of the glass prism.
Basically, this metal film is located between the two dielectric media. One medium is the high
refractive index glass prism, np , and the other one is the dielectric sensing medium with a lower
refractive index, nd , (lower than that of the prism) that can be air or the solutions of interest, as
shown in Figure 3-3. The surface plasmon is excited at the interface between the metal layer and
the dielectric layer with the lower refractive index (the sensing medium).

Figure 3-3. A schematic representation of the Kretschmann configuration38. [Reprinted with
permission from38 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/)]
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In this configuration, light is illuminated from the glass prism side and undergoes total internal
reflection at the prism/metal interface. The evanescent wave is created at the prism/metal interface
under the total internal reflection condition when the p-polarized light is incident at an angle equal
to or greater than the critical angle, θc .
The critical angle, θc is given by39:
sin θc =

nd
np

Eq. 3-4

And propagation constant of the evanescent wave, k ev , at the prism/metal interface is given by34:
k ev =

ω
√εp sin θ
c

Eq. 3-5

Where εp presents the dielectric constant of the prism material and θ is the incidence angle of the
p-polarized light beam.
This evanescent wave penetrates through the metal film and couples with the surface plasmons at
the other side and excites the SPP at metal/dielectric interface. The excitation of the surface
plasmons at the interface between the metal and the dielectric with the lower reflective index
occurs when the wave vector of the evanescent wave is equal to the SPP wave vector of similar
frequency and state of polarization 34(in other words the two dispersion curves should coincide as
shown in Figure 3-4):
k ev = k SPP

Eq. 3-6

ω
ω
εm εd
√εp sin θ = √
c
c εm + εd

Eq. 3-7
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Figure 3-4. Dispersion relation of SPP (solid black curve), light in free space (straight dashed
black line) and light traveling through the glass prism (straight dashed red line).

3.2.2 Grating Coupling
The momentum mismatch between the SPP wavevector and the incident light wave vector can
also be overcome by using the light diffraction effects of metallic gratings. Metallic gratings,
periodically patterned metal surfaces, can include a variety of subwavelength geometries such as

arrays of slits, dots, holes, and others40-42. A schematic representation of this approach is illustrated
in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5. Excitation of the SPP using grating coupling approach43. [Adapted and reproduced
from43]
In one-dimensional grating case, the wavevector of the diffracted light is given by34:
k diffracted =
Where

ω
2π
√εd sin θ ± n
c
a0

Eq. 3-8

ω

√εd sin θ, is the in-plane wavevector of the incident light, a0 is the grating period,
c

2π
a0

is

the grating vector, and n = 1, 2, 3, …
The excitation of the SPP on the metal grating structure can be achieved whenever the following
condition is fulfilled:
k diffracted = k SPP

Eq. 3-9

ω
2π ω
εm εd
= √
√εd sin θ ± n
c
a0
c εm + εd

Eq. 3-10
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3.2.3 Extraordinary Optical Transmission
Another fascinating effect of surface plasmons is the extraordinary optical transmission (EOT)
through a periodic array of subwavelength apertures perforated in an optically thick metallic
film.
In 1944, Bethe described the diffraction properties of a single subwavelength hole. In his
prediction, Bethe assumed an ideal condition, a single subwavelength circular hole drilled in an
infinitely thin and perfectly conducting plate. According to his aperture theory, the efficiency of
light transmission through a single subwavelength circular hole scales as (r ⁄ λ)4, where r is the
radius of the hole. Therefore, based on the Bethe aperture theory, the optical transmission through
subwavelength apertures would be very weak. However, in 1998, Ebbesen et al44. reported
surprisingly very high optical transmission, several orders of magnitude greater than that
anticipated by Bethe’s aperture theory, through a periodic array of subwavelength circular holes
milled in an opaque silver film, Figure 3-644. This phenomenon of enhanced light transmission has
been attributed to the excitation of surface plasmon resonance

42, 44-45

by grating coupling, as

described in the previous section. Note that such strongly enhanced light transmission through the
periodic subwavelength holes is called "extraordinary" because the light transmission efficiency
exceeds unity when it is normalized to the area of the holes. The EOT depends on the film material
and thickness, the hole geometry, the array periodicity, the light wavelength, and the angle of the
incident light 46-47. The position of the resonance peaks is altered by the periodicity and shape of
the hole arrays48-49.
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Figure 3-6. Enhanced optical transmission spectrum from a square array of Ag nanoholes with a
periodicity of 900 nm. The Ag film thickness was 200 nm, and the nanoholes diameter was 150
nm44. [Reprint with permission from44]
At normal incident (θ = 0), the peak positions for a square array of nanoholes can be estimated
from Eq. 3-11 .(note

λmax (i, j) =

ω
c

=

a0

2π
λ

)

εm εd
√
√i2 + j2 εm + εd

Eq. 3-11

where i and j correspond to the different scattering orders of the square array. Figure 3-7
show a schematic drawing of enhanced optical transmission through a square array of
nanoholes.
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𝑎0

Figure 3-7. A schematic representation of extraordinary optical transmission through a square
array of nanoholes50. [Reprint with permission from50]

3.3 Fabrication of nanoelectrode arrays
There are two primary families of techniques for the fabrication of nanostructured metal surfaces,
bottom-up approach, and top-down approach. The bottom-up approach includes electrochemical
deposition and nanoparticle formation methods, which are relatively inexpensive. However, the
limitation of using bottom-up approach for the fabrication of nanoelectrodes is that there is no
control on the separation distances between fabricated electrodes and this approach produces
assemblies of nanostructures which are sometimes not reproducible. The top-down approach
includes electron beam lithography (EBL), focused ion beam (FIB) milling and laser interference
lithography (LIL). The top-down approach enables fabrication of arrays of nanoelectrodes with
good control of the production of nanoelectrode arrays; this is due to its reproducibility and its
capacity for producing desired geometries and spacing between nanoelectrodes. The LIL approach
is a common approach in the mass production of large areas of nanostructure arrays51-52. The
nanoelectrodes arrays in this dissertation were fabricated using FIB and LIL techniques. Figure
3-10 is a photo of the actual LIL setup used for the fabrication, developed by Dr. Jacson Menezes,
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a postdoctoral fellow at the Brolo group. I fabricated all the LIL samples studied in this
dissertation.

3.3.1 Fabrication of the nanoelectrodes array by Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) Milling
In this dissertation, we investigated different nanoelectrode arrays designs, 30 × 30 nanoholes
electrode arrays in Chapter 6, 6 × 6 recessed nanodiscs and nanorings electrode arrays ( in
Chapter 4), and a 6 × 6 recessed nanoring-ring electrode array ( in Chapter 5). The nanohole
electrode arrays studied in chapters 4, 5 and 6 were milled by FIB (Hitachi FB-2100 FIB), and
then the fabricated nanostructures arrays were imaged via a field emission scanning electron
microscope (Hitachi S4800, Hitachi, Japan). FIB is a technique in which a focused beam of ions
(usually gallium), driven by high voltages is used to mill through the material and cut the desired
pattern on the substrate, Figure 3-8.

a

b
Ga

+

Si3N4
Au
Glass substrate

Figure 3-8. Focused ion beam (FIB) milling a) schematic diagram of the FIB process b) photo of
the FIB workstation
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3.3.2 Laser interference lithography (LIL)
The LIL setup was a Llyod’s mirror configuration. Laser light with a wavelength of 458 nm from
an Innova 90C Argon ion laser was used. The LIL setup is schematically depicted in Figure 3-945.
Figure 3-10 is a photo of the actual Llyod’s mirror setup used for the fabrications of the samples
in this dissertation. LIL is a maskless lithographic method where a periodic pattern is generated by
interference of a laser beam with a second beam created by a mirror very close to the substrate.
The period of the structure, Ʌ, is defined by the laser wavelength and angle between interfering
beams given by:
Ʌ=

λ
2 sin θ

Eq. 3-12

Figure 3-9. A schematic representation of Lloyd’s mirror configuration of a laser interference
lithography setup. [Reproduced and modified from45]
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Figure 3-10. Photograph of the developed setup for laser interference lithography.
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Chapter 4 : Comparing the Electrochemical Response of
Nanostructured Electrode Arrays
The following chapter is adapted from: M. Atighilorestani, and A. G. Brolo, Comparing the
Electrochemical Response of Nanostructured Electrode Arrays, Anal. Chem. 2017, 89 (11), 6129-6135.
Copyright: Reproduced with permission. The supporting information has been embedded within the text.

The electrochemical responses from periodic 6 × 6 arrays of recessed gold nanorings were
compared to the 6 × 6 recessed gold nanodiscs arrays. The nanostructured arrays were fabricated
by focussed ion beam milling, and their electrochemical response from a reversible redox pair was
obtained. Three-dimensional cyclic voltammetry simulations using COMSOL were performed on
6 × 6 periodic arrays of both recessed nanodiscs and nanorings to elucidate the differences in
mass transport between these geometries. Specific mass transport properties near the electroactive
surface of the electrodes were elucidated by analyzing the calculated concentration profiles of the
redox species. Relative contributions from radial diffusion regimes inside the nanoholes play an
important role on the electrochemical response of the recessed nanorings. Arrays of nanodiscs are
common in different types of applications, particularly in biosensors. The results presented here
suggest that the performance and sensitivity of electrochemical nanosensors can be simply
improved by implementing electrodes with a geometry which offer greater current density while
keeping the overall footprint of the sensor element constant.
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4.1 Introduction
The size and geometry of an electrode strongly affect its electrochemical behavior. Decreasing the
critical dimension of an electrode to less than 25 μm (microelectrode)1 greatly improves its
performance relative to that of a regular-sized (e.g. millimeter-sized) conventional macroelectrode.
The benefits gained from electrode miniaturization include enhanced mass transport rates, due to
the predominance of the three-dimensional diffusion; reduced ohmic resistance; increased current
densities; and enhanced signal-to-noise ratios2-5. The combination of these characteristics greatly
improves response time and sensitivity in analytical and biosensing applications6-7. In addition,
microelectrodes can be easily integrated into miniaturized devices that require low sample volumes
for (bio)chemical analysis8.
The benefits gained from microelectrodes can be further amplified by entering the realm of
nanoelectrodes (electrode critical dimension below 1 μm)1, 4-5. The field of nanoelectrochemistry
has flourished in the last few years, due to advances in fabrication methods for the mass-production
of nanoelectrodes9-11. Electroanalytical methods involving nanoelectrodes are faster and suitable
for matrixes with low conductivity. Nanoelectrodes can potentially be essential components of
portable devices for extreme biosensing applications, such as single-molecule detection12-13.
However, a severe drawback to the widespread application of nanoelectrodes is their low output
current. The current levels in nanoelectrochemistry are often in the pA-range, requiring
specialized, low noise, electronic circuits for detection. This limitation can be overcome by
utilizing an array of nanoelectrodes operating in parallel4,

14

. The overall behavior of a

nanoelectrode array depends on several factors, including the diffusion coefficient of the
electroactive species, the electrode radius, the inter-electrode spacing, the time scale of the
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experiment, the size of the whole array and the electrode geometry15. Research activity in the
development of nanoelectrode arrays has been intense in the last few years1-4, 8,

14-16

. Most of the

work focused on arrays of (either inlaid or recessed) nanodiscs 2, 8, 15, 17. This is a relatively simple
geometry and very common in the electrochemistry of micro/nanoelectrodes. However, other
possible configurations for nanoelectrodes might provide advantages over a simple array of
“recessed nanodisc electrodes” (r-NDE)

in terms of electrochemical performance at the

nanoscale.
Our research group has a vast experience on the application of arrays of nanoholes in gold films
as surface plasmon resonance biosensors18-24. The nanohole structures support the phenomenon of
extraordinary optical transmission, which is an enhancement in the amount of light transmitted
through the nanostructures at certain resonant wavelengths25-26. Recently, we have transformed a
regular array of nanoholes into arrays of “recessed nanoring electrodes” (r-NRE) by coating the
top gold surface of the nanoholes array with a thin layer of an insulating material. As a result, the
electroactive area remained confined as gold rings within the nanoholes. The nanorings were then
coated with a thin layer of an electroconductive material27, generating an array of polymermodified nanoring electrodes. The optoelectronic properties of the polymer-modified nanorings
array were then explored by electrochemically switching the optical transmission through the
nanostructures27. Those preliminary experiments suggested that arrays of r-NRE performed well
as electrode elements, and since those structures can be fabricated in either large area or microarray
format

20, 24, 27-28

, they have the potential to be applied in several types of bioanalytical devices.

However, before embarking towards the development of applications, one might wonder how the
electrochemical performance of a r-NRE array differs from that of one of the most common
geometries, such as an array of r-NDE. In this work, a combination of experimental and numerical
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simulations was performed to compare the electrochemical characteristics of r-NRE and r-NDE.
The results provide guidance to the electrochemical performance characteristics for both
geometries.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.2.1 Chemicals and Instrumentation
Potassium ferricyanide and potassium chloride were obtained from Caledon Laboratories. All
solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm) obtained from NANO pure Diamond
TM deionization system (Barnstead). Prior to measurements, the solution was deoxygenated by
purging with argon gas for 30 min. Voltammetric experiments at r-NRE and r-NDE arrays were
performed using a computer-controlled Autolab potentiostat-galvanostat (PGSTAT 30).

4.2.2 Electrochemical Measurements
Silicon rubber squares (approximately 6 mm × 6mm) cut with a laser cutting machine were used
as the electrochemical cells. The silicon rubber square was fixed with a dielectric epoxy on the
glass/Ti/Au/Ti/Si3N4 substrate containing one 6 × 6 nanohole array of either r-NDE or r-NRE
fabricated by FIB at the center. The nanohole array was exposed to the solution with a small
opening laser cut square which was located at the center of the 6 mm × 6 mm silicon rubber square.
The central opening square was approximately 2 mm × 2 mm in size, and its volume was about 10
µL. Cyclic voltammetry was performed on each nanohole electrodes array in a solution of 20 mM
potassium ferricyanide with 0.5 M KCl as supporting electrolyte at 50 mV s-1. A background
current was also recorded in 0.5 M KCl solution. Background-corrected voltammograms were
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obtained by subtracting the electroactive analyte voltammogram from the background
voltammograms29. Measurements were carried out with a three-electrode cell in which the working
electrode was the nanohole array. The counter electrode was a Pt wire, and another Pt wire served
as a pseudo-reference electrode. To minimize electrical disturbance, the electrochemical cell was
placed inside a Faraday cage. Automatic positive feedback compensation was not used during the
voltammetric experiments.

4.2.3 Nanodiscs and Nanorings Electrode Arrays Fabrication
The 6 × 6 r-NDE and r-NRE arrays were fabricated by focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling into 50 nm
gold films on glass slides coated with Si3N4 (200 nm) insulating layer. The radius of the holes (r)
were 100, 150, and 200 nm. The interelectrode distance between the nanoholes was kept as 4r as
indicated in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-5. The sizes of the arrays were 2.2 μm × 2.2 μm, 3.3 μm ×
3.3 μm, and 4.4 μm × 4.4 μm for 100 nm, 150 nm, and 200 nm hole radius, respectively.

4.2.4 Fabrication details
We defined the FIB cut with the following parameters: dwell time in microseconds (i.e. the amount
of time the beam stays at a particular pixel point as it raster across the pattern) and N (the number
of raster passes). We only changed N from array to array while keeping dwell time constant. Next,
we used Z-contrast imaging (also called backscattering imaging) to find out which FIB conditions
were the proper ones for the fabrication of both nanodiscs and nanorings electrode arrays. The Zcontrast images of arrays cut with different N-values (used in the optimization of the fabrication
parameters) are presented in Figure 4-1.
Some notes on Z-contrast imaging
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- It uses the SEM's upper backscatter detector to take an image that only contains information on
backscattered electrons
- By filtering out secondary electrons, the image does not show topographical information.
Instead, the image shows elemental information.
- The shades of gray in the image are Z-contrast.
- With this method, the image shows the presence of gold. With this method, one can determine
which fabrication conditions are needed to cut through the various layers in the specimen.
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Figure 4-1. Z-contrast images of nanohole arrays cut using FIB. (Optimization of the fabrication
parameters)
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4.2.5 Nanodiscs and Nanorings Electrode Arrays Simulations
All the cyclic voltammogram simulations of the 6 × 6 r- NRE and r-NDE microarrays were
performed in three-dimensional domains, using finite element (FEM) software COMSOL
Multiphysics version 5.2. The simulation of a simple reversible redox reaction with Butler−Volmer
kinetics was considered.

4.2.6 Simulation Details
The cyclic voltammogram simulations of the 6 × 6 r-NRE (Figure 4-2a) and r-NDE (Figure 4-2b)
microarrays were performed in three-dimensional domains, using finite element (FEM) software
COMSOL Multiphysics® version 5.2. COMSOL Multiphysics® (known as FEMLAB before 2005)
is a finite element simulation software package for simulating different physics-based problems,
particularly for simulating coupled or multiphysics phenomena30. The finite element method used
in COMSOL Multiphysics® is a numerical technique which allows solving almost any problems
requiring the use of partial differential equations (PDE). COMSOL Multiphysics® has an easy-touse desktop interface. The first step in solving a problem in COMSOL Multiphysics® is selecting
an application mode. COMSOL Multiphysics® is composed of different modules and functions for
modeling different applications. For modeling cyclic voltammetry and step potential methods in
COMSOL Multiphysics®, either of Transport of Diluted Species (tds) interface (which is a submodule of Chemical Species Transport Module) or Electroanalysis (elan) interface (which is a
sub-module of Electrochemistry Module) can be used. Both of these physic interfaces (submodules) have the predefined equations, boundary conditions, and rate expression terms for
modeling mass transport at an electrode30. In this work, the Transport of Diluted Species (tds)
interface has been used for modeling the electrochemical responses of the r-NDE and r-NRE arrays.
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Next step in solving a problem in COMSOL Multiphysics® is to set up the simulation geometry
(domain). The model geometry can be simply drawn as in any other graphic design program.
Figure 4-3a and Figure 4-4a show the geometry models used to simulate the r-NDE and r-NRE
arrays, respectively. Note that in the 3D simulation, the size of the simulation domain cannot be
assigned based on the 6√t tot D distance from the electrode surface where, ttot, is the total
simulation time. In fact, a much bigger domain size is needed to accurately simulate the 3D
geometry, without any perturbation from the electron transfer processes occurring at the electrodes
in the simulation results. Therefore, the size of the simulation area in each of the simulation was
verified by probing the concentration close to the domain’s walls. Accordingly, the size of the
simulation space was made large enough to assure bulk-like concentrations of the redox couple at
the boundaries. Figure 4-3a and Figure 4-4a illustrate schematic representations of the 3D
simulation space for the 6 × 6 r-NDE and r-NRE, respectively. Once the simulation geometry has
been established, the appropriate boundary conditions should be defined for the model.
Here, the simulation of a simple reversible redox reaction with Butler-Volmer kinetics was
considered:
O + e− ⇌ R

Eq. 4-1

where O and R are both soluble species. Only species O was initially presented in the solution with
a bulk concentration of 20 mM. The forward and reverse reaction rate constants, k f and k b were
given by:
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k f = k 0 exp (−

k b = k 0 exp (

αF
(E − E 0́ ))
RT

(1 − α)F
(E − E 0́ ))
RT

Eq. 4-2

Eq. 4-3

́

𝑘0 is the heterogeneous rate constant for the redox couple, taken as 10−2 ms−1 , and 𝐸0 is the
formal electrode potential, set at 0.25 V.31 𝐸 is the potential applied to the electrode. 𝛼 is the
effective transfer coefficient, assumed to be 0.5. The temperature, 𝑇, was fixed at 298K. 𝑅 and
𝐹 are the universal gas constant and the Faraday’s constant, respectively.
The mass transport to the electrode was modeled by solving Fick’s second law of diffusion in
Cartesian coordinates:
∂c
∂2 c ∂ 2 c ∂2 c
= D ( 2 + 2 + 2)
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

Eq. 4-4

where D is the diffusion coefficient (assumed equal for both species (O and R)), taken as 6.5 ×
10−10 m2 s−1 .31
In simulations of the r-NRE arrays, due to the symmetry of the ring electrodes, the flux boundary
condition was applied only to half of the ring surface. And the other half of the ring surface was
set to the symmetrical boundary condition.
Meshing is a critical factor in correctly solving the simulation problems. Examples of the mesh
distributions used in the simulations of 6 × 6 r-NDE array with r = 200 nm and r-NRE array with
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r = 150 nm and h = 100 nm are shown in Figure 4-3b and Figure 4-4b, respectively. A high mesh
density was used at the electrodes’ surface and at the singularities (the boundaries between the
electrode’s surfaces and the insulator’s surfaces). The appropriate mesh size was concluded with
successive mesh refinements until the difference between the results of the two following
simulations was less than 1%.
The simulations of the 6 × 6 r-NDE arrays with r = 100 nm and the 6 × 6 r-NRE arrays with h =
25 nm and different radiuses were carried out on a PC workstation with 32.0 GB RAM (Lenovo
Thinkstation). And the rest of the simulations were run on the WestGrid and Compute Canada
clusters due to our computer’s memory limitation.
A brief note on the validation of the simulation set ups for r-NDE and r-NRE arrays. To simulate
the r-NDR array, we’ve started by simulating one single recessed nanodisc electrode in the 3D
domain and compared the result with the available analytical solution31 for the recessed disc
electrode.
I=

4nFcDro
4L
(πr + 1)
o

Eq. 4-5

Where n the number of the electrodes, 𝑟𝑜 is the disc radius and L is the recess depth value. We
refined the mesh until the difference between the simulation result and the analytical solution was
less than 0.1%. This gave us a sense of the validity of the simulation set up itself and a sense of
the required meshing parameters for simulating the array of the recessed disc electrodes. Then, we
began to simulate the arrays of the recessed disc electrodes. To simulate the recessed ring
electrodes, there are not any analytical solutions that one can use to check the simulation results.
However, we started to simulate the geometries which are in some sense similar to the ring
electrode, like that of the cylinder electrode, that have been reported in the literature. We replicated
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the results of these papers32-33, by simulating the cylindrical geometry in both 2D and 3D domains.
Then we simulated one single recessed ring electrode in both 2D and 3D domains, with repeated
mesh refinements until the difference between the results of the two following simulations was
less than 0.1% and also the results of both simulations in 2D and 3D for a single recessed ring
were within 0.1%. After that, we simulated the arrays of recessed ring electrodes. Later, the
simulation results for both r-NDE and r-NRE arrays were validated by experimental results, Figure
4-5 and Figure 4-13.

a

r

h

b
l

r

l

Figure 4-2. Schematic representations of the (a) 6 × 6 r-NRE and (b) 6 × 6 r-NDE microarrays
geometries. Hole radius, r, recessed depth, l, and ring’s height, h are indicated on the insets.
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b
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Figure 4-3. a ) 3D model of the whole simulation space and b ) and the appropriate meshing, for
the simulation of a 6 × 6 r-NDE array with r = 200 nm.
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b
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Figure 4-4. a) 3D model of the whole simulation space and b) and the appropriate meshing, for the
simulation of a 6 × 6 r-NRE array with r = 150 nm and h = 100 nm.
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.3.1 Influence of the Electrode Geometry on Voltammetric
Response

Figure 4-5 shows a comparison of the electrochemical response from a reversible process
(ferricyanide reduction) between an array of r-NRE and an array of r-NDE. Both arrays had 6 × 6
elements, and they were fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. Scanning electron
micrographs of the arrays are shown as insets in Figure 4-5, together with three-dimensional crosssection schemes that represent the geometry of the arrays. The radius, r, of both ring and disc were
150 nm (nanohole’s radius), and both structures were supported in glass and coated with 200 nm
insulating layer of Si3N4 (recess depth, l). The separation between the nanoelectrodes elements for
both arrays in Figure 4-5 was also identical and set to 600 nm, 4r. The ring electrode’s height, h,
was 50 nm. Figure 4-5 shows that the steady-state reduction current density for the array of r-NRE
(∼ −2.6 nA / μm2) was about ∼22% higher than that of observed for the array of r-NDE (∼−2.1
nA / μm2). Although the absolute area of the r-NRE was 33% smaller than the r-NDE for the
fabrication parameters used in Figure 4-5, both arrays occupied the same footprint. This indicates
a potential advantage of the r-NRE since its area can be controlled by adjusting the parameter h
while keeping the radius of the hole and the distance between electrode elements constant.
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Figure 4-5. Background-subtracted experimental voltammograms for 6 × 6 arrays of (a) r-NDE
and (b) r-NRE at a scan rate of 0.05 V s−1. Experiments realized in a 20 mM potassium ferricyanide
aqueous solution. 0.5 M KCl was used as supporting electrolyte. The nanohole radius (r = 150
nm), recess depth (l = 200 nm), and interelectrode distance (4r = 600 nm) were the same for both
arrays. The height of the gold ring on the r-NRE, h, was 50 nm.

In the experimental conditions of Figure 4-5 (scan rate 0.05 V s−1), the diffusion layer that evolved
from each nanohole electrode element is expected to overlap with the diffusion layer from
neighboring elements. In the case of extreme overlap between the diffusion layers (which is
expected in the case of Figure 4-5, due to the relatively slow scan rate and the small interelectrode
distance), the whole array should behave as a single microelectrode with an area that corresponds
to the entire size of the array.15 Since both arrays (nanodiscs and nanorings) were fabricated on the
same geometrical area, 3.3 μm × 3.3 μm (the number of the electrode elements present in each
array and the radius of the nanoholes were the same for both systems), the difference in the current
density magnitude shown in Figure 4-5 should underlie different characteristics of mass-transport
for each of the nanometric geometries.
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Finite element (FEM) calculations using COMSOL Multiphysics® version 5.2 were performed in
order to elucidate the mechanistic aspects of the mass transport towards the nanofeature elements
in the arrays. There are intense simulation studies that address the electrochemical behavior of
infinite arrays of microelectrodes with different geometries including inlaid and recessed
microdiscs34-36, microbands37, porous 33, conical
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, and cylindrical microelectrodes32. However,

there are very few simulation studies on the electrochemical behavior of finite arrays of
microdiscs39-40, as well as regular

15

and random

2

nanodiscs arrays of microsized dimensions.

There is no numerical study on the voltammetric response at the microsized array of nanoring
electrodes. Moreover, reports on the comparison of the electrochemical responses of electrode
arrays with different geometries in the nanoscale are also lacking, despite the fact that the effect
of electrode geometry at the nanoscale is amplified 5. Although there are some comparative studies
between (individual) microelectrodes of different geometries that demonstrate differences in their
electrochemical behaviors41-42. Here we performed simulations of cyclic voltammograms for 6 ×
6 r-NDE and r-NRE arrays in three-dimensional domains. A simple reversible redox reaction with
Butler-Volmer kinetics was considered.

It is important to emphasize that all simulations in this work were performed in the 3D domain.
The diffusion domain approximation34 has been successfully used for the simulation of the
behaviors of nano and microelectrodes on large area32-33, 35-36, 43- 44 where a significantly greater
number of electrodes are available in the inner positions than in the perimetric positions of the
microarray, (as a result the convergent effect of the perimetric electrodes could be ignored). This
approximation essentially assumes an identical behavior for all the electrodes in an array31 and
allows complicated 3D problems to be treated in 2D domains. However, the current response from
nano/microelectrode arrays is extremely dependent on the overall size of the array when the
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diffusion zones among neighboring electrodes overlap. Unlike a peak-shaped voltammetric
response achieved with nano/microelectrode arrays of millimeter size, when the diffusion layer
among the electrodes on the array extremely overlap, a sigmoidal shape response is expected with
a nanoelectrode array of micrometric dimension in the above-mentioned condition. This behavior
is caused by the overall shape of the diffusion layer set over the entire array31. In other words, the
linear and radial diffusions of electroactive species towards the whole array surface are responsible
for obtaining transient and steady-state responses in large and small arrays, respectively. As for a
micro-sized array, a radial diffusion operated in the whole array, the flux density at each
nanofeature presented on the array should depend strongly on its position in the array31. Therefore,
the assumption that every element will behave the same (diffusion domain approximation)34 is
not valid in those conditions. Therefore,

three-dimensional simulations are essential to

characterize the voltammetric response of these nanostructured micrometer-sized arrays31
accurately.
Figure 4-6 shows simulated voltammograms obtained for 6 × 6 arrays of r-NDE and r-NRE. The
nanohole radius (r), recess depth (l), interelectrode distance, were all set identical for both arrays
and matched the experimental parameters in Figure 4-5. The height of the ring electrode (h) was
taken as 50 nm to comply with the experimental value (see the definition of the geometric
parameters in Figure 4-5).
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of simulated cyclic voltammograms for two 6 × 6 arrays (a) r-NDE and
(b) r-NRE at scan rate of 0.05 𝑉𝑠 −1 . 𝐸 0́ = 0.25 𝑉, D = 6.5 × 10-10 m2s-1.15 The geometric
parameters used in the simulations are provided in the text. Insets: 2D slice concentration profiles
of species O corresponding to the potential at which the steady-state current was established, on
the forward scan.

As it can be seen in Figure 4-6, the r-NRE array presents a larger steady-state current density than
that of the r-NDE array for this particular set of geometrical parameters. The simulated current
density magnitudes for both arrays in Figure 4-6 matches very well with the experimental values
represented in Figure 4-5. Since all the simulation parameters and experimental conditions were
similar, the observations from Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 indicate that geometric effects contribute
to the differences in output current density observed between the arrays.
Qualitatively, the diffusion layer should evolve quickly within each nanohole, reaches the hole
opening, and then spreads over the nanohole with a 3D shape17, 45. As the diffusion profile of each
adjacent nanohole overlaps, the overall shape of the concentration gradient profile, and,
consequently, the voltammetric response of the array, will depend on the size of the whole array.
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For a micrometer-sized array, the concentration profile over the entire array remains threedimensional, regardless of the extent of the overlapping diffusion zones of the nanoelectrodes15.
The radial diffusion pattern over the whole microsized array is responsible for the steady state
voltammogram obtained for both r-NDE and r-NRE arrays in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. The
calculated radial shape of the diffusion layers over the entire arrays are shown in 2D (y−z plane)
slice concentration profiles as insets in Figure 4-6. The 2D slice concentration profiles at the center
of the nanoholes were taken from the first row in the arrays (see scheme in Figure 4-7).

a

b

Concentration (mM)

Figure 4-7. Schematic representation of the 2D (y-z plane) slice concentration profile on the first
row of 6×6 (a) r-NDE and (b) r-NRE arrays.
The 2D slice concentration profiles of ferricyanide were taken at the potential, - 0.2 V, at which
the steady-state current was established. 3D concentration profiles for both arrays are also shown
in Figure 4-8.
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a

6 x 6 r-NRE array

Concentration (mM)

b

Concentration (mM)

6 x 6 r-NDEarray

Figure 4-8. 3D concentration profiles for 6 × 6 (a) r-NRE and (b) r-NDE arrays. Radius, r = 150
nm; inter-electrode distance = 600 nm; and scan rate, v = 50 mVs-1. All parameters were the same
for both arrays. The nanorings height (h) were 50 nm. 𝐸 0́ = 0.25 𝑉, D = 6.5 × 10-10 m2s-1 .31

The calculated radial diffusion pattern over the whole array is analogous for both r-NDE and rNRE arrays (Figure 4-6). Animation files further demonstrate the dynamics of the concentration
profiles evolution over both arrays for better visualization (Animation 4-1 shows 2D slices, and
Animation 4-2 shows 3D concentration gradient evolutions with time). The similar diffusion
profile observed from the concentration gradient evolution of both arrays cannot account for
differences in transport characteristics at each nanoelectrode element. Therefore, the transport
properties at nanometric scale (inside the nanoholes) were further considered in order to find
observable differences between the geometries. The geometry of the electrode must influence the
supply of fresh redox species from the bulk to the electroactive area. The redox species obviously
enters from the hole top and flows down toward the electroactive surface. In the case of the r-NDE,
the flux to the electroactive surface (located at the base of the nanohole, see Figure 4-5 and Figure
4-8) is parallel to the hole length (z-direction). However, the mass flux to the r-NRE differs from
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r-NDE, as the electroactive surface is confined to the inner walls of the holes. Thus, the normal
flux, in this case, is toward the inner walls of the hole, which is perpendicular to the hole length.
This is verified by analyzing Figure 4-9, where the calculated concentration profiles across the
diffusion layers inside the nanoholes of each array are shown. 2D (y−z plane) slice concentration
profiles at the center of the nanoholes are presented in Figure 4-9a, d. The calculated concentration
profiles were obtained at the steady-state current at the same potential (E = −0.2 V). Figure 4-9b
and e show the close-up images of the concentration maps for a r-NDE and a r-NRE, respectively.
The concentration contour maps are shown in Figure 4-9c, f. These contours have been determined
using exported data from COMSOL to Matlab, Version 8.3 (R2014a).

Animation 4-1. 2D slices concentration profiles evolution over the whole arrays of nanorings and
nanodiscs with time.
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Animation 4-2. 3D concentration profile evolution of the entire nanodiscs and nanorings arrays
with time
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Figure 4-9. Comparison of the shape of the diffusion profiles within the nanoholes at the vicinity
of the electroactive area of the r-NDE and r-NRE in the arrays. (a, d) 2D (y−z plane) slice
concentration profiles at the center of the nanoholes; (b, e) close-up images of the concentration
profiles for a r-NDE and a r-NRE; (c, f) concentration contour maps for a r-NDE and a r-NRE. All
the parameters used in the simulations are the same as ones used in Figure 2. E = −0.2 V (steadystate condition).
Figure 4-9 illustrates differences in the transport characteristics between a r-NRE compared to a rNDE. Figure 4-9Figure 3 shows that the mass transport properties within a single r-NRE and a
single r-NDE can be broadly classified as “radial” and “planar diffusion,” respectively. This
difference in transport characteristics should contribute to the increased current density obtained
by the nanorings array in comparison with the nanodiscs array (Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6). Figure
4-9e, f shows that the radial flux of molecules from the center-bottom of the hole toward the ring
electroactive surface area enhances the mass transport of molecules from the bulk solution to the
hole. Animation 4-3 shows the evolution of the concentration profiles within a single r-NRE and
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r-NDE at the same conditions as Figure 4-9 and helps to illustrate the effect further. Figure 4-9a,d
shows that the concentration profile (see the concentration scale bar in Figure 4-9), both within the
holes and on the top opening of the holes, are dissimilar for each type of array. For instance, Figure
4-9d indicates that ∼7 mM concentration of the oxidized species (ferricyanide) is expected to be
inside the r-NRE hole, while for the r-NDE the same concentration is spread over the hole opening.
This confirms that the radial flux of molecule to the r-NRE surface is more efficient in supplying
fresh molecules from the bulk solution to the electroactive area in comparison with the flux of
material to the r-NDE array (for the geometric parameters used in Figure 4-5).

Animation 4-3. The evolution of the concentration profile within a single nanoring and nanodisc
electrode as being discussed in Figure 4-9a, d.
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4.3.2 Influence of the Hole Radius and the Nanoring Height on
the Current Density Magnitude

The main conclusion from Figure 4-9 is that higher current densities for the r-NRE array compare
to that of the r-NDE array can be achieved only when a radial diffusion contribution from the
center toward the nanorings surface (within the nanoholes) dominate the transport. This implies
that geometric parameters (r and h) that affect the nature of the diffusion layer geometry at the
center of a r-NRE should have a strong influence on the magnitude of its current density. Figure
4-10 shows simulated voltammograms obtained at different h-values. The scan rate and the hole
radius were kept constant. The other parameters used in the simulations were the same as those
used in Figure 4-6.
Figure 4-10 shows that the highest steady-state current density magnitude is obtained from the rNRE with h = 25 nm (the shortest ring height considered in Figure 4-10). The limiting current
density for an array of r-NRE decreased as the ring height was increased. The values of the steadystate current densities from r-NRE arrays with h = 75 and 100 nm were less than that observed
from an array of r-NDE with the same radius.
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Figure 4-10. Comparison of simulation results for cyclic voltammograms represented base on the
current density for 6 × 6 r-NDE and r-NRE microarrays with different heights, 25 nm ( r/h = 6),
50 nm (r/h = 3), 75 nm (r/h = 2), and 100 nm (r/h = 1.5). The scan rate (𝑣 = 0.1 𝑉𝑠 −1 ) and hole
radius a) r = 100 nm, b) r = 150 nm, and c) r = 200 nm were kept constant in Figure 4-10a, b, and
c, respectively. The rest of parameters used in the simulations were the same as those in Figure
4-6.

The behavior from Figure 4-10 can be explained by analyzing the diffusion profiles provided in
Figure 4-11. The concentration profiles in Figure 4-11 were taken at the limiting current potential.
Specifically, the close-up concentration profiles were calculated from the third nanohole on the
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first row of the array. Figure 4-11 confirms that the radial diffusion component dominates the
transport in a nanoring element for small h values. The radial nature of the flux geometry at the
hole center decreases with increasing the ring height for constant values of scan rate and hole
radius. As the ring height increases, the degree of the depletion of material from the center of the
hole increased. This leads to an overlap of the radial diffusion layer at the center, which reduces
the current density.
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Figure 4-11. Concentration distributions for species O within the hole next to the electrode surface
for the r-NRE microarray with different heights (25 nm, 50 nm, 75 nm, 100 nm) and for the r-NRE
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microarray. The close-up concentration profile images are taken from the third nanohole on the
first array’s row. (The emphasis is on the center of the bottom section of the hole surrounded by
ring). The hole radius a) r = 100 nm, b) r = 150 nm, and c) r = 200 nm and the scan rate (v = 0.1
Vs-1) were the same for each set a, b, and c, respectively. Each concentration profile illustrates the
variation of the diffusion layer in the center as a function of ring height. As the ring height increases
the diffusion layer extends further in the center and the size of diffusion zone in the center which
is completely depleted from the species increases (the red color representing this regime).

The concentration profiles in Figure 4-11 indicate some similarities between the general
characteristics of the diffusion layer within the holes between the r-NRE with h = 75 nm and h =
100 nm and that of a r-NDE. However, the r-NRE array with h = 75 nm and h = 100 nm presented
lower current density magnitudes when compared to that of the r-NDE array. This is due to the
height associated to the nanorings. Therefore, in the conditions of diffusion layer overlap at the
center of the hole, a nanoring would be comparable to a deeper recessed nanodisc of the same
radius. The current density for a recessed nanodisc decrease with the recessed depth46.
Similar transition between transport characteristics (as in Figure 4-11) was also observed when the
height of the ring was kept constant, but the radius of the nanohole varied instead (Figure 4-12).
In summary, the effect of increasing the ring height (for a given radius), Figure 4-10 and Figure
4-11, is the same as decreasing the radius for a constant ring height (Figure 4-12).
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Figure 4-12. Comparison of simulated cyclic voltammograms represented for 6 × 6 r-NDE and rNRE microarrays with different hole radii a) r = 100 nm b) r = 150 nm and c) r = 200 nm. The
scan rate 𝑣 = 0.1 𝑉𝑠 −1 and ring height h = 50 nm were kept constant. The rest of parameters used
in the simulations were the same as those in Figure 4-6. In order to make a reasonable comparison,
the inter-electrode distance between the nanoholes on each array was maintained as 4r. This means
that the overall size of each set of microarray (kept with 6 × 6 elements) changed as the nanohole’s
radius varied. For arrays with r = 100 nm, the whole size of the microarray was 2.2 𝜇𝑚 × 2.2 𝜇𝑚 ;
for r = 150 nm, the entire microarray size was 3.3 𝜇𝑚 × 3.3 𝜇𝑚; and for r = 200 nm the
microarray size was 4.4 𝜇𝑚 × 4.4 𝜇𝑚.
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The geometrical parameters, r, and h, have a strong influence on the shape of the diffusion profile
within the r-NRE. The interplay between both parameters (also illustrated in Animation 4-4)
suggests that optimization of the electrochemical performance of r-NRE microarrays requires
analyses of the r/h ratio.

Animation 4-4. The evolution of the concentration profiles within the single nanoring an nanodisc
electrode by varying the hole radius and ring height being discussed in Figure 4-11 and Figure
4-12.

Figure 4-13 shows a plot of the steady-state current density response, j, against r/h ratio for
different nanohole diameters. The horizontal dashed lines correspond to the calculated j value for
a r-NDE microarray with the indicated radius. The symbols in Figure 4-13 are experimental steadystate current (j values) obtained at the same electrochemical conditions as in Figure 4-5. The
experimental values matched the calculated current densities (solid lines in Figure 4-13) within
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5%. This matching with the experimental values for different geometrical parameters further
validates the numerical approach.
Figure 4-13 reveals that, under steady-state conditions, the relative current density differences
between the two microarrays, r-NRE, and r-NDE, largely depends on the r/h ratio. This occurs
because the extent of the radial diffusion within the hole center is controlled by the relative
interplay between r and h. As the r/h ratio increases, the shape of the diffusion layer within the
holes near the ring surface becomes more pronounced (Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12). The shaded
region in Figure 4-13 shows that when the r/h ratio is about 2.4, the current density response of
the r-NRE microarray will be the same as that of the r-NDE array with the same nanohole radius.
The current density of the r-NRE will be higher/lower than of a r-NDE when the r/h value is
more/less than 2.4, for a constant nanohole radius (Figure 4-13). Notice that the geometrical area
of a r-NRE will be equal to a r-NDE when the r/h ratio is equal to 2.
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Figure 4-13. Steady-state current density plotted against the r/h ratio for arrays of r-NREs. The
solid lines were calculated using COMSOL. The horizontal dashed lines correspond to the
calculated steady−state current density value of r-NDE arrays. The symbols correspond to j values
obtained experimentally using the same electrochemical conditions as in Figure 4-5. The radii of
each of the nanoholes in the microarrays are indicated. The shaded region highlights the condition
where the steady-state currents from both r-NRE and r-NDE arrays are the same for a particular
nanohole radius. The symbols in the shaded region are experimental results for r-NDEs. The scan
rate v = 0.1 V s−1, and interelectrode distance was 4r in all of the simulations.

4.3.3 Influence of the Scan Rate
The size of the diffusion layer also depends on the timescale of the experiment, which in
voltammetry is dictated by the scan rate. Fast scan rates lead to smaller diffusion zones. At
sufficiently high scan rates, the diffusion layer thickness becomes much smaller than the smallest
dimension of the electrode. In this case, the planar diffusion to the microarray surface dominates
the transport, and the current density turns proportional to the electrode surface area and becomes
unaffected by the electrode geometry41.
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Figure 4-14 shows cyclic voltammograms for r-NRE and r-NDE microarrays at five different scan
rates (from 0.1 to 1000 V s−1). Insets in Figure 4-14 and Table 4-1 present the 2D (y−z plane) slice
concentration profiles of species O for the first row of the microarray (remembering that all
simulations were performed in the 3D domain). The concentration profiles were taken either at the
steady-state potentials or at the peak potentials, depending on the shape of the voltammetric wave.
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Figure 4-14. Simulated cyclic voltammetry for r-NRE and r-NDE microarrays at different scan
rates: (a) v = 0.1 V s−1, (b) v = 1 V s−1, (c) v = 10 V s−1, (d) v = 100 V s−1 and (e) v = 1000 V s−1.
The same parameters as in Figure 4-5 were used except for the scan rates which are indicated in
the Figure. Insets are the 2D (y−z plane) slices concentration profiles of species O at the center of
the nanoholes over the first row of the array. These are taken at the steady state potentials or at the
peak potentials depending on the voltammetric wave shape.

An immediate observation from Figure 4-14 is that both the geometry of the concentration profile
over the whole microarrays and the voltammogram wave shapes are similar for the r-NREs and rNDEs. The shape of the diffusion layer over the whole microarrays always presents a radial
component within the r-NRE, independently of the scan rates (r/h ratio = 3 in Figure 4-14). Figure
4-14 shows that the current density differences between the two nanohole geometries become less
important as the scan rate increases. At slow and intermediate scan rates, a radial diffusion layer
dominates over the whole array, increasing the efficiency of the mass transport. Accordingly, a
greater difference in current density magnitudes between r-NRE and r-NDE is observed (Figure
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4-14a , b). The 3D diffusion layer over the whole array amplifies the effect of the radial diffusion
toward the nanorings surface within the nanoholes. The efficient transport at low scan rates leads
to a voltammogram with a sigmoidal waveform in Figure 4-14a, b. The transport characteristics
move toward a mixed hemispherical and planar geometry and finally to a planar geometry at large
values of v. These changes in transport characteristics are reflected in the voltammogram
waveforms. For instance, a peak-shaped voltammogram, indicating the dominance of planar
diffusion, is shown in Figure 4-14e. The current density from r-NRE microarrays is still slightly
higher than that of the r-NDE array even at a scan rate of 1000 V s−1. The small difference between
the peak currents values of the r-NRE and r-NDE arrays is consistent with the differences in their
diffusion layer inside the holes. These can also be visualized in Animation 4-5, where 2D slices
concentration profiles time evolution over the whole arrays and the corresponding voltammogram
at various scan rate are shown.
The comparison of the electrochemical behavior of r-NREs and r-NDEs microarrays presented so
far should provide guidance on possible implementation of devices based on those geometries.
One of the advantages of the r-NRE is that the electrochemical characteristics for a given nanohole
radius can be tuned by adjusting the h value. This can provide opportunities to improve the
electrochemical response while maintaining the footprint of the microarray. For instance, Figure
4-15 shows arrays of r-NRE (r/h = 3) and r-NDE of the same radius, but with distinct
electrochemical responses. In a multiarray device, according to Figure 4-15, the arrays of r-NRE
could be placed ∼2 μm closer together than arrays of r-NDE (Figure 4-15 and Table 4-2) and still
provide independent electrochemical response. This property has obvious advantages on the
design of addressable multiple electrochemical sensors in a miniaturized footprint.
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Animation 4-5. 2D slices concentration profiles evolution over the whole arrays of nanorings and
nanodiscs with time and corresponding voltammogram response by varying the scan rate.
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Scan
rate

r-NDE array
2D slice close-up
concentration profile images
at the center of the nanoholes
in the first array row

Concentration contours images of
the concentration profiles within a
nanohole at the vicinity of the
electrode

r-NRE array
2D slice close-up concentration
profile images at the center of
the nanoholes in the first array
row

Concentration contours images of
the concentration profiles within
a nanohole at the vicinity of the
electrode

0.1
Vs-1

1
Vs-1

10
Vs-1

100
Vs-1

1000
Vs-1

Table 4-1. 2D slice close-up concentration profile images at the center of the nanoholes in the first
array row and the concentration contours images of the concentration profiles within a nanohole
at the vicinity of the electrode for r-NRE and r-NDE array.
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Figure 4-15. 3D Contour surface concentration profiles for 6 × 6 (a) r-NDE and (b) r-NRE arrays
of the same hole radius ( r = 150 nm), interelectrode distance (600 nm), and scan rate (v = 50 mVs1

). The nanorings height (h) were 50 nm. 𝐸 0́ = 0.25 𝑉, D = 6.5 × 10-10 m2s-1.31 Each counter plot

(the solid black circles) corresponds to the lines of isoconcentration. The X position and the
concentration value at each designated point on the counter lines are given in Table 4-2. The
values of the concentrations at particular distances from the center of the arrays, indicated by “point
1” in Figure 4-15. The results from Figure 4-15 indicate that the diffusion layer thickness of the
whole r-NRE array is smaller than that of the r-NDE array. This means that if one wants to design
a chip with several array elements, where each element can be individually addressed
electrochemically, then the separation distance between the r-NDE arrays must be larger than that
for the r-NRE arrays (considering these particular geometric parameters). The requirement for each
array to be electrochemically independent is that the diffusion layer of two adjacent arrays should
not overlap. Arrays of r-NRE (r = 150 nm, h = 50 nm and inter-electrode distance = 600 nm) could
be placed ~ 2 µm closer together than arrays of r-NDE.
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Table 4-2. The distance of concentration layers from 6 × 6 r-NDE array and r-NRE array of the
same hole radius ( r = 150 nm), inter-electrode distance (600 nm), and scan rate (v = 50 mVs-1).
The nanorings height (h) was 50 nm. The X positions and concentration values were obtained
using COMSOL® point surface concentration probe.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS
A comparison of the electrochemical characteristics of microarrays of r-NDEs and r-NREs was
carried out. The experimental results were confirmed by three-dimensional mathematical
modeling. The effect of geometrical parameters, such as nanohole radius and ring height on the
output current densities of the microarrays with different geometries, r-NRE, and r-NDE, was
revealed. The fundamental differences between the electrochemical responses of the r-NRE and rNDE arrays have been clarified by considering the mass transport properties within the nanoholes.
In the case of the r-NRE, the characteristic mass transport inside an individual hole is controlled
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by the r/h ratio. In principle, when the r/h ratio is higher than 2.4, the shape of the diffusion layer
inside the nanohole is virtually radial, and a higher steady state current density is obtained for the
r-NRE microarray in comparison to a r-NDE microarray (with the same microarray dimension and
identical hole radius). Note that the radial diffusion geometry near the r-NRE surface (inside the
nanoholes) increases with the r/h ratio. This leads to an increase in the percentage difference
between the steady-state current density responses of the r-NRE and r-NDE microarrays. On the
other hand, it has been shown that when the r/h ratio is lower than 2.4 the shape of the concentration
field within the r-NRE is virtually planar, similar to that of a r-NDE array. However, the current
density of the r-NRE array, in this case, is lower than that of the r-NDE array. This is due to the
extra height associated with the r-NRE. The nanoring electrode, in this case, would be comparable
to a deeper recessed nanodiscs electrode with the same radius. Numerical simulations on the effect
of the scan rate on the output current densities responses of the nanoholes microarrays were
performed and the shapes of the voltammograms at different experimental time scales were
predicted. Finally, this work provided guidance toward the potential implementation of practical
electrochemical devices and sensors based on r-NRE microarrays.
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Chapter 5 : Recessed Gold Nanoring-Ring Microarray Electrodes
The following chapter is adapted from: M. Atighilorestani, and A. G. Brolo, Recessed Gold NanoringRing Microarray Electrodes, Anal. Chem., http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.analchem.7b01943
The supporting information has been embedded within the text.

A 6 × 6 recessed Au nanoring-ring electrodes microarray was fabricated over a glass substrate
using focused ion beam milling. The electrochemical responses of this device to a reversible redox
pair were examined. In redox cycling mode, the lower ring acts as a generator and the upper ring
as a collector. High collection efficiencies (close to 100 %) and amplification factors (~ 3.5) were
achieved with this configuration. The redox-cycling behavior of this device was modeled using
COMSOL Multiphysics®. The effects of scaling the geometric parameters of the electrodes (ring
height and radius), potential sweep rates, and inter-electrode gap distance were evaluated through
simulations. The computational models showed that the attainable limiting current depends
strongly on the ring radius, while it is almost independent of the ring height variations (for a
particular inter-electrode gap). The effects of the scan rate and inter-electrode gap distance on the
electrochemical characteristics of the device are also discussed. This study provides insights on
the influence of the geometry on the performance of these arrays, which should guide the
development of future applications.
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5.1 Introduction
Micro/nanoelectrode systems have been widely studied due to their potential for electroanalytical
and biosensing applications1-2. They display smaller capacitive charging currents, smaller ohmic
drop, enhanced mass transport, faster electrochemical response, higher current density, and higher
signal-to-noise ratio than that of macroelectrode systems3-5. However, the low current response is
the main disadvantage of using a single micro/nanoelectrode. This challenge can be overcome by
employing arrays or ensembles of micro/nanoelectrodes operating in parallel.3, 6-8 Moreover, redox
cycling is an efficient approach to enhance the sensitivities, limits of detection and steady-state
currents of micro/nanoelectrode systems.4, 9 Redox cycling requires two working electrodes (or
two arrays of working electrodes): a generator and a collector electrode. The electrodes should be
located close to each other and individually polarized at different potentials. In dual mode
operation, a redox species in solution undergo a reversible or quasi-reversible oxidation (or
reduction) at the generator electrode. The oxidation (or reduction) product diffuses to the collector
electrode, and it is converted back to the starting material. The regenerated species, formed on the
collector electrode, then diffuses back to the generator where it is again electrolyzed. This cycle
continues as long as the electrodes are properly polarized. Therefore, the same redox-active
molecule, contributes multiple electrons to the measured current, leading to an enhancement of
electrochemical response from both generator and collector electrodes.4-5, 9-10
The redox cycling approach has been used for a wide variety of applications. They include
measurements of reaction kinetics4, 11, diffusion studies12, in vitro analysis of dopamine in the
presence of ascorbic acid13-14, development of DNA biosensor15, detection of the reaction
intermediates16, development of electrochemical sensors17, and application in bioassays18. The
performance of redox cycling systems is commonly evaluated using two parameters19:

the
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collection efficiency ( 𝜂 ) and amplification factor (Af). 𝜂 is defined as the ratio between the
collector current, 𝑖𝐶𝐸 , and the generator current, 𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 , during redox cycling (dual mode)4:
η=−

iCE

Eq. 5-1

iGEcycl

And the amplification factor, Af , is given as the ratio between the generator current in dual mode,
iGEcycl , and the generator current in single mode (in the absence of redox cycling), iGE :
Af =

iGEcycl

Eq. 5-2

iGE

The collector electrode is left at the open circuit during single mode operation, while the potential
of the generator electrode is biased in the same manner as in the dual mode. The performance of
redox cycling systems depends on the geometry and design of the electrodes. Improved
performance is obtained by decreasing the electrodes size as well as the inter-electrode spacing
(interelectrode gap). In these conditions (smaller electrodes and gap), fewer redox-active
molecules escape from the redox cycling trap into the bulk solution 9, 20-21. A broad range of redox
cycling systems, with different geometries, has been proposed and investigated over the years.
These include dual cylinders22, dual discs23-24, dual bands25-26, triple bands27-28, and the
interdigitated band electrodes (IBEs)4-5, 29-31. IBEs are a natural evolution from the dual band redox
cycling systems that show greater sensitivities. The performance of IBEs is improved by
decreasing the width of the bands, decreasing the interelectrode gap between the generator and the
collector 5, and increasing the height of the bands32. Planar interdigitated ring electrodes (IREs)3335

are an important variation of the IBEs. Compton et al. demonstrated that IREs with small radii

show larger current enhancements in comparison to IBEs, due to the higher radial diffusion and
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more efficient mass transport 33. Important alternatives to the planar interdigitated configurations
are vertically separated electrodes. A dielectric (insulating) material defines the interelectrode gap
between the generator and collector electrodes. The gap can be simply tuned by varying the
thickness of the dielectric layer through thin film deposition

36

. Vertically separated electrodes

provide several advantages over planar electrodes, including highly improved collection efficacy
and signal amplification, due to the more efficient trapping of redox active species36,

37

. In

addition, their three-dimensional nature makes them ideal for lab-on-a-chip integration37. The
recessed ring-disk electrodes array is one example of vertically aligned generator-collector
electrode systems that has been extensively studied 37-40. In this geometry, the disc electrodes,
acting as generators, are completely surrounded by the ring electrodes (acting as collector
electrodes), leading to a very high collection efficiencies.
Very recently, Bohn et al.41 have proposed a novel redox cycling system structure: the recessed
Au nanoring-ring electrodes array (Au-NRRA), shown schematically in Figure 5-1. They
experimentally demonstrated that the collection efficacy of this new configuration is ~100 %

41

.

The Au-NRRA is derived from the recessed nanoring-disc electrodes array configuration, but the
identical electrode geometry in the Au-NRRA helps to improve further the collection efficiency.
Herein, a more detailed understanding of the main characteristics of the Au-NRRA is provided
through numerical simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics®. The model was first validated by
comparing the results with experimental data. The results presented here provide valuable
information for the future development of applications of Au-NRRA in several areas ranging from
fundamental studies of electrochemical mechanisms to integrated lab-on-a-chip detection systems.
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
5.2.1 Chemicals and Instrumentation
Potassium ferricyanide and potassium chloride were purchased from Caledon Laboratories. All
solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ.cm) obtained from NANO pure Diamond
TM deionization system (Barnstead). Prior to measurements, the solution was purged with
Argon gas for 30 minutes. Electrochemical measurements were carried out with two Gamry
Reference 600 potentiostats connected to each other. Data acquisition of the two potentiostats was
synchronized using scripts made available by the manufacturer (Gamry Instruments, USA). A
platinum wire was used as a pseudo-reference electrode. Another platinum wire served as a counter
electrode. Notice that the experiments could have been performed using only one Pt wire. However,
we chose to keep a four (or three)-electrode configuration to be consistent with the previous works
in this area. All the experiments were performed after an equilibration time of 10 s and in a Faraday
cage.

5.2.2 Recessed Nanoring-Ring Microarray’s Geometry and
Fabrication
Figure 5-1a shows a schematic cross-sectional diagram of 6×6 Au-NRRA arranged in a square
lattice. Each nanohole contains two nanoring electrodes that are electrically isolated and arranged
vertically relative to each other. Nanohole structures in the array are formed by milling through a
first insulating layer, recess depth, l, (SiO2 or SiNx, 150 nm); and a first metal layer, upper ring
electrode, hc, (Au, 50 nm); down to a second insulating layer, insulating gap, 𝑔, (SiO2 or SiNx ,
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150 nm); and a second metal layer, lower ring electrode, hg, (Au , 50 nm), using FIB technique.
The upper and lower ring heights (hc and hg) and the gap thickness (𝑔) could all, in principle, be
modified while maintaining the same array footprint. Here the heights of both lower and upper
ring were the same, 50 nm. The details of the fabrication process are given in Figure 5-2 and Figure
5-3.

b

a

𝑶𝒙 + 𝒆− ⇌ 𝐑𝐞𝐝
𝑟

Insulating layer (recess depth)
Upper ring electrode (collector)

Insulating layer (ring’s pair gap)
Lower ring electrode (generator)

𝑙
ℎ𝑐
𝑔
ℎ𝑔

Collector
Generator

Figure 5-1. Schematic representations of (a) the 6 × 6 recessed generator-collector ring-ring
microarray geometry, and b) the redox cycling process. Hole radius, r, recessed depth, l, collector
height, ℎ𝑐 , nanoring’s pair gap, 𝑔, and generator height, ℎ𝑔 , are indicated (b).
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Figure 5-2. Schematic representations of the Au-NRRA fabrication process (a-j). All the layers in
the Ti (7nm) / Au (50 nm) / Ti (7 nm) / SiO2 or SiNx (150 nm) / Ti (7 nm) / Au (50 nm) / Ti (7 nm)
/SiO2 or SiNx (150 nm) stack were sputtered using Mantis® QUBE sputter deposition system,
except for the SiNx layer which was deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
method. Dimensions are not down to scale.
Note that, in contrast to the fabrication process described in ref 41 (which was a combination of
standard photolithography, layer-by-layer deposition, and FIB milling), our fabrication process
only included the layer-by-layer deposition steps and FIB milling. In the previous study41, the areas
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of the electrodes and connection pads were defined using standard photolithography technique.
Instead, we have designated these features simply by defining those specified areas using Teflon
tape masks during the depositions. In short, our fabrication process was simpler and included fewer
fabrication steps in comparison with the previous study41. It is important to emphasize that
standard photolithography involves several steps, including photoresist spin coating, baking the
samples to cure the photoresist, illuminate the photoresist through a photomask to pattern the
sample and the lift-off step. By eliminating the photolithography, we then significantly simplified
the fabrication. Moreover, our process resulted in very clean samples, since we did not have to be
concerned with photoresist residues.
a) A 7 nm Ti was sputtered over the whole cleaned (~ 9 mm × 9 mm) glass slides. The Ti layer
was used to improve the adhesion of subsequent gold layer onto the glass substrates.
b) A 50 nm thick gold film was then sputtered over the Ti adhesion layer on the entire glass slides.
c) Once the gold was deposited, one edge of the glass substrates was wrapped with Teflon tape
to protect the metal film on that area. This protected region was later used as the electrical
contact pad on the first gold layer (lower nanoring electrodes). Next, a 7 nm Ti adhesion film
was sputtered.
d) Subsequently, a 150 nm thick SiO2 (or SiNx) layer was sputtered in the presence of oxygen
(Ar: O2 - 4: 1 and Flow Rate 8 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute)), to improve its
quality. This SiO2 provided electrical isolation and also separation (gap, g) between the lower
and upper nanoring electrodes in the final configuration.
e) After the deposition of the first passivation layer, all the edges of the glass substrates were
wrapped with Teflon tape and only a small rectangular area (~5 mm × 1 mm) in the middle
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was left unprotected. A 7 nm thick Ti adhesion layer was then sputtered over the defined area
by the Teflon tape.
f) Subsequently, the second Au layer (50 nm thick) was sputtered over the Ti layer on the
designated region by the Teflon tape.
g) Followed by sputtering of 7 nm adhesion Ti layer over the gold film.
h) After this step, half side of the substrates was wrapped with the Teflon tape before the
sputtering of the final 150 nm thick SiO2 passivation layer. In this case, the Teflon tape
protected the metal film regions on the substrates’ edge, and the middle part served later as the
electrical contact pads to the first and second gold layers, respectively. The final SiO 2 layer
was then sputtered in the presence of the oxygen (Ar: O2 - 4: 1 and Flow Rate 8 sccm (standard
cubic centimeter per minute)), to improve its isolation quality. This layer was provided the
electrical isolation to the second gold layer (upper nanoring electrodes) and also defined the
upper ring electrodes recessed depth on the final device.
i) Finally, the recessed nanoring-ring electrodes array (3.3 µm × 3.3µm) with r = 150 nm and the
interelectrode distance of 600 nm were fabricated using FIB on the Ti (7nm) / Au (50 nm) / Ti
(7 nm) / SiO2 (150 nm) / Ti (7 nm) / Au (50 nm) / Ti (7 nm) /SiO2 (150 nm) stack in the middle
of the substrate.
j) An NMR tube (which was cut to less than 8 mm length) was fixed over the Ti/Au /Ti/SiO2/Ti
/Au/Ti /SiO2 stack containing the recessed nanoring-ring array with a dielectric epoxy and
served as the electrochemical cell.
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5.2.3 Optimization of the FIB fabrication parameters using Zcontrast images
We followed the same procedure for the fabrication of the 6×6 Au-NRRA as those we explained
in our previous work42. Briefly, the FIB cut were defined with the following parameters: dwell
time in microseconds (i.e. the amount of time the beam stays at a particular pixel point as it raster
across the pattern) and N (the number of raster passes). Only the numbers of N were increased
from array to array and the dwell time was kept constant. Next, the Z-contrast imaging (also called
backscattering imaging) was used to find out which FIB conditions were the proper ones for the
fabrication of Au-NRRA. Z-contrast imaging gives the elemental information in contrast to the
SEM image which provides only the topographical information. In Z-contrast imaging the
secondary electrons are filtered out, and the image shows the presence of different elements.
In contrast to our previous work42, in which we had to be very careful to find the proper parameters
for the fabrication of the disc electrodes. (We had to stop cutting right after the appearance of the
Au-disc). Here, the primary concern was to mill deep enough, all the way through all the four
layers of insulator/metal/insulator/metal and to reach the glass substrate. (Here, reaching the glass
substrate was a proper indication that we have cut deep enough, though all four layers). Z-contrast
imaging allowed us to achieve this goal with confidence. Since the Z-contrast imaging shows the
different materials used in the fabrication (SiNx as the first (l) and second (𝑔) insulator layers, Au
as the first and second metal layers, and the glass substrate) in different colors.
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SiNX

Glass substrate (SiO2)

second metal layer, lower ring electrode

second metal layer, lower ring electrode

SiNx (second insulating layer, insulating gap)

first metal layer, upper ring electrode

Figure 5-3. Optimization of the FIB fabrication parameters using Z-contrast images.

5.2.4 Simulations Details
We have performed both 3D and 2D simulations on the 6×6 Au-NRRA operating in either single
or dual mode, respectively. Simulations were carried out using a commercial finite-element
software package (COMSOL Multiphysics® ver. 5.2). The 2D simulations were run on our PC
workstation with 32.0 GB RAM (Lenovo Thinkstation), and the 3D simulations were run on
WestGrid and Compute Canada clusters. In all the simulation studies, the recess depth (the first
insulator layer’s thickness), l, and the nanoring’s pair gap (the second insulating layer), g, were
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kept constant, 150 nm. The height of both upper, hc, and lower, hg, ring electrodes was varied
from 25 nm to 100 nm, and the nanoholes’ radius, r, was varied from 100 nm to 200 nm to study
the effect of these parameters on the array performance. The active area of the upper and lower
nanorings was kept identical to each other in all the simulation studies. In the redox cycling studies,
depicted in Figure 5-1b, the lower nanoring electrodes act as generator electrode at which the
potential was swept between 0.3 and -0.3 V, at a sweep rate of 0.05 to 1000 Vs-1, while, the
potential of the upper nanoring electrodes, acting as the collector electrodes, was held at a constant
oxidizing potential, 0.3 V. For the case without redox cycling, single mode, the upper ring was
assumed to be an insulator layer. Therefore the cyclic voltammetry simulations were conducted on
an array of nanoholes containing only the recessed lower ring electrodes, Figure 5-4. The recess
depth of the nanoring electrodes in single mode corresponds to the depth of the lower ring in dual
mode, which is the summation of the thicknesses of the top insulating layer, upper ring height and
the gap between the rings pair in the case of dual mode, Figure 5-4, to accurately investigate the
extent of redox cycling effect on the current respond of the lower ring in single and dual modes
(the current amplification factor). For the single mode, the simulations have been performed in 3D
domains; detailed information on the simulation is given in our previous work42.
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a

b
𝒍
𝒉𝒄 𝒈
𝒉𝒈

𝒍
𝒉

Figure 5-4. Schematic representations of a) 6 × 6 recessed generator-collector nanoring-ring
microarray b) 6 × 6 recessed nanorings microarray (recessed nanoring-ring microarray operating
in single mode). Recessed depth, l, collector height, ℎ𝑐 , nanoring’s pair gap, 𝑔, generator height,
ℎ𝑔 , and ring height, h, are indicated in Figures. Magnitude of the recessed depth, l, in 6 × 6
recessed nanorings microarray (recessed nanoring-ring microarray operating in single mode)
corresponds to the summations of the values of l and ℎ𝑐 and g in Figure 5-4a.
Briefly, Figure 5-5a shows the 2D slice concentration profile of species O on the first row of a 6×6
recessed nanorings electrode array. Figure 5-5a illustrates that recessed nanorings array at single
mode operation experiences a radial diffusion over the whole array due to the small size of the
entire array when the diffusion zones among the adjacent nanoholes extremely overlap. As a result,
the whole array behaves like a single microelectrode with the same size of the array with a steady
state response. Considering the overall radial shape of the diffusion layer over the whole array the
contribution of the each nanohole electrode to the overall response of the array is different from
each other, and it very depends on where the nanohole is located in the array. Therefore, the 2D
simulation base on the diffusion domain approximation43 cannot provide satisfactory results and
a 3D simulation is required to be performed in order to study the voltammetric response of the
micrometer-sized array6 accurately. Detailed information on the simulation is given in our
previous report.42
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a

b

Concentration / mM

l = 150 nm

ℎ𝑐 = 50 nm

g = 150 nm

ℎ𝑔 = 50 nm

Figure 5-5. a) 2D slice concentration profile for a 6 × 6 recessed ring array, no redox cycling. (the
6×6 Au-NRRA configuration operating in single mode). b) Simulated concentration profile for a
6×6 Au-NRRA operating in redox cycling mode. The hole radius (r = 150 nm), ring height (h =
50 nm), scan rate (v = 0.05 Vs-1), interelectrode distance (600 nm), were the same for both array.
The recessed depth of ring electrodes in a) was 350 nm, which coincide with the recessed depth of
lower ring in ring-ring geometry, Figure 5-4. The recessed depth was (l = 150 nm), and ring gap
was (𝑔 = 150 nm) in the ring-ring array geometry. The concentration profiles were obtained for
the species O at the potential in which the steady-state current was established, on the forward
scan.
In dual mode (redox cycling mode), the potential of the lower ring (generator) was scanned
between 0.3 and -0.3 V, and the upper ring (collector) was held at a fix oxidizing potential, 0.3 V,
such that redox species generated at the lower electrode was reoxidized to starting material at the
upper electrode. The cycling of the redox species between the recessed ring and ring electrodes
totally eliminated the overlap of the diffusional fields of adjacent nanoholes (containing ring-ring
pair) Figure 5-5b. Since the nanoholes (containing ring-ring generator-collector pair) electrodes
are diffusionally independent, based on the diffusion domain approximation43 the response of only
one ring-ring pair needs to be simulated, Figure 5-6. Furthermore, the cylindrical symmetry of the
electrodes allowed the simulation of half of the nanorings pair electrodes. Hence, the redox cycling
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simulations at the ring-ring generator-collector pair electrodes were carried out over twodimensional domains.
The cyclic voltammetry was performed at the lower ring electrode (generator), and the simulation
of a simple reversible redox reaction was considered at this electrode accordingly:
A+ē⇌B

Eq. 5-3

while the upper ring electrode (collector) was subjected to a fixed potential to oxidized the species
B back to its starting form:
B−ē→A

Eq. 5-4

4−
Where A and B are both soluble species, which are 𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)3−
6 and 𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)6 respectively in this

current study, but only species A is supposed to be present in the solution with an initial bulk
concentration of 20 mM.

The rate of electron transfer is given by the Bulter-Volmer kinetics:
DA
Where DA

∂cA
⃒‐ = (k f cA − k b cB )⃒el
∂r el
∂cA
∂r

Eq. 5-5

⃒el is the diffusional flux of species A to the electrode surface, and k f and k b , the

forward and reverse reaction rate constants, respectively, and they are described as:
k f = k 0 exp (−

k b = k 0 exp (

αF
(E − E 0́ ))
RT

(1 − α)F
(E − E 0́ ))
RT

Eq. 5-6

Eq. 5-7
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k 0 is the heterogeneous rate constant for the redox couple, taken as 10−2 ms−1 , and E 0́ is the
formal electrode potential, set at 0.25 V.6 E is the potential applied to the electrode.

α is the

effective transfer coefficient, assumed to be 0.5. The temperature, T, fixed at 298 K. R and F are
the universal gas constant the Faraday’s constant, respectively
The diffusion of the redox species is characterized by the following equation:
∂c
= ∇. (D∇c)
∂t

Eq. 5-8

Where c is the concentration and D is the diffusion coefficient (assumed equal for both species),
set as 6.5 × 10−10 m2 s−1 .6 This equation assumes that the transport of O and R is solely
controlled by diffusion, a valid approximation, considering an excess of supporting electrolyte is
present so that migration is negligible. The bulk solution condition is assigned at the outer
boundary of the model, at a distance 6√t tot D , from the electrode surface where t tot the total
simulation time is. Beyond this, the influence of the domain size on the simulation result is not
important
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Figure 5-6. a) Schematic representation of the unit cell for a 6×6 Au-NRRA; b) individual unit
cell in Cartesian coordinates; c) tantamount diffusion domain approximation in cylindrical
coordinates; and d) sketch of the 2D simulation space used for the simulation of recessed nanoring-
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ring array performance operating in redox cycling mode. 39, 43 (2 × R = interelectrode distance);
and e) close-up 2D model of the simulation space and f) its meshing.

5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.3.1 Electrochemical investigation at recessed nanoring-rings
microarray
The experimental and simulated cyclic voltammetric curves for a 6 × 6 Au-NRRA ( 𝑟 =
150 𝑛𝑚, 𝑔 = 𝑙 = 150 𝑛𝑚) for both single and dual mode operation are shown in Figure 5-7a
and Figure 5-7b, respectively. The surface areas of both lower and upper ring electrodes were the
same (hc = hg = 50 nm). In single mode, the lower rings were swept at 0.05 Vs-1 and the upper ring
electrodes were considered as an insulator layer. This means that, in single mode operation, the
cyclic voltammetry simulation was performed on a 6 × 6 nanorings array with 350 nm recess
depth (See Figure 5-4). In dual mode, the lower ring (generator) was swept at 0.05 Vs-1 while the
potential of the upper ring (collector) was held at a constant oxidizing potential. As shown in
Figure 5-7, the lower rings current responses reach steady state for both single and dual mode
operation. However, the lower rings response in dual mode was several times higher than without
redox cycling (single mode).
The presence of the second ring electrode constrains the depletion layer within the nanoholes and
confines the mass transport. The interaction (overlap of their diffusion layers) between the lower
and upper ring electrodes induces the redox cycling and enhances the current responses of both
rings. These results reveal the impact of the upper ring electrodes on the performance of the lower
ring electrodes. When the upper ring electrodes (collector) operates in single mode (open circuit
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potential), the diffusion layers among adjacent nanoholes in the array extremely overlaps (see
Figure 5-5). The whole array then presents a steady state response due to the hemispherical
diffusion zone above the entire micro-size array.
The performance of Au-NRRA as a redox cycling system was evaluated by determining the
collection efficiency (𝜂) and the amplification factor (Af), defined in Eq. 5-1 and Eq. 5-2. The
simulation (Figure 5-7b) shows that the steady-state current response at the generator electrodes
was amplified by 3.5 and 𝜂 was 99.85. These values agreed very well with the experiment (Figure
5-7a), where 99.7 and 3.4 were measured for 𝜂 and, Af, respectively. However, there is a small
difference on the magnitude of the limiting current between the experimental and the simulated
results. This is probably due to the fact that we have considered a cylindrical geometry for the
nanohole. However, the actual geometry of the electrodes cut by FIB is conical, as it was shown
by Bohn et al.41 In any case, the good matching between the experimental and the computational
results in Figure 5-7 validates our approach. Notice that, at first glance, the amplification factor of
the Au-NRRA configuration might seem a bit low for a redox cycling system with such a high
collection efficiency. This is because Af depends on the electrode geometry and scales with the
electrode size44. A clarification of these effects is in the section “Notes on the amplification factor”.
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Figure 5-7. Comparison of cyclic voltammograms for 20 mM potassium ferricyanide and 0.5 M
KCl in a 6 × 6 Au-NRRA (3.3 µm × 3.3 µm) operating in single mode (black curves) and redox
cycling mode (red curve – collector and blue curve - generator. a) Experimental results; b)
Simulated results. For single mode, the lower ring electrodes were swept at 0.05 Vs-1 while the
upper ring electrodes remained at open circuit. For redox cycling mode, the lower ring electrodes
(the generator) were cycled at 0.05 Vs-1 while the potential of the upper ring electrodes was kept
at 0.1 V (vs. pseudo-Pt reference) in the experiment and at 0.3 V in the simulation.

5.3.2 Effect of scaling of electrode’s dimensions on the recessed
nanoring-ring electrodes microarray performance
The results from Figure 5-7 indicates that a computational investigation on the effect of geometric
parameters in the performance of Au-NRRA should provide a description of the system that
matches well with the experiments, while also allowing some insights into the transport
mechanism. The geometry of the ring electrodes in Au-NRRAs is controlled via two parameters:
height, h, and radius, r. The goal in this section is to use the numerical methods validated in Figure
5-7 to understand the effect of h and r on the performance of Au-NRRA. Simulations were
performed for either constant height or constant radius conditions. The recessed depth, l = 150 nm,
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the insulating gap, 𝑔 = 150 nm, interelectrode distance, 4r, and the scan rate, v = 0.1 Vs-1, were
kept constant in all the simulations. In addition, the height of the lower and upper ring electrodes
were considered to be equal, hc = hg. Three different radiuses, 100 nm, 150 nm, and 200 nm, were
considered. The current responses of the rings with different heights (h =hc = hg) of 25 nm, 50 nm,
75 nm, and 100 nm in dual mode were investigated for each radius. The influence of the scaling
of the electrode dimensions on redox cycling response of Au-NRRA is summarized in Figure 5-8.
The results in Figure 5-8 are shown in terms of both the limiting current (i) and current density (j).
Figure 5-8a and b display simulated limiting current (𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 (nA)) and limiting current density
𝑛𝐴

values (𝑗𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 (𝜇𝑚2 )), from Au-NRRA in dual mode. The cyclic voltammograms and a summary
of i and j values for different geometrical parameters are further shown in Figure 5-9 and Table
5-1. As it can be seen in Figure 5-8a, upon increasing h, at a fixed ring radius, the limiting current
does not vary remarkably. For example, for r = 150 nm, an increase in the ring height from 25 nm
to 50 nm results in an increase of ~10.4 % in the limiting current. Moreover, scaling from h = 50
nm to h = 75 nm results in an increase of ~ 3.9 %, and varying from h = 75 nm to h = 100 nm
results in a further increase of only ~ 1.5 %. In contrast to Figure 5-8a, Figure 5-8b shows a
significant change in the limiting current density responses for Au-NRRA of constant ring radius
upon varying the h-values. For example, for r = 150 nm, varying the ring height from 25 nm to 50
nm, 50 nm to 75 nm and 75 to 100 nm results in decrease of the limiting current magnitude of ~
44.8 %, ~ 30.7 %, and ~ 26.7%, respectively (variations for other values of r, are also shown in
Table 5-1). The current density on the generator decreased significantly with h because the height
does not have any sensible effect on the limiting current magnitudes.
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Figure 5-8. The performance of the current characteristics of Au-NRRAs calculated using
COMSOL. a) dependence of the limiting current on the ring height (h) for holes of different radii.
b) dependence of the limiting current density on the ring height (h) for holes of different radii. The
recessed depth, l = 150 nm, the insulating gap, 𝑔 = 150 nm, interelectrode distance, 4r, and the
scan rate, v = 0.1 Vs-1, were kept constant, in all the simulations. The height of the lower and upper
ring electrodes were considered to be equal, hc = hg, for all these cases. The rest of parameters used
are given in the text.
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Figure 5-9. Comparison of simulation results for cyclic voltammograms represented base on the
limiting current and current density for the 6×6 Au-NRRAs with different rings heights, 25 nm,
50 nm, 75 nm, and 100 nm, operating in redox cycling mode. The height of lower ring (generator)
and upper ring (collector) was kept the same in all of the simulations. The scan rate (𝑣 =
0.1 𝑉𝑠 −1 ) and hole radius A) and a) r = 100 nm; B) and b) r = 150 nm; C) and c) r = 200 nm were
kept constant in Figure 5-9A, a; B, b; and C, c; respectively. The rest of parameters used are given
in the text.
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Table 5-1. Influence of the varying ring height on the 6×6 Au-NRRA performance, Table 5-1a) r
= 100, Table 5-1b) r = 150 nm, and Table 5-1c) r = 200 nm. The simulation parameters are the
same as those in Figure 5-9.

a
h (nm)

𝐢𝐆𝐄 /nA

r = 100

𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 /
nA

𝒋𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 /
(nA/um )

𝐢𝐂𝐄 /nA

𝐣𝐂𝐄 /
2
(nA/um )

Ƞ/%

𝐀𝐟

2

25

-2.069

-6.47

-11.44

6.44

11.40

99.54

3.1

50

-2.068

-6.83

-6.04

6.82

6.03

99.85

3.3

75

-

-6.94

-4.09

6.93

4.08

99.85

-

100

-1.953

-6.95

-3.07

6.95

3.07

100

3.6

Limiting current: increasing the ring height from h = 25 nm to h = 50 nm results in an increase
of 5.6 %, from h = 50 nm to h = 75 nm results in an increase of about 1.61 %., and from h = 75
nm to h = 100 nm results in an increase of about 0.14 %, in the limiting current value.
Current density: increasing the ring height from h = 25 nm to h = 50 nm results in a decrease of
about 47.2 %, from h = 50 nm to h = 75 nm results in a decrease of about 32.3 %, and from h = 75
nm to h = 100 nm results in a decrease of about 24.9 %, in the current density value.
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b
𝐢𝐂𝐄 /
nA

𝐣𝐂𝐄 /
2
(nA/um )

Ƞ/%

𝐀𝐟

-13.97

11.81

13.93

99.67

3.2

-13.08

-7.71

13.06

7.69

99.85

3.5

-3.708

-13.59

-5.34

13.56

5.32

99.78

3.7

-3.637

-13.79

-4.06

13.77

4.05

99.85

3.8

r = 150

𝐢𝐆𝐄 /
nA

𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 /
nA

(nA/um )

25

-3.649

-11.85

50

-3.743

75
100

h(nm)

𝒋𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 /
2

Limiting current: increasing the ring height from h = 25 nm to h = 50 nm results in an increase
of 10.4 %, from h = 50 nm to h = 75 nm results in an increase of about 3.9 %, and from h = 75
nm to h = 100 nm results in an increase of about 1.5 %, in the limiting current value.
Current density: increasing the ring height from h = 25 nm to h = 50 nm results in a decrease of
about 44.8 %, from h = 50 nm to h = 75 nm results in a decrease of about 30.7 %, and from h = 75
nm to h = 100 nm results in a decrease of about 26.7 %, in the current density value.
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c
𝑖𝐶𝐸 /
nA

𝐣𝐂𝐄 /
2
(nA/um )

Ƞ/%

𝐀𝐟

-15.44

17.36

15.35

99.42

3.3

-19.89

-8.79

19.82

8.75

99.64

3.6

-5.536

-21.05

-6.20

20.99

6.19

99.71

3.8

-5.481

-21.67

-4.79

21.61

4.77

99.72

3.9

r = 200

𝐢𝐆𝐄 /
nA

𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 /
nA

(nA/um )

25

-5.288

-17.46

50

-5.523

75
100

h (nm)

𝒋𝐺𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 /
2

Limiting current: increasing the ring height from h = 25 nm to h = 50 nm results in an increase
of 13.9 %, from h = 50 nm to h = 75 nm results in an increase of about 5.8 %, and from h = 75
nm to h = 100 nm results in an increase of about 2.9 %, in the limiting current value.
Current density: increasing the ring height from h = 25 nm to h = 50 nm results in a decrease of
about 43 %, from h = 50 nm to h = 75 nm results in a decrease of about 29.5 %, and from h = 75
nm to h = 100 nm results in a decrease of about 22.9 %, in the current density value.
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Particular attention to the concentration profiles next of the rings is required for the understanding
of the behavior revealed in Figure 5-8. Figure 5-10a, b, c and Figure 5-11a, b, c show the effect
of the varying the ring height (25nm-100nm) on the evolution of the concentration profile next to
the generator electrode, at a constant ring radius, a) r =100 nm, b) r =150 nm, and c) r =200 nm,
respectively. As it can be seen in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11, the radial diffusion pattern next to
the generator electrode weakens as the electrode height increases. As a result, a ring with a short
height of 25 nm shows a relatively high limiting current compared to, for instance, a 100 nm ring,
due to the pronounced effect of the radial diffusion next to the generator electrode. The height
increase still leads to an overall increase in limiting current due to the effect of increasing the
surface area of the electrodes.
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a
h = 25 nm

h = 100 nm

h = 75 nm

h = 50 nm

b
h = 25 nm

h = 75 nm

h = 50 nm

h = 100 nm

c
h = 25 d)

h = 50

nm

h = 75 b)

h = 100 a)

c)

Figure 5-10. Surface concentration profiles for species O within the hole next to the electrode
surface for the Au-NRRA with different heights (25 nm, 50 nm, 75 nm, 100 nm). The concentration
profile images are taken at the steady state potentials. The hole radius a) r = 100 nm, b) r = 150
nm c) r = 200 nm, and the scan rate (v = 0.1 Vs-1) were the same for each set a, b, and c, respectively.
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b
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h = 100
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Figure 5-11. Volume concentration profiles (revolution 2D) for species O within the hole next to
the electrode surface for the Au-NRRA with different heights (25 nm, 50 nm, 75 nm, 100 nm).
The concentration profile images are taken at the steady state potentials. The hole radius a) r = 100
nm, b) r = 150 nm c) r = 200 nm, and the scan rate (v = 0.1 Vs-1) were the same for each set a, b,
and c, respectively.
The results presented in Figure 5-8a and b as well as in Figure 5-12 also indicate that at a constant
value of h the magnitude of both i and the j magnitude with the hole radius. Figure 5-13 shows
the variations in the shape of concentration profile at the vicinity of the generator electrode at the
base of the hole for different r values (100 nm, 150 nm, and 200 nm), at a fixed height, 50 nm. The
concentration profile for other h values is given in Figure 5-10. Obviously, the electroactive
surface area available for the redox cycling increases with r. However, more importantly, the wider
hole radius also amplifies the radial diffusion flux effect next to the generator electrode. Therefore,
the increase in the limiting current due to ring enlargement has contributions from a combination
of effects involving both an increase in surface area and the predominant radial diffusion near the
generator electrode. The role of the radial diffusion contribution is seen in the increasement in the
limiting current density with the electrode radius in Figure 5-8b and Figure 5-12. In summary, the
dependence of the current density on h and r is consistent with the shape of the diffusion profile
within the ring-hole geometry. The efficient transport within the hole should introduce a degree of
limitation on the amount of material potentially available to the generator during redox cycling.
These results suggest that the width of the holes plays an important role in enhancing the redox
cycling performance of Au-NRRAs.
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Figure 5-12. Comparison of simulation results for cyclic voltammograms represented base on the
limiting current and current density for the 6×6 Au-NRRA with different hole radiuses, 100 nm,
150 nm, and 200 nm, operating in redox cycling mode. The scan rate (𝑣 = 0.1 𝑉𝑠 −1 ) and ring
heights A) and a) h = 25 nm; B) and b) h = 50 nm; C) and c) h = 75 nm; D and d) h = 100 nm were
kept constant in A, a; B, b; C, c; and D, d; respectively. The height of lower ring, generator, and
upper ring, collector, were kept the same in all of the simulations. The rest of the simulation
parameters are the same as those in Figure 5-9.

a

b

c

Concentration / mM

Figure 5-13. Concentration profiles for species O within the hole next to the electrode surface for
Au-NRRAs with different radiuses: (a) 100 nm, (b) 150 nm, and (c) 200 nm. The h = 50 nm and v
= 0.1 Vs-1 were the same for all these cases. The concentration profiles are taken at the steady state
potentials.

5.3.3 Effect of scan rate on recessed nanoring-ring electrodes
microarray performance
It should be noted that an important characteristic of the redox cycling systems (dual mode
operation) is that the collector electrode, which is kept at a constant potential, show a much smaller
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charging current in comparison to the generator electrode. This feature of redox cycling systems
allows fast scan cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements to be used for monitoring
electrogenerated intermediates with very short lifetime and to study electrochemical reaction
mechanisms

5, 20, 45

. Therefore, one of the valuable futures of redox cycling devices is their

performance at high scan rates. For this main reason, we have studied the effect of the scan rate on
the performance of the Au-NRRA.
Figure 5-14compares simulated cyclic voltammogram curves for 6×6 Au-NRRA ( a ) r = 100, b)
r = 150 nm, and c) r = 200 nm ) in single and dual mode operation at various scan rates, ranging
from 0.05 Vs-1 up to 1000 Vs-1. Here again, for single mode simulations, the potential of the lower
rings was swept between 0.3 and -0.3 V at different scan rates and the upper ring electrodes were
considered as insulator layers. In dual mode, the lower ring (generator) potential was swept in the
same way as in the single mode, while the upper ring potential (collector) was kept constant at 0.3
V. As it can be seen from Figure 5-14B, the cyclic voltammogram curves for both the generator
and collector electrodes show a sigmoidal shape for all the scan rates investigated (between 0.05
and 1000 Vs-1), which confirms that valuable characteristic of the Au-NRRA. It should be noted
that the current on the collector electrodes was nearly a mirror image of the generator response up
to scan rates of 1 Vs-1. Consequently, the 𝜂-values were closer to the unity in that range of scan
rates (up to 1 Vs-1). A small decrease in the collector current was observed as the scan rate
increased up to 100 Vs-1, whereas the generator current magnitude remained practically constant.
As a result, 𝜂 decreased to 97.1 %. A scan rate of 1000 Vs-1 induced a quasi-steady state wave at
both generator and collector electrodes. Although the generator current magnitude remained
similar to the values of lower scan rates, the magnitude of the current at the collector decreased
even further (𝜂 reached 90.86 % in this case (1000 Vs-1)). The dependence of lower ring generator
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current on the scan rate was significantly different for single mode operation, as shown in Figure
5-14b. The current response of the array in single mode gradually shifted from steady-state waves
(at scan rates up to 1 Vs-1) to quasi-steady state waves (at the scan rates between 10 and 100 Vs-1)
and to, finally, a peak-shaped wave at highest scan rate (1000 Vs-1). The current magnitude of the
generator electrode at single mode is almost constant up to scan rate of 0.1 Vs-1 and then it
gradually increases at higher scan rates. The diffusion layer from adjacent nanoelectrodes
completely overlap in single mode operation over the range scan rates investigated due to the
relative small separation between the nanoholes on the array. Consequently, the whole array
behaves like a single 3.3 µm × 3.3 µm microelectrode. The current response of the array at higher
scan rates (>10 Vs-1) deviated from steady-state because the shape of the diffusion layer over the
whole array shifted from hemispherical to a mixed hemispherical and planar diffusion.42 At fastest
scan rate (1000 Vs-1), the planar diffusion towards the whole array completely dominates42.
The values for 𝜂 and Af for different scan rates are summarized in Table 5-2. (Again, an important
discussion on the seemingly low amplification factor of the Au-NRRA system is given in the
section “Notes on the amplification factor”. As indicated in Table 5-2, the magnitude of Af
decreases with the scan rate. This is because the magnitude of the generator current is practically
independent of the scan rate in dual mode operation, whereas the current magnitude gradually
increases with the scan rate at single mode.
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Figure 5-14. Simulated cyclic voltammograms under various scan rates for a 6×6 Au-NRRA
operating in A, B, and C) redox cycling mode, and a, b and c) single mode. The ring height (h =
50 nm), and the interelectrode distance were set (4r) in all the simulations. The recessed depth (l
= 150 nm) and ring gap (𝑔 = 150 nm) were the same for all the simulations in A), B) and C). The
recessed depth was ( l = 350 nm) in a), b) and c), which coincide with the recessed depth of lower
ring in ring-ring geometry, Figure 5-4. The hole radius was r = 100 nm in A and a) and it was r =
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150 nm in B and b), and r = 200 nm in C) and c). In single mode simulations, the potential of lower
rings were swept between 0.3 and -0.3 V at different scan rates ranging from 0.05 Vs-1 up to 1000
Vs-1 and the upper ring electrodes were considered as insulator layers. In dual mode, the lower
ring (generator) potential was swept in the same way as in the single mode, at a sweep rate of 0.051000 Vs-1 while the upper ring potential (collector) was kept constant at 0.3 V. The rest of
simulation conditions are given in the text.
a
𝐢𝐆𝐄 /
nA)

𝒊𝑮𝑬𝒄𝒚𝒄𝒍 / nA

𝐢𝐂𝐄 / nA

Ƞ/%
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𝐢𝐆𝐄 / nA

𝒊𝑮𝑬𝒄𝒚𝒄𝒍 / nA
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2.6
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1.6

Scan rate
/ Vs

-1

c

Table 5-2. Influence of the scan rate on the 6×6 recessed ring-ring array performance. The array
characteristics were: ring height (h = 50 nm) in all cases. a) hole radius (r = 100), b) hole radius (r
= 150), c) hole radius (r = 200).
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5.3.4 Effect of inter-electrode gap on recessed nanoring-ring
electrodes microarray performance
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Figure 5-15. Comparison of simulated cyclic voltammograms for the 6×6 Au-NRRAs (operating
in redox cycling mode) with different inter-electrode gaps, 25 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, 250
nm, 350 nm, at different scan rates: a) v = 0.1 V s−1 b) v = 100 V s−1 and c) v = 1000 V s−1. The
hole radius (r =150 nm), recessed depth (l = 150 nm), ring height (hc = hg = 50 nm), and the
interelectrode distance (4r) were the same in all the simulations.
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Figure 5-16. Simulated cyclic voltammograms under various scan rates for a 6×6 Au-NRRA
operating in redox cycling mode. The hole radius (r =150 nm), recessed depth (l = 150 nm), ring
height (hc = hg = 50 nm), and the inter-electrode distance (4r) were the same in all the simulations.
The interelectrode gap was a) 25 nm, b) 50 nm, c) 100 nm, d) 150 nm, e) 250 nm, f) 350 nm.
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Figure 5-17. Dependence of the limiting current on the interelectrode gap (the gap between
generator and collector electrodes). Scan rate v = 0.1 Vs-1. The simulation parameters’ are the same
as Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16. (Note the electrodes’ surface areas are the same in all these
simulated arrays of different inter-electrode gap). As can be seen from this graph, the current
response of the 6×6 Au-NRRA configuration operating in dual mode increases as the interelectrode gap decreases, as it was expected.
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Table 5-3. Influence of the interelectrode gap on the 6×6 Au-NRRA performance. The simulation
conditions are the same as Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16.
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Figure 5-18. Surface concentration profiles for species O within the hole next to the electrode
surface for the Au-NRRA with different interelectrode gaps (25 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, 250
nm, 350 nm). The concentration profile images were taken at the steady state potentials. The hole
radius (r = 150 nm), recessed depth (l = 150 nm), ring height (hc = hg = 50 nm), the scan rate (v =
0.1 Vs-1), and the interelectrode distance (4r) were the same in all the simulations.
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Figure 5-19. Volume concentration profiles (revolution 2D) for species O within the hole next to
the electrode surface for the Au-NRRA with different interelectrode gaps (25 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm,
150 nm, 250 nm, 350 nm). The concentration profile images were taken at the steady state
potentials. The hole radius (r = 150 nm), recessed depth (l = 150 nm), ring height (hc = hg = 50
nm), the scan rate (v = 0.1 Vs-1), and the interelectrode distance (4r) were the same in all the
simulations.
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5.3.5 Notes on the amplification factor
The amplification factor (Af), as defined in Eq. 5-2, is one of the parameters widely used to evaluate
the performance of a redox cycling system. However, this factor is not often a proper parameter
for a direct comparison between the performances of different redox cycling structures. The
inefficacy of this factor for directly comparing the performance of different configurations arises
from its definition. Af basically compares the behavior of a specific system under investigation (a
set of electrodes or arrays of electrodes) operating in redox cycling mode to the same type of
system operating in single mode. Since nanoelectrodes operate very efficiently in single mode,
they might yield low Af, even when the redox cycling significantly improves the performance. In
another example, Wolfrum et al.44 have previously pointed out that this simple factor cannot be
used to evaluate the performance of a small confined redox cycling system that generates a finite
limiting current while operating in dual mode. Because in single mode due to the confined
environment, the system can be completely depleted from the electroactive molecule of interest
after all the molecules being oxidized or reduced and the current will approach zero. Since Eq. 52 compares the behavior of a particular system operating in dual mode with itself when it is running
under the single mode, the denominator here goes to zero and the amplification factor would tend
to infinity.
In addition to being very dependable on the configuration of the system, Af is also very dependent
on the whole size of the array.
It is well known that the shape of the diffusion layer has a huge influence on the performance of
an electrode. 3D diffusion enhances the mass transport at a small electrode (when the overall
electrode size is smaller than the diffusion layer). The mass transport keeps improving as the
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electrode becomes smaller. In the case of a very small array of electrodes that can operate in redox
cycling mode, like the ones studied in this manuscript, the current increases significantly in redox
cycling mode. However, the current amplification will be calculated using the single mode
operation from a small array that also benefits from enhanced mass transport, due to 3D diffusion
layer.
We have investigated very small arrays of recessed nanoring-ring electrodes (6 × 6). The work
was limited to small arrays to allow rigorous comparison to calculated results (large arrays would
be computationally expensive and very time-consuming). As we have shown, there is no
significant diffusion layers overlap among the adjacent nanoholes on the array in redox cycling
mode. The presence of the top ring confines the diffusion layer within each nanohole. Then using
a larger array will improve the response of this device greatly, because the current response of
each nanohole (containing the nanoring-ring electrodes) will simply add up.
On the other hand, as the whole size of the array increases the mass transport at the array operating
in single mode decreases. As a result, as the array becomes larger, the Af value for this device (AuNRRA) will increase. This demonstrates that the amplification factor is very dependent on the
properties of the array.
Next, using a very simple example, we will further illustrate the dependency of the Af value on the
whole size of the array. In Table 5-4 we have estimated the Af for arrays of four different sizes.
We have estimated the current of the array opening in single mode using Eq. 5-96. (The analytical
solution for the recessed disc electrode).
𝐼=

4𝑛𝐹𝑐𝐷𝑟𝑜
(

4𝐿
+1)
𝜋𝑟𝑜

Eq. 5-9
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Where n is the number of the transfer electrons, 𝑟𝑜 is the electrode radius and L is the recess depth
value. (Here, we considered the whole square array operating in single mode as a single disc
electrode of identical surface area and estimated its current using Eq. 5-96). Table S-4 clearly
shows that the estimated Af values increase with the number of elements (size) of the array.
Another interesting aspect to be pointed out is the relationship between the amplification factor
(Af) and the number of redox cycles (NRC), defined below:
1

𝑁𝑅𝐶 = 1−𝜂2

Eq. 5-10

Where the collection efficiency of the collector electrode (CE) was considered the same as the
collection efficiency at the generator electrode (GE), i.e., 𝜂𝐶𝐸 = 𝜂𝐺𝐸 = 𝜂
Niwa et al5 have shown that the value of NRC approaches Af for large values of average diffusion
lengths (a few m). In our case, the average diffusion length is very small. Therefore, the values
of Af and NRC obtained experimentally from Figure 5-7 are very different.
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Array size( 𝝁𝒎)

Array size
(# of
electrodes)

Total # of
electrodes

𝒊𝑮𝑬𝒄𝒚𝒄𝒍 / nA
(Simulated
results)

𝐢𝐆𝐄 / nA
(Simulated
value)

Estimated
𝐢𝐆𝐄 / nA
from eq S-7

𝑨𝒇
(Simulated
value)

𝑨𝒇
(Estimated
value)

𝟑. 𝟑 𝝁𝒎 × 𝟑. 𝟑 𝝁𝒎

𝟔×𝟔

36

13.08

3.74

6.52

3.5

2.01

𝟐𝟓. 𝟓 𝝁𝒎 × 𝟐𝟓. 𝟓 𝝁𝒎

𝟒𝟑 × 𝟒𝟑

1849

671.92

N/A

61.81

N/A

10.87

𝟓𝟎. 𝟏 𝝁𝒎 × 𝟓𝟎. 𝟏 𝝁𝒎

𝟖𝟒 × 𝟖𝟒

7056

2564.15

N/A

123.48

N/A

20.76

𝟏𝟔𝟖 × 𝟏𝟔𝟖

28224

10256.60

N/A

249.9

N/A

41.04

𝟏𝟎𝟎. 𝟓 𝝁𝒎 × 𝟏𝟎𝟎. 𝟓 𝝁𝒎

Table 5-4. Demonstration of dependency of the amplification factor on numbers of the electrode
available in redox cycling (the array size). The hole radius (r =150 nm) and the inter-electrode
distance (4r).

5.4 Conclusions
The electrochemical response of gold nanoring-ring array (Au-NRRA) electrodes was simulated
using COMSOL®. The simulations were first validated by comparing the computational results
with experiments at both single and dual modes. The experiments were carried out using a 6 × 6
Au-NRRA (3.3 µm ×3.3 µm) fabricated on a metal/insulator/metal/insulator stack over a glass
substrate. The nanopattern was created by FIB milling. In redox cycling mode, the upper ring
electrodes which were polarized at a constant potential acted as the collector electrodes and the
lower ring electrode at which the potential was swept acted as generator electrodes. With redox
cycling the recessed nanoring-ring electrodes array showed a much higher limiting current
compared to that of a recessed nanoring-ring electrodes array (without redox cycling). The AuNRRA configuration showed a collection efficiency close to 100 % at moderate scan rates. The
high collection efficiency of this configuration is because of the upper ring electrodes, the collector,
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constrain the depletion layer within the nanoholes and confine the mass transport inside the
nanoholes. The generator electrode is completely surrounded by the collector electrode with the
same geometry. In addition, both generator and collector are located in a nanohole with a very
small gap in between. Information on the influence of the scan rates and scaling of electrode
dimensions on the redox cycling behaviors of the Au-NRRAs was obtained through numerical
simulations. Simulations on the effect of the scan rate on the performance of these devices showed
a quasi-steady-state response in the redox cycling mode even at 1000 Vs-1. This confirms that
capability of Au-NRRA to monitor electrogenerated intermediates with very short lifetime and to
study electrochemical reaction mechanisms. The effect of the electrode dimensions on the
performance of Au-NRRA in redox cycling mode revealed that the magnitude of the attainable
limiting current depends strongly on the ring radius, while it is almost independent of the ring
height variations. The information reported here should be useful for the design of recessed
nanoring-ring arrays with improved redox cycling performance for future applications.
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Chapter 6 : Electrochemical Control of Light Transmission through
Nanohole Electrode Arrays
This chapter is adapted from: M. Atighilorestani, D. P. dos Santos, R. FVV Jaimes, M. M Rahman, M. LA
Temperini, and A. G. Brolo, Electrochemical Control of Light Transmission through Nanohole Electrode
Arrays, ACS Photonics 2016, 3, 2375-2382. Copyright: Reproduced with permission. The supporting
information has been embedded within the text.

Control of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) enhanced light transmission through an array of
nanoholes on gold films was achieved by modifying the metal surface with a thin layer of
electroconductive polymer film. The electrochromic properties of the polymer were then triggered
by tuning the electrochemical potential. Conducting polymer-modified nanohole array electrodes
were prepared by electrodeposition of polypyrrole (PPy) using cyclic voltammetry. Only the gold
surfaces inside the holes were accessible for film formation. The doping level of the PPy film was
tuned by the electrochemical potential allowing fine control for the amount of light transmitted
through the arrays. The concept demonstrated here paves the way for the fabrication of a new type
of controllable nanometric optoelectronic devices based on polymeric materials.
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6.1 Introduction
The increasing need for smaller and faster optoelectronic devices is unquestionable. However, the
minimum size of conventional photonics devices is limited by the diffraction of light. Moreover,
traditional electronics systems suffer from significant signal and thermal delay problems1. Surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) emerges as a key nanotechnology to bridge between photonics and
electronics on the nanoscales, based on its capability to couple light to coherent electronic
excitations near a metallic nanostructured surface2-4. The ability to active control and tune the
SPR responses in real time by external parameters (active plasmonic systems 1) have important
potential applications in nanophotonic integrated circuits, optical communication, and highperformance displays5-6. One convenient, easy, and low-cost approach for reversible modulation
of SPR properties is the use of an electroconductive polymer immobilized on metallic
nanostructured surfaces7-13. Conductive polymers, such as polypyrrole (PPy), can be
electrochemically synthesized simply by oxidative polymerization of the monomers14. In these
kinds of active plasmonic devices, the metallic nanostructures serve as both the SPR modulating
medium and the working electrode15. Combined SPR and electrochemical measurements,
electrochemical SPR (EC-SPR), is also a powerful approach for in-situ observation and
characterization at electrode/electrolyte interfaces 15-18. The electropolymerization proceeds only
at the electrode surface and results in uniform thin polymer films. In addition, the thicknesses of
the electrodeposited polymer film can be easily controlled by monitoring the electric charge19-21.
Electroconductive polymers can be reversibly switched from a doped form (conductive state) to a
dedoped form (insulating state) using an externally applied potential. The structures of PPy in the
reduced (dedoped) and oxidized (doped) states are presented in Scheme 1. The optical properties
of a polymer are related to its doping levels; therefore, the applied potential can easily modulate
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the SPR response. This type of control over the SPR properties by tuning the doping level of
electroconductive polymers have been mainly performed on nanoparticles8-13, 22-23 . More recently
other plasmonic nanostructures have been used as active plasmonic systems, including nanoslits24
and nanogratings7. The advantage of using thin metallic nanostructured films, such as slits and
grating patterns (e.g., nanohole arrays), as the active plasmonic system is that they support
enhanced light transmission enabled by SPR25-28.
Control over extraordinary transmission of gold nanohole arrays has been previously demonstrated
using electro-optical effect29-30 (control of light by voltage), all-optical effect31-32 (control of light
by light), and thermo-optical effect33 (control of light by temperature). For the all-optical effect,
the light transmission control was carried out by spin-coating a thin layer of nonlinear polymer32
or by spin coating of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) doped with a dye molecule31 on the
surface of the nanohole arrays. A thermoresponsive polymer was integrated with nanohole array
in the case of control of the light transmission using thermo-optical effects33. Light transmission
control using electro-optical effect has been conducted by the integration of liquid crystals with
nanohole arrays29-30. However, we are not aware of any previous report on the electro-optical
control in nanohole arrays using electroconductive polymers.
In this work, 100 nm gold films on glass slides were coated with an insulating layer. Nanoholes
were milled in the multilayer structure, generating nanoelectrodes. The arrays of nanoholes were
then modified with electrically conducting polypyrrole (PPy), see Scheme 1. The in situ
electrodeposition of PPy by cyclic voltammetry was monitored by SPR-enhanced transmission.
The SPR enhanced transmission spectra showed a dramatic red-shift and intensity changes during
the electropolymerization process. This correlated well with the changes in the dielectric properties
of the film as it grows and switches between redox states. The SPR transmitted intensity through
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the modified nanoholes array was controlled and tuned externally by the doping−dedoping process
(represented in Scheme 1). The potential-dependent changes in transmission intensity due to the
PPy doping/dedoping process were reversible, as expected for a conductive polymer film.

Scheme 1. Structures of PPy in the Reduced (Dedoped) and Oxidized (Doped) States. All
experiments were performed using ClO4 − as the dopant anion (0.1 M KClO4 solutions).

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
6.2.1 Materials
Sodium perchlorate (NaClO4; ACP) was used as received. Pyrrole (Py; Aldrich) was purified by
distillation and stored in the dark at a low temperature before use. Commercial glass gold slides
were purchased from EMF, Ithaca, NY. The glass slides were coated with 100 nm thick Au and 5
nm thick Cr adhesion layers. Then about 100 nm, thick Si3N4 insulating layer was deposited on
top of the gold films by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Films of Au and
SiO2 (100 nm) with 5 nm Ti adhesion (Ti (5 nm)/Au (100 nm)/Ti (5 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm)) were
deposited on glass substrates using sputtering deposition system (MANTIS, QUBE series). All
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solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ cm) obtained from NANO pure Diamond
TM deionization system (Barnstead).

6.2.2 Nanohole Arrays Fabrication
Arrays of nanoholes were fabricated by focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling into the gold glass slides
coated with an insulating layer (either SiO2 or Si3N4)34. The 30 × 30 nanoholes (∼13.3 μm × 13.3
μm) arrays were prepared in each sample with a nanohole periodicity of 450 nm. The diameter of
the holes was 200 nm. The fabricated arrays were imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
as shown in Figure 6-1. Additional SEM images and differential pulse voltammetry measurements
are presented in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, respectively to confirm that only the inside of the
nanoholes was accessible electrochemically.
SEM images were obtained in order to demonstrate that the polymer growth only occurred inside
the nanoholes. Figure 6-2a shows the top view SEM of an array before the electropolymerization,
while Figure 6-2b shows a tilted image of the same array after the polymerization. No significant
accumulation of material was observed on the top surface (outside the hole area) in Figure 6-2b
(after electropolymerization). In fact, the morphology of the top surface has not significantly
changed between Figure 6-2a and Figure 6-2b. The absence of materials accumulation on the top
surface of the array showed in Figure 6-2b, is a good indication that only the inside area of the
holes was electrochemically accessible.
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SiO2

Au

Glass

Figure 6-1. SEM image of the nanohole electrode array (30 × 30) fabricated by focused ion beam
milling through a SiO2 film (100 nm thick) on top of a gold film (100 nm thick). Equivalent arrays
with Si3N4 coatings were also fabricated. The hole diameter was 200 nm, and the periodicity was
450 nm, as indicated in the cross-section schematic diagram.

a

b

c

d

SiO2
Au

PPy

Figure 6-2. SEM images of the nanohole electrodes array a) top-view, before PPy
electropolymerization; b) tilted view, after the PPy polymerization process. The growth of PPy on
the top surface was prevented by the SiO2; c) and d) cross-section schematic diagrams of the
nanohole electrodes before and after electropolymerization, respectively.
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Other techniques were attempted to further confirm the blocking of the top surface towards
electrochemical processes. EDX characterization of the film inside the nanoholes was attempted,
but the N and C signals were too weak relative to Au and Si, and the results were not conclusive.
Cross-section FIB-cut of the samples were also obtained and imaged by SEM, but the thin organic
film seemed to detach from the Au surface yielding, again, inconclusive results. Finally, it was
possible to demonstrate further that only the inside area was electrochemically active by
performing differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) 35-36.
DPV is similar to CV, in the sense that the current is recorded during a potential scan. However,
in DPV the linear potential scan of CV is substituted by a staircase potential ramp. The current is
then measured in each step after a certain time, and the current difference between the steps is
plotted against the potential. This procedure eliminates capacitive contributions to the total current,
allowing the current component to faradaic processes to be identified. This is useful for
nanoelectrodes since the small area yields low absolute current values that can be buried in noise
due to capacitive events. Figure 6-3 shows a DPV curve obtained using 1 mM of a reversible redox
pair ([Fe(CN)6]4-/([Fe(CN)6]3-]) in 0.1 M Na2SO4 for an array of nanohole electrodes. The
magnitude of the anodic current presented in Figure 6-3 is ~ 1.5nA. This current value is
compatible to the expected for a reversible electrochemical process occurring in an electroactive
area just inside the apertures.
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Figure 6-3. DPV experiment using an array of nanoholes. Hole diameter was 200 nm, and the
periodicity was 450 nm. The top surface was insulated using Si3N4. 1 mM [Fe(CN)6]4- in 0.1 M
Na2SO4. The scan rate was 100 mV/s and 5 mV step amplitude at 100 Hz.

6.2.3 In Situ EC-SPR Measurements Setup
Figure 6-4 schematically shows the setup for the electrochemical−SPR combined experiments. A
slide containing an array of nanoholes was fastened in a Teflon cell with an O-ring creating a
liquid-tight seal. The Teflon cell volume was about 2.5 mL. The EC-SPR cell was then mounted
on the stage of an upright metallurgical microscope (Olympus BHSM). Surface plasmons
excitations at the metal-dielectric interface were carried out in a collinear transmission mode using
a 63× water immersion objective lens (Leica), with NA (numerical aperture) = 0.9. The EC-SPR
cell had an opening of about 26 mm diameter; the 63× water immersion objective lens was
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immersed in the electrochemical test solution inside the cell and was focused only on one single
array of nanoholes. The 100 W halogen lamp from the Olympus BHSM microscope was the white
light source for the SPR transmission measurements. The transmitted light through the illuminated
array was then collected by an optical fiber (NA = 0.22 and 25.4° full collection angle), connected
to a computer-controlled UV−vis spectrometer (USB 4000-UV−vis Ocean Optics).
Electrochemical measurements were carried out simultaneously using a three electrode system.
The cylindrical Au confined within each of the FIB fabricated nanoholes was used as both the
surface plasmon medium and the working electrode. A platinum wire was used as the counter
electrode, and an Ag|AgCl|KCl(satd) electrode served as the reference electrode. A computercontrolled Autolab potentiostat-galvanostat (PGSTAT 30) was used for the electrochemical
measurements. The PPy films were synthesized on the cylindrical Au within each of nanohole in
the array by performing continuous potential cycling between −0.8 and 0.7 V at a scan rate of 20
mV/s from an aqueous solution containing 0.05 M Py monomer and 0.1 M NaClO4 as the
supporting electrolyte. Five cycles were performed for the film preparation. The PPy film growth
process was concurrently monitored by SPR. After the film growth, the PPy-modified nanohole
arrays were thoroughly rinsed with a monomer free 0.1 M NaClO4 solution. Then EC-SPR cell
was filled only with supporting electrolyte (0.1 M NaClO4), and the electrochromic properties of
the PPy-modified nanohole electrodes arrays were studied by combined transmission-SPR with
cyclic voltammetry as well as potential steps.
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Figure 6-4. Schematic of electrochemical SPR experimental setup.

6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.3.1 In Situ Monitoring of PPy Electropolymerization by Light
Transmission through an Array of Nanohole Electrodes

The electrochemical formation of the PPy film on the gold electrode surface confined inside the
array of nanoholes was monitored by measuring the transmission-SPR spectra. Figure 6-5 shows
the evolution of the normalized transmission-SPR spectra for an array of nanoholes during five
potential scans. The color scale bar in Figure 6-5 corresponds to the intensity values of the
transmitted light: the red color (top of the scale bar) is for the highest transmission intensity and
the blue color (bottom of the scale bar) the lowest transmission intensity value.
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Figure 6-5. Normalized transmission-SPR spectra temporal evolution of an array of nanoholes
during the PPy electropolymerization. Five potential scans between −0.8 V and +0.7 V at a scan
rate of 20 mV/s are shown. The electropolymerization was carried out in 0.05 M pyrrole (Py) and
a 0.1 M NaClO4 solution. The color scale bar indicates the normalized transmission intensity
values. The colored triangle wave on the left side of the Figure shows the five potential ramps.
The colors of the triangular waves match the vertical line in the Figure (solid line-dotted line). The
solid and dotted segments, in both the triangular waves and in the vertical solid, dotted line,
represent the anodic and the cathodic part of the scan, respectively.

Periodic arrays of nanoholes on thin gold films support an optical phenomenon called
extraordinary optical transmission (EOT). In EOT, the intensity of the light transmitted through
the nanoholes at certain wavelengths is significantly enhanced due to excitation of surface plasmon
resonances by grating coupling37. For a square array of nanoholes, the resonance wavelengths can
be estimated using Eq. 6-1 (for normal incidence (𝜃=00))38.
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λmax (i, j) =

a0

εm εd
√
√i2 + j2 εm + εd

Eq. 6-1

where a0 is the spacing between the holes (periodicity), and εm and εd are dielectric properties of
the metal and of the dielectric in contact with the metal, respectively. The parameters i and j
correspond to the scattering order of the grating. The periodicity of the array in Figure 6-5 was 450
nm, and the gold surface was coated with a thin layer of SiO2 (see details of the sample fabrication
in the Experimental Section). Considering the refractive index of SiO2 equals to 1.5 and using the
optical properties of gold from Johnson and Christy, 39 the transmission peak in Figure 6-5, initially
centered at ∼660 nm, can be assigned to the (1, 0) resonance mode of the array. The peak position
was slightly different when Si3N4 was used as the insulator coating, but the resonance of all arrays
before polymerization was within 640−660 nm, which is consistent with the (1, 0) mode for arrays
of nanoholes with 450 nm periodicity.

The solid-dashed vertical line in Figure 6-5, situated at ∼660 nm, indicates the maximum
transmission before electropolymerization. This vertical line serves as a guide to demonstrate the
SPR shift during the experiment. The potential sweep of each cyclic voltammogram is shown as
colored triangle waves on the left side of Figure 6-5. Different colors represent different sweeps;
the solid portion is the anodic scan while the dotted portion is the cathodic scan, respectively. The
(1, 0) peak in the transmission-SPR systematically redshifts in Figure 6-5 due to changes in the
dielectric constant at the gold surface caused by two effects: the polymer film growth and the
doping−dedoping processes (Scheme 1) of the resulting PPy film.
The electropolymerization led to a continuous growth of the PPy film. This process contributes to
a SPR red-shift since the dielectric constant of the film is higher than that of the solution containing
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the Py monomers.40-41 Although this observation is in agreement with Eq. 6-1, that equation
merely considers a surface wave propagating on top of the array. In the experiment described here,
the top surface is blocked, and the film growth occurs only inside the holes (see Figure 6-2 and
Figure 6-3). Therefore, other contributions must be taken into account to explain the strong redshift observed in Figure 6-5. The sensitivity to refractive index changes inside the nanoholes has
been investigated mainly in the context of biosensing42-44. The effect of the in-hole environment
on the SPR of grating structures is significant because the EOT mechanism also involves a
contribution from the localized surface plasmon mode inside the holes45-48. These contributions
are essential to explain, for instance, the hole-shape dependence on the resonance conditions49-50.
The overall EOT mechanism is complex and involves the coupling of the mode inside the holes
with the diffraction characteristics of the top surface. On the other hand, the effect of dielectric
changes inside the hole on the resonance position can be explained, in a first approximation, by
just considering the optical mode inside the hole. The Helmholtz equation provides a solution for
the longitudinal field of the lowest order mode34. The large longitudinal field component at the
surface is responsible for the strong in-hole sensitivity. A similar effect has been observed for
metallic mesh structures in the middle infrared range. The introduction of a dielectric material (a
polystyrene bead, in that case) inside the hole led to a strong red-shift of the grating resonance and
an enhancement in the optical transmission51.
PPy is a known electrochromic material; that is, its optical properties (color) vary with the degree
of oxidation (doping level). In order to verify this effect, we have electrochemically deposited,
using the same parameters as in Figure 6-5, a PPy film on a smooth gold surface, and then
measured the spectral changes provoked by an applied potential in reflectivity mode. The data,
presented in Figure 6-6, indicated a broad absorption band in the visible range throughout the near-
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infrared (∼800 nm) for the oxidized form (potentials more positive than −0.2 V). The reduced
form dominated at applied potentials more negative than −0.2 V and showed strong reflectivity
centered at around 700 nm. As observed from Figure 6-5, in addition to the SPR red-shift, the
transmission intensity also changed within each potential cycle. The transmission-SPR intensity is
low when the PPy is deposited during the anodic scan (at potentials more positive than −0.2 V),
but it increases during the cathodic scan (at potentials more negative than −0.2 V). The increase in
transmission-SPR intensity upon reduction (for potential more negative than −0.2 V) is due to
changes in the optical properties of the PPy film (shown in Figure 6-6) and not because of change
in the PPy film thickness. During anodic and cathodic scans the PPy film is submitted to a redox
(doping− dedoping) process (Scheme 1), which changes its optical properties and conductivity (the
value of the imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant depends on both the optical and the
conductive properties of the polymer)40, 52. The anodic scan (potentials more positive than −0.2
V) was related to the formation of a light absorbing PPy film in the wavelength range between
∼500 to ∼800 nm. The reduced form of PPy film does not absorb light strongly in that wavelength
range53-56. The PPy film absorbs light at wavelengths shorter than ∼500 nm in its reduced form53,
55-56

. The two main observations, red shift, and intensity changes, can be further visualized in

Figure 6-7. The observations from Figure 6-5 are in excellent agreement with the spectral
characteristics of the PPy redox species indicated in Figure 6-6.
The optical properties of the PPy film at different applied potential were obtained by reflectance
spectroscopy. Figure 6-6 shows the in-situ UV–vis reflectance spectra of the PPy film in 0.1 M
KClO4 recorded in a potential range between -0.8 to +0.8 V.
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Figure 6-6. In-situ UV–vis reflectance spectra for a PPy modified gold slide in a monomer-free
0.1 M NaClO4 solution carried out in the potential range between−0.8 and 0.8V (spectra obtained
in 100 mV intervals).

Figure 6-7 summarizes the two effects (red shift and intensity changes) observed in the CVs in the
presence of the Py monomer.
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Figure 6-7. Selected transmission spectra from an array of nanoholes in 0.1 M NaClO4 and 0.05
M pyrrole (Py) obtained in a CV experiment similar to Figure 6-5 in the main text. Arrays
fabricated using a 100 nm gold film coated with 100 nm Si3N4.

The black curve in Figure 6-7 was obtained at -0.8 V before the electropolymerization. After full
four CVs, the red curve was recorded at -0.8 V, at the start of the fifth scan. Therefore, the peak
shift from the original black curve was mainly due to the film growth. The potential was then swept
to +0.6 V (the anodic scan). At that potential, the film oxidizes, and the intensity of the transmitted
light decreased dramatically (blue curve) because the oxidized form of the film absorbs light
strongly in the visible range. After +0.6 V the direction of the potential sweep was switched to the
initial potential, -0.8 V, the cathodic scan (green spectrum). Notice that the green curve is redshifted and less intense than the one obtained before at the same potential (red curve). This is
because the excursion to anodic (positive) potentials during the fifth scan has led to the further
accumulation of PPy film inside the nanoholes.

6.3.2 Tuning of Transmission Intensity of an Array of Nanoholes
Modified with PPy by Cyclic Voltammetry
After the electropolymerization, the PPy-modified array of nanoholes was thoroughly rinsed with
a monomer-free 0.1 M NaClO4 solution. Then, the electrochromic properties of the PPy-modified
array of nanoholes electrodes were further explored by combining transmission-SPR and cyclic
voltammetry. Figure 6-8 presents a comparison of the electrochemical behavior (cyclic
voltammograms in a monomer-free 0.1 M NaClO4 solution) of a flat gold slide modified with PPy
(a macroelectrode with the surface area of about 3.14 cm2, Figure 6-8a) and a SiO2-coated gold
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slide containing one PPy-modified array of nanoholes (Figure 6-8b). The cyclic voltammograms
from Figure 6-8a, b were recorded in the same EC-SPR cell. Two characteristic voltammogram
curves were obtained; a peak-shaped voltammogram (Figure 6-8a) and a quasi-sigmoidal shaped
curve (Figure 6-8b) for the PPy-modified macroelectrode and for the PPy-modified nanoholes
array, respectively. The peak-shaped voltammogram can be related to the linear diffusion to the
macroelectrode while the quasi-sigmoidal voltammogram can be correlated to the mixed spherical
and linear diffusion toward the array of nanoholes (nanoelectrodes). The transport characteristics
of an array of nanoelectrodes depend on several factors, such as the time scale of the experiment,
the diffusion coefficient of the electroactive species, the radius and spacing between
nanoelectrodes in the array, and on the dimensions of the whole array 57. When the diffusion layers
of the nanoelectrode elements on the array strongly overlap, then the array behaves like a single
microelectrode with an area corresponding to the whole geometric area of the array57. The
nanoholes were separated by 450 nm in the experiment reported in Figure 6-8b. The short distance
between the nanoholes results in an extreme overlap of the diffusion layers of each individual
element in the time scale of the CV experiments. Therefore, the whole nanohole array behaved as
a single 13.25 μm × 13.25 μm (size of the array) microelectrode 57.
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Figure 6-8. Cyclic voltammograms obtained in a monomer-free 0.1 M NaClO4 solution. The scan
rate was 20 mV/s. (a) Glass/Cr/Au PPy-modified electrode−flat electrode with the surface area of
about A = 3.14 cm2; (b) Glass/Ti/Au/Ti/SiO2 slide with an array of nanoholes (450 nm periodicity
and 200 nm hole diameter). The inside surface of the holes was coated with PPy, as described in
the text.
Transmission-SPR spectra were recorded during the acquisitions of the CV in Figure 6-8b, and
they are presented in Figure 6-9a (only the anodic scan (from −0.8 to 0.1 V) is shown for
simplicity). Figure 6-9b plots the changes in the transmission-SPR intensity as a function of
applied potential for a PPy-modified array of nanoholes array at the wavelength of 755 nm (dashed
blue vertical line in Figure 6-9a). The transmission-SPR intensity gradually decreased during the
anodic scan reaching a minimum at ∼−0.2 V (redox process indicated in Scheme 1). The minimum
value did not change at more positive potentials, corresponding to the steady state current in the
CV (Figure 6-8b). In contrast, during the cathodic scan, the transmission-SPR intensity started to
gradually increase from potentials more negative than −0.2 V and reached a maximum
transmission intensity at the cathodic limit, −0.8 V. As it can be seen by comparing Figure 6-8b
and Figure 6-9b, the transmission-SPR intensity changes follow the same trend as the current in
the voltammogram. The behavior in Figure 6-8b and Figure 6-9 corroborate the link between the
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electrochemically controlled doping level (and conducting state) and the optical properties of the
PPy film (Figure 6-6)

58-59

. As it was mentioned before, through the process known as doping

dedoping60, represented in Scheme 1, PPy can reversibility switch between its oxidized conductive
and reduced-insulating states by applying appropriate electrical potentials14. The amount of light
that PPy absorbs at a particular wavelength range is associated with its oxidation states14, 56, 61
. Therefore, each applied potential in the cyclic voltammetry scan can modulate the optical
properties of the polymer films and consequently results in a change in the transmission-SPR
intensity of the modified nanoholes array. The transmission-SPR intensity is proportional to the
applied potentials (Figure 6-8b and Figure 6-9b), indicating that the extent of the transmitted light
intensity through the PPy-modified nanoholes array can be fine-tuned and adjusted by
electrochemical potential. The changes in the optical properties during the potential scans are
reversible for the PPy films. Accordingly, the ability to fine control the transmitted intensity
through the modified nanoholes array by the applied potentials can lead to new applications for
SPRbased optical sensors62.
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Figure 6-9. (a) In situ transmission-SPR curves obtained during the CV anodic scan (from −0.8 to
0.1 V) for a PPy-modified nanohole electrode array in a monomer-free 0.1 M NaClO4 solution; (b)
Transmission-SPR intensity as a function of applied potential for the PPy-modified nanoholes
array at a fixed wavelength of 755 nm (dashed blue vertical line in (a)). The black line shows the
transmission-SPR intensity changes during the anodic scan (from −0.8 to 0.1 V). The red line
indicates the transmission-SPR intensity changes during the cathodic scan (from 0.1 to −0.8 V).
The inset represents the transmission-SPR intensity at 755 nm as a function of applied potential
for bare nanoholes array (before PPy electropolymerization) in a monomer-free 0.1 M NaClO4
solution. The scan rate was 20 mV/s.
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6.3.3 Electro-Optical Switching Using PPy-Modified Nanoholes
Array

The electrochromic properties of the PPymodified arrays of nanohole electrodes were further
demonstrated in potential step experiments presented in Figure 6-10. The transmission-SPR
intensity was monitored at a fixed wavelength (λ = 755 nm), while the polymer film was
electrochemically switched between its neutral and oxidized states in a monomer free 0.1 M
NaClO4 solution. The electrode potential was repeatedly stepped between −0.8 V (where the PPy
film was in its fully neutral state) and +0.1 V (where the PPy film was in its fully oxidized state).
Each potential was applied for 10 s. Figure 6-10 shows the transmission-SPR intensity changes (λ
= 755 nm) as a function of time. It is clear from Figure 6-10 that the transmission-SPR intensity
could be electrically switched on and off by changing the polymer film between its fully doped
and dedoped states. Dramatic transmission-SPR intensity changes at anodic and cathodic applied
potentials were attributed to the high optical contrast between doped and dedoped states of the PPy
film. The transmission-SPR intensity changes in Figure 6-10 are consistent with the observed
transmitted intensity changes during the CV measurements in Figure 6-8b. The transmission-SPR
intensity experienced a slight delay before achieving steady state after each applied potential due
to the transport of the perchlorate counterion. However, the intensity response of the PPy to the
applied potential showed a good stability for over more than 120 repetitive potential steps.
The work presented here demonstrated the capabilities of nanohole arrays in combination to
conductive polymers for optoelectronic applications. The field of conductive polymeric materials
is very active, and there are several reported examples of materials that present faster response
time than PPy. For instance, two electrochromic polymers, polyaniline (PANI) and poly(2,2-
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dimethyl-3,4 propylenedioxythiophene) (PolyPro-DOT-Me2) electrodeposited on the Au nanoslit
and Al nanoslit (used active plasmonic systems), respectively, showed a good stability and fast
electrochromic switching
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. Another potential new direction for this platform is to explore the

controlled transmission through a single nanohole. In this limiting case, a practical subwavelength
optical switching device can be implemented.
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Figure 6-10. Electrochemical switching of 755 nm light transmitted through a PPy-modified
nanohole electrodes array (glass/Ti/Au/Ti/SiO2 slide with an array of nanoholes; 450 nm
periodicity and 200 nm hole diameter) in a monomer-free 0.1 M NaClO4 solution. Potential steps
were between −0.8 and 0.1 V, with a residence time of 10 s. A cross-section schematic diagram of
the PPy-modified nanohole electrodes arrays at anodic (absorbing) and cathodic (transparent)
limits is also shown. The step numbers (1 → 129) are indicated in the figure.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS
Nanoholes electrode arrays were fabricated on a gold slide coated with a thin layer of a dielectric
material using focused ion beam milling. The electroactive area of the nanoelectrodes was
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confined to the gold surface inside the holes. The plasmonic properties of the nanoholes electrode
arrays (extraordinary light transmission through the array of nanoholes) allowed simultaneous
transmission-SPR and electrochemical measurements. The surface of the nanohole electrodes was
modified by the electrically conducting PPy polymer. The electrodeposition of PPy by cyclic
voltammetry was simultaneously monitored by SPR enhanced transmission. The maximum
transmission-SPR

showed

a

dramatic

red-shift

and

intensity

changes

during

the

electropolymerization process. The observed changes in the transmission-SPR curves were
associated with changes in the dielectric constant due to film growth and also due to the modulation
of the doping level of the PPy as the polymer switched between its redox states. The electrochromic
properties of the PPy-modified nanohole electrode arrays were evaluated by in situ transmissionSPR coupled to cyclic voltammetry. The transmitted light intensity through the modified nanohole
arrays was switched on and off by potential steps, demonstrating the potential of this platform to
be incorporated into optoelectronic devices.
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Chapter 7 : Large Area Plasmonic Gold Nanopillar 3-D Electrodes
This Chapter is published as: M. Atighilorestani, J. W. Menezes, and A. G. Brolo, Large Area Plasmonic
Gold Nanopillar 3-D Electrodes, Electrochimica Acta 2016, 188, 91-97.
All the fabrications, measurements, and simulations have been performed by M. Atighilorestani. The laser
interference lithography setup used for samples fabriation in this work has been developed by J. W.
Menezes.

Three-dimensional (3-D) periodic nanopillar electrodes have a significantly increased
electroactive surface area compared to a conventional flat surface. The fabrication of organized
nanostructured surfaces generally requires advanced nanofabrication methods. Those can be both
time-consuming and expensive. Moreover, the use of nanostructured electrodes combined with
optical methods in studies of electrochemical processes provides a distinct advantage for the
investigation of mechanistic details, since it adds another dimension to the classical
electrochemical approaches. In this work, we have implemented a method, based on interference
lithography technique, for the fabrication of 3-D nanopillar electrodes. The electrical current
measured from those high-density 3-D nanopillars was ~17% higher than from a smooth gold
surface, which was confirmed by numerical simulations using COMSOL®. Finally, gold-coated
nanopillar electrodes support the phenomenon of surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Therefore, the
optical characteristic of the surface (SPR) was measured simultaneously to the classical
electrochemical data. A simple reversible redox system (ferrocyanide/ferricyanide) was used in a
proof-of-concept experiment to demonstrate this application of the nanostructured surface.
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7.1 Introduction
Nanopillar electrodes are three-dimensional (3-D) nanostructures that provide larger
electrochemically active surface areas than conventional planar electrodes resulting in higher
currents

1-4

. Nanopillar structures have been used in various fields; for instance, in bioanalytical

chemistry, as non-enzymatic glucose sensors1; in energy applications, including fuel cells5-6 and
solar cells7; in environmental remediation for the treatment of wastewater8; and in
electrophysiology9 . Numerous methods have been implemented for the fabrication of the
nanostructures. Most of these fabrication techniques produce random assemblies of nanopillars , 1,
7-8, 10-13

. However, certain applications (for example solar cells) benefit from organized periodic

nanopillar arrays 2, 14. Advanced nanofabrication tools, such as electron beam lithography (EBL),
have been used to fabricate those periodic nanostructures

3, 15-18

. Although EBL leads to well-

organized and reproducible pattern with high geometrical precision, the fabrication process is
suitable neither for large-area patterning nor for mass production.
In this work, we employed the interference lithography (IL) approach, followed by a thin metal
film deposition, to fabricate large areas (2 cm x 2 cm) 3-D gold nanopillar electrode (Au-NPE)
arrays. Interference lithography is a rapid, high-throughput, and cost-effective technique for
patterning uniform periodic micro/ nanostructures. Two-dimensional nanogrid patterns were
fabricated by double exposure of the photoresist to an interference pattern of fringes. 3-D
nanopillar structures were obtained after developing the photoresist grids19. Electron beam
deposition of a thin gold film on the array template at an oblique angle resulted in fully conductive
3-D Au-NPEs20.
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The use of gold as the electrode material enabled another advantage: Nanostructured gold is known
to support an optical phenomenon in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum called
surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

21-22

. Consequently, the electrochemical information obtained

from 3-D Au-NPEs can be combined with an optical method (SPR). This combination of
electrochemistry and spectroscopy (spectroelectrochemistry) is a powerful approach to study
reaction mechanisms, kinetic parameters, and reaction intermediates of organic, inorganic and
biological redox species

23-25

. In the particular case of SPR, the optical response can provide

information on changes in the refractive index of the environment close to the metal surface21-22,
including the ones related to molecular adsorption and film formation. Electrochemical surface
plasmon resonance (EC-SPR) is routinely carried out using a planar metal film, as both the SPR
sensor and the working electrode26. The application of EC-SPR with a planar electrode,
Kretschmann configuration, is well established and has been used in a diversity of investigations,
including

electrochemical

current

imaging27,

electrochemical

polymerization28-29,

bioelectrochemistry30-31, and surface bound redox species32. However, the Kretschmann
configuration used in these EC-SPR experiments requires precise optical alignment and provides
less opportunity for setup simplification and miniaturization21. Nanoparticles have also been
employed in EC-SPR studies where the optical collinear setup simplifies their optical alignment.
However, the limitation of utilizing nanoparticles in EC-SPR is their stabilities; as they might show
irreversible behavior under applied potentials33.
Here, we demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing stable 3-D Au- NPEs as working electrode in
combination with EC-SPR detection. Utilizing 3-D Au-NPEs in EC-SPR studies offer many
benefits owing to their larger electrochemically-active sensing area; besides the other advantages
resulting from their simple optical collinear arrangement. The potential dependent concentration
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changes of the reversible redox species, ferri/ferrocyanide (Fe(CN)63-/4-), near the working
electrode surface were followed. The current responses of the 3-D Au-NPEs were further modeled
numerically using the finite element (FEM) software COMSOL Multiphysics®.

7.2 EXPERIMENTAL PART
7.2.1 Chemicals
Microposit SC 1827 Positive Photoresist, Microposit Thinner Type P, SU-8 3010, SU-8 2000
Thinner and Microposit 351 Developer were purchased from Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials
LLC. Potassium nitrate was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Potassium ferricyanide and potassium
ferrocyanide were purchased from ACP Chemicals Inc. All solutions were prepared using
ultrapure water (18.2 MV cm) obtained from NANO pure Diamond TM deionization system
(Barnstead).

7.2.2 Fabrication process
Figure 7-1(a-e) schematically illustrates the fabrication steps for the 3-D Au-NPEs. First, the glass
substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, ethanol, methanol, and isopropanol for 10 min
each, respectively. The substrates were then rinsed with deionized water and dried in an oven at
120 °C for 20 min. A positive photoresist (SC 1827, Rohm and Haas) was used to record the
interference patterns. To improve the adhesion property between the SC 1827 layer and the glass
substrate, a negative photoresist (SU-8 3010, Rohm and Haas) layer was introduced34. SU-8 was
applied to the substrates by spin-coating at 4500 rpm for 40 s, and soft baked at 90 °C for 15 min.
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After soft baking, the substrates were exposed to UV light and followed by a post exposure bake
at 90 °C for 15 min, then, the substrates were allowed to cool to room temperature. Next, SC 1827
was spin coated on the SU-8 cured substrates, at 4500 rpm and baked at 80 °C for 20 min (Figure
7-1a). The resulting photoresist thickness was about 530 nm (determined by scanning electron
micrograph - SEM). The samples were next exposed to an interference pattern produced by a
Lloyd's mirror apparatus35 in conjunction with a Coherent Argon ion laser Ar-ion laser operating
at a wavelength of 457.9 nm (Figure 7-1b). A double exposure of the samples to the same
interference pattern (with a dose of 300 mJ cm2), by rotating the samples 90 ° between the
exposures, was used to fabricate the 2D periodic nanogrid structures with a square lattice19 (Figure
7-1c). After the second exposure, the photoresist film was developed in Microposit 351 Developer
(Rohm and Haas, 1:3 diluted in water) for 40 seconds, and a periodic array of 3-D photoresist
template was achieved (Figure 7-1d). The 3-D nanostructured arrays, with a periodicity of around
590 nm, were fabricated on the substrates coated with SC 182719. Finally, a 2 nm Ti film was
deposited by electron beam evaporation onto the 3-D photoresist templates, as an adhesion layer,
following by the deposition of a 100 nm Au film and fully conductive 3-D Au- NPEs were obtained
(Figure 7-1e). The final height and diameter of the Au-coated nanopillars were about 630 nm and
330 nm, respectively. The position of the substrate relative to the metal beam is important to obtain
a uniform deposited film since the evaporation process is highly directional. Additionally,
substrate rotation provides a better dispersion and ensures the uniformity of the deposited film 20,
36-37

. Therefore, to improve the uniformity of the metal film deposition on the patterned structures,

the substrates were mounted on the rotating substrate holder at an oblique with respect to the metal
source.
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(a)

First exposure
(b)

(d)

SU-8 3010

Au

Substrate

SC 1827

Second exposure

(c)

(e)

Figure 7-1. Fabrication steps of the large area Au-NPEs using interference lithography (a-e). (a)
SU-8 cured glass substrate coated with SC 1827 positive photoresist. (b) First exposure of SC 1827
photoresist to the interference pattern. (c) Second exposure of the SC 1827 photoresist to the
interference pattern after a 90° sample rotation. (d) Develop the exposed SC 1827 photoresist to
obtain 3-D photoresist template. (e) Metal deposition using electron beam evaporation onto the 3D photoresist template to obtain 3-D Au- NPEs.
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7.2.3 Bulk Refractive Index and in Situ EC-SPR Measurements
The 3-D Au-NPEs were mounted in a Teflon® cell with an O-ring providing a liquid-tight seal.
The Teflon® cell volume was about 0.8 ml. The cell opening was capped with a VWR® micro
cover glass window after filling the cell with a proper test solution during all the measurements.
The cell was designed specially to allow simultaneous measurement of both electrochemical and
SPR signals (EC-SPR cell). The EC-SPR cell was fixed on the stage of an upright metallurgical
microscope (Olympus BHSM). Surface plasmons were excited at the metal-dielectric interface
using collimated white light illumination from a halogen lamp. The transmitted light through the
illuminated electrode was then collected by a fiber-coupled spectrometer (USB 4000-UV-VIS
Ocean Optics) connected to a computer. The exposed geometrical surface area to the solution was
a circle of radius about 6 mm. The bulk refractive index sensitivities of the 3-D Au-NPEs were
obtained from the changes in the transmission spectra recorded in the presence of glucose solutions
with different refractive indexes. The intensity (SI) and wavelength shift (Sλ) sensitivities to
refractive indexes changes were obtained from the experimental plots38:
∂I
sI = ( ) /I0 × 100%
∂n

sλ =

∂λ
∂n

Eq. 7-1

Eq. 7-2

All electrochemical measurements were performed simultaneously to in situ SPR using a three
electrodes system. In these EC-SPR experiments, the 3-D Au-NPEs was the working electrode, a
Pt foil was used as counter electrode, and an Ag|AgCl|KCl(sat.) electrode served as a reference
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electrode. A computer-controlled Autolab potentiostat-galvanostat (PGSTAT 30) was used for
performing the voltammetric experiments.

7.2.4 Characterization of the 3-D Au-NPE
The surface profiles of the nanopillars were characterized by a field-emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM) (Hitachi S4800, Hitachi, Japan). Figure 7-2a shows a tilted SEM image of
the photoresist template (before the metal deposition). The Z-contrast cross section image,
depicted in Figure 7-2b, was used to determine the gold layer thickness on the side walls of the
nanopillars. Quartz PCI image acquisition software (Version 8.1) was used to calculate the height,
spacing, and gold film thicknesses. The image in Figure 7-2b shows that the vertical side walls of
the nanopillars were uniformly coated with the metal film.

a

b

Figure 7-2. (a) Tilted SEM image of the photoresist template and (b) Z-contrast cross-section
image of the metal-coated nanopillars.
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7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 Electrochemical Performance of the 3-D Au-NPEs
Figure 7-3 (dotted line curves a and b) shows a comparison of the experimental CVs obtained from
a 3-D Au-NPEs and a flat electrode with an equivalent geometric area in 1 mM ferricyanide/0.5
M KNO3 at 100 mV s-1. The electrochemical responses of the Au-NPEs were also simulated using
finite element (FEM) software (COMSOL Multiphysics® version 4.3a), and the simulated results
are presented as solid lines in Figure 7-3. The peak current intensity from the 3-D Au-NPEs in
Figure 7-3a is about seventeen percent higher than that of an equivalent flat electrode, in Figure
7-3b. The enhanced peak current was observed because the surface area of the Au-NPE is larger
than in the case of the flat electrode. The increased surface area depends on the pillars radius,
height, and density. In the particular case here, for a 590 nm periodicity array, the anodic
electrochemical charge was 25% higher for the 3-D Au-NPEs compared to the flat electrode.
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Figure 7-3. Experimental

(dotted line) and simulated (solid line) CV responses of (a) a 3- D Au-NPE and (b) an equivalent
flat electrode with the surface area A = 1.131 cm2 in 1 mM ferricyanide/0.5 M of KNO3 at the scan
rate of 100 mV s-1. Dimensions of the pillars used in the simulations: diameter: 330 nm, height:
620 nm, periodicity: 590 nm.

The simulation of cyclic voltammograms (CVs) for both the 3-D Au-NPEs and an equivalent flat
electrode in the two-dimensional domain and one-dimensional domain have been considered
respectively. The simulations of the CVs (solid lines in Figure 7-3) at nanopillars employed the
diffusion domain approximation, as discussed in ref4 (and also in Chapter 2). For
micro/nanoelectrodes arrays, the optimum response is obtained under the predominance of radial
(three-dimensional) diffusion to each of the pillars in the array. To achieve steady state
voltammograms (i.e. sigmoidal shape) at micro/ nanoelectrodes arrays, there should be sufficient
spacing between adjacent features in the array, so that each nanopillar in the array experiences its
own independent diffusion regime. When the nanopillars in the array are placed very close to each
other, the diffusion regimes of neighboring features are completely overlapped, and the whole
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array behaves as a flat electrode with an equivalent area

39-40

. In our work, since the nanopillars

arrays were densely packed on a large area and the whole surface was electroactive, the 3-D AuNPEs behaved as a macroelectrode with a transient response (linear diffusion). Figure 7-4
illustrates the plots of peak current vs. the square root of scan rates for a 3-D Au-NPE, determined
experimentally (black circles) and by simulations (red line), and for an equivalent flat electrode as
predicted by the Randles–Ševcik equation (pink line)

41

. Figure 7-4 shows that the peak current

for 3-D Au-NPEs is always larger than the expected from the Randles–Ševcik equation for a flat
electrode, over the whole range of scan rate considered. The difference between the current
response of 3-D Au-NPEs and the flat electrode increased as the scan rate increased (Figure 7-4).
This is not surprising since the slope of the Ip vs. v1/2 plot is expected to increase with the surface
area. Furthermore, Figure 7-4 emphasizes the good agreement between the simulated and
experimental results obtained for the 3-D Au-NPEs.

Exprimental
Simulated
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Figure 7-4. Relationship between the peak current and square root of scan rate for experimental
and numerical simulated (COMSOL) cyclic voltammograms at 3-D Au NPEs and for an equivalent
flat electrode determined by the Randles-Ševcik equation.
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7.3.2 SPR Bulk Refractive Index Sensitivities of 3-D Au-NPEs
There are several contributing factors to the SPR refractive index sensitivity of 3-D Au-NPEs,
including their geometry, diameter, periodicity, gold film thickness, and nanopillar aspect ratio.
We concentrated in array electrodes with the periodicity of around 590 nm coated with a gold film
thickness of 100 nm (the height and diameter of the nanopillars, determined from the SEM images,
were ~630 nm and 330 nm, respectively). This periodicity was easily achieved in our simple
Lloyd's mirror apparatus with an Ar+ laser (457.9 nm), and the gold thickness was the maximum
that allowed the experiments to be performed in transmission geometry (the reflection geometry
was avoided to simplify the optical setup). The results for white light transmission measurements
through the 3-D Au-NPE exposed to aqueous solutions of glucose of different concentrations (the
corresponding refractive index ranged between 1.3332 and 1.3555) are shown in Figure 7-5A.
Figure 7-5A illustrates that, as the refractive index increased, an increase on the relative amplitudes
of the transmitted spectra was observed together with a shift of the SPR peak to longer
wavelengths. Normally in the plasmonic field, the sensitivity of the sensor is determined by either
monitoring the dependence of the peak wavelength with the refractive index or the change in
overall intensity for a fixed wavelength. Figure 7-5B(a) illustrates the transmission intensity
changes vs. the refractive index of glucose solutions at the wavelength of 660 nm (indicated as
dashed line in Figure 7-5A). The intensity sensitivity calculated using Eq. 7-1 was 566 %/RIU.
Figure 7-5B(b) shows the calibration plot of SPR wavelength shift vs. the refractive index of
glucose solutions. The sensitivity calculated from Eq. 7-2 was 687 nm/RIU. The observed SPR
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sensitivity to refractive index changes values, obtained from Figure 7-5B, are comparable to
literature values from different plasmonic structures 19, 38, 42 .

Figure 7-5. (A) Optical transmission spectra of a 3-D Au-NPE exposed to solutions with different
refractive index values, ranging from 1.3332 to 1.3555. (B) Calibration plots: (a) SPR intensity
changes as a function of the refractive index of glucose solutions at the wavelength of 660 nm
(dashed vertical line in Figure 7-5A); (b) SPR wavelength shift vs. the refractive index of glucose
solutions. The error bars indicate the standard deviation from the average of 10 spectra obtained
under the same conditions. The acquisition time was 40 ms, and 10 accumulations were recorded
for each spectrum.

7.3.3 EC-SPR using 3-D Au-NPEs
A combination of electrochemical and SPR measurements was used to examine the capability of
the 3-D Au-NPEs to monitor a redox couple, Fe(CN)63-/4-, at the metal-solution interface. In an
EC-SPR measurement, the working electrode simultaneously served as the SPR sensing element.
Initially, a CV at a scan rate of 100 mV/s, displayed in Figure 7-6A, was carried out in a solution
of mM K3[Fe(CN)6] and 0.5 M KNO3 to determine the potential range of the redox couple.
Accordingly, a selected range of step potentials was programmed, between 0.40 and 0.05 V, in
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successive increments of -0.05 V. A series of potential step measurements was also performed in
the supporting electrolyte (0.5 M KNO3), in the absence of the redox pair, as a control experiment.
The SPR transmission spectra were acquired 2 s after each potential step, and the system was held
at each potential for a total of 15 s. The data points in Figure 7-6B(a) are the experimental SPR
transmission intensity at 660 nm versus applied potentials for the supporting electrolyte (0.5 M
KNO3), in the absence of the Fe (CN)63-/4- redox couple. The wavelength of 660 nm was chosen
because the highest SPR intensity changes for mixtures containing Fe(CN)63-/4- were observed at
that wavelength. This is also a common wavelength for inexpensive diode lasers and light-emitting
diodes. Therefore, 660 nm is an appropriate parameter for future development of integrated
plasmonic devices based on these nanostructures. The SPR transmission intensity at different
applied potentials shows little variation when only the supporting electrolyte is present (Figure
7-6B(a)). We emphasize that in the case of the supporting electrolyte (0.5 M KNO3), no significant
variations were observed in the SPR intensity changes at any other wavelengths. The data points
in Figure 7-6B(b) correspond to the SPR transmission intensity changes at 660 nm for each applied
potential in the presence of 1 mM K3[Fe(CN)6]. As it can be seen in Figure 7-6B(b), the
transmission intensity is almost constant at applied potentials between 0.40 V and 0.30 V. The
SPR transmission intensity at 660 nm then increased after 0.30 V (cathodic sweep) and halted
again after 0.15 V. Depending on the applied potential, either [Fe(CN)6]3-, [Fe(CN)6]4- or a
concentration ratio of both forms exists near the working electrode surface. The CV in Figure 7-6A
illustrates that at the starting step potential of 0.40 V (Figure 7-6B), only the oxidized form
[Fe(CN)6]3- was present at the interface. The cathodic currents in the CV (Figure 7-6A), developed
at lower potentials values than 0.30 V, corresponded to the [Fe (CN)6]3- reduction to [Fe(CN)6]4-.
The reduction form [Fe(CN)6]4- was predominant after 0.15 V (in a negative sweep, as shown in
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Figure 7-6A). The clear change in SPR intensity responses in Figure 7-6B can then be directly
correlated to the relative concentrations of [Fe (CN)6]4- and [Fe(CN)6]3- adjacent to the electrode
surface39-40. This is further confirmed by Figure 7-6C that presents the SPR intensity changes of
a 3-D Au-NPE exposed to freshly prepared solutions of [Fe(CN)6]3- and [Fe(CN)6]4- with different
concentration ratios, ranging between 0 and 1 mM, recorded at open circuit potential. The
magnitude of the observed SPR intensity changes in Figure 7-6C is indeed comparable with the
data points observed in Figure 7-6B(b). The refractive index of 100 mM Fe(CN)64- solution was
reported to be 0.003 higher than of Fe(CN)63- 43 . The refractive indexes of mixtures of this redox
couple rise linearly with increasing their molar concentration ratios, in agreement with Figure
7-6C44. Finally, the solid line through the data points in Figure 7-6B(b) correspond to the
concentration ratios between the redox species Fe(CN)63-/4- estimated at the electrode surface by
the Nernst equation. A very good agreement was observed between the experimental SPR results
and the Nernst equation calculation, as demonstrated in Figure 7-6B. The E° for the Fe(CN)63-/4redox pair was determined from the Nernstian fit to the SPR data, and its value (+0.25 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/ KCl(sat)) agreed well with electrochemical measurements (Figure 7-6A and Figure 7-6B,
dashed line).
Iwasaki et al. have used a Kretschmann-type instrument to detect the SPR angle shifts induced by
the changes in the local refractive index in the bulk solution near the metal film during the
Fe(CN)63-/4- electrochemical redox reaction. In their experiments, higher SPR angle shifts were
recorded by increasing the concentration of the [Fe(CN)6]3- in solution. 30.4 mM was the lowest
concentration of [Fe(CN)6]3- at which a detectable SPR angle shift was measured and reported44.
In this work, the detectable SPR intensity changes were acquired at much lower concentrations for
the couple Fe(CN)63-/4- using a simpler optical arrangement (transmission measurements). These
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results seem to indicate that the 3D Au-NPEs introduced here is an efficient platform for EC-SPR
and could be used to substitute the Kretschmann substrate in those types of applications.

Figure 7-6. (A) CV from an Au-NPE in 1 mM ferricyanide/0.5 M of KNO3 at 0.1 Vs-1 scan rate;
(B) SPR intensity changes (%) at each applied potential for (a) the supporting electrolyte (0.5 M
KNO3) in the absence of the Fe(CN)63-/4- redox couple and (b) the 1 mM ferricyanide in 0.5, at AuNPEs. The solid line in B) correspond to the ratio [Fe (CN)6]4-/[Fe(CN)6]3- at the interface at each
applied potential calculated using the Nernst equation. The duration of each potential step was 15
s. The acquisition time was 40 ms, and 10 average accumulations were recorded for each spectrum.
The EC-SPR experiment was repeated six times with different samples. (C) SPR transmission
intensity changes (%) from an Au-NPE exposed to freshly prepared solutions of different
[Fe(CN)6]4-/[Fe(CN)6]3- ratios. [Fe(CN)6]3-: [Fe(CN)6]4-, 0 mM: 1 mM, 0.2 mM: 0.8 mM, 0.4 mM:
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0.6 mM, 0.6 mM: 0.4 mM, 0.8 mM: 0.2 mM, 1 mM: 0 mM. The transmission measurements were
recorded at open circuit potential.

7.4 Conclusions
3-D Au-NPEs on the large area were fabricated using the IL technique. Uniform, clean and stable
3-D Au-NPEs were obtained by directly coating IL 3-D photoresist templates with a metal (gold)
film deposited at an oblique angle. The presence of the nanopillars on the surface significantly
increased the electroactive surface area of the electrode. The Au-NPEs, with 590 nm periodicity,
100 nm-thick gold film, showed about 17% higher voltammetric current values than that of a flat
gold electrode. The increased electrical current was confirmed by numerical simulations using
COMSOL Multiphysics®. The Au-NPEs were also implemented in EC-SPR measurements of the
Fe(CN)64-,3- redox couple, serving simultaneously as both working electrode and SPR sensing area.
The Au- NPEs showed detectable SPR intensity changes in the presence of electrogenerated
Fe(CN)63-/4- redox species at relatively low concentrations (total concentration of 1 mM).
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Chapter 8 : Summary and Future Work
8.1 Summary
The electrochemical characteristics of an electrode are strongly influenced by its size and
geometry. In Chapter 4, the electrochemical behaviors of 6 × 6 recessed nanoring electrode (rNRE) arrays were compared to the 6 × 6 recessed nanodisc electrode (r-NDE) arrays. The 6 × 6 rNDE and r-NRE arrays were fabricated on Si4N3/Ti/Au/Ti/glass slides by focused ion beam (FIB)
milling. Their FIB fabrication parameters were optimized using Z-contrast imaging.
Comprehensive three-dimensional (3D) simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics ® were carried
out to explain the possible differences in the mass transport mechanism between these two
geometries. Analysis of the diffusing layer shape within the nanohole electrodes revealed that
differences between the electrochemical performance of the r-NDE and r-NDE arrays come from
the differences in diffusion regime at the vicinity of the electrodes (within the nanoholes). We have
shown that the shape of the diffusion layer within nanoring electrodes is very dependent on the
geometrical parameters r and h. We have further defined a minimum r/h-ratio value that is needed
for a recessed nanorings microarray to show a higher current density in comparison to that of a
recessed nanodiscs microarray. The relationship between r and h, investigated in Chapter 4, allows
an easy way to choose the proper geometrical parameters for a r-NRE microarray to present higher
current density, compared to that of a r-NDE array occupying the same geometric area, without a
need for complicated simulations. The results presented in chapter 4 are the first combination of
experimental and numerical studies that elucidate the transport on nanoring electrode arrays. The
comparison of the electrochemical performance between microsized arrays of nanostructures using
full 3D simulations is also novel.
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In Chapter 5, we have presented a comprehensive numerical study on the redox cycling
performance properties of a 6 × 6 recessed nanorings-ring electrode array, Au-NRRA. In this
configuration, each nanohole contains two nanoring electrodes that are electrically isolated and
arranged vertically relative to each other. In redox cycling mode, the upper ring electrodes acted
as the collector electrodes, and the lower ring electrodes acted as generator electrodes. The 6 ×6
Au-NRRA, (3.3 µm × 3.3 µm), (𝑟 =150 𝑛𝑚, 𝑔 = 𝑙 = 150 𝑛𝑚, and hc= hg = 50 nm) was fabricated
on metal/ insulator/metal/ insulator stack over a glass slide using FIB. This Au-NRRA presented
a collection efficiency about 100 % and an amplification factor of about 3.5, which both were in
good agreements with the simulation results. After validating the model against the experiment, a
comprehensive computational investigation on the effects of the scan rates and scaling of the
geometric parameters of the electrodes (ring height and radius) on the performance of this system
have been performed. The simulation results revealed the performance capability of the Au-NRRA
at very high scan rates. The numerical studies on the effect of electrode dimensions on the AuNRRA’s performance shows that the value of the attainable limiting current depends strongly on
the ring radius, while it is almost independent of the ring height variations. In summary, this work
provided useful information for the design of NRRA with improved redox cycling performance.
In Chapter 6, we have illustrated a novel active plasmonic device based on a new switching
mechanism for the nanohole electrodes array. First, a nanoholes array was fabricated on a
Si3N4/Ti/Au/Ti/glass slide using FIB. Since the top gold surface was coated with the Si3N4, the
electroactive area was confined only to the Au surface inside the nanoholes. The Au surface within
the nanoholes was then coated with a thin layer of an electroconductive polymer, polypyrrole
(PPy). The electrodeposition of the PPy within the nanoholes by cycling the potentials was
simultaneously monitored by SPR-enhanced transmission. The SPR-enhanced transmission
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spectra of the nanoholes array exhibited a significant red-shift and intensity changes during the
electropolymerization process. These observed changes in the transmission spectra properties of
the nanoholes were associated well with the variations in the dielectric properties of the polymer
film as it was growing and switching between its redox states. Further, it was shown that SPRintensity through the PPy- modified nanohole electrodes can be easily tuned by applying external
potentials. The capability of this device to be incorporated in optoelectronic devices was also
demonstrated by switch on and off the transmitted light intensity through the modified nanohole
arrays via potential steps.
In Chapter 7, we have fabricated the 3-D gold nanopillar electrodes (3-D Au-NPEs) array
on a large area (2 cm× 2 cm) using laser interference lithography (IL). IL is a fast, high-throughput,
and inexpensive method for fabricating uniform periodic micro/ nanostructures on large areas. The
3-D nanoelectrodes provide a remarkably larger electroactive surface area in comparison to a flat
electrode with an equivalent geometric surface area. The electrochemical characteristics of these
3-D Au-NPEs were computationally and experimentally examined and compared to a conventional
flat gold electrode. The 3-D Au-NPEs provided a higher current response (~ 17%) than that of a
flat gold electrode. The 3-D Au-NPEs array was further used for in-situ electrochemical and
surface plasmon resonance (EC-SPR) measurements. In EC-SPR measurements, the 3-D Au-NPEs
array served as both the working electrode and the SPR sensor.

The potential dependent

concentration changes of a reversible redox species, 𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)4−,3−
, near the 3-D Au-NPEs surface
6
(at the metal-solution interface) were successfully monitored. There is a small difference between
the refractive indexes of the ferri/ferrocyanide redox pair 1. The refractive index of 100 mM
3− 2
𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)4−
6 , solution was reported to be 0.003 higher than that of 𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)6 .

In a previous

attempt, the more common Kretschmann geometry was used to detect the SPR angle shifts
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produced by the changes in the local refractive index in the bulk solution near the metal film during
the 𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)4−,3−
electrochemical
6

redox

reaction.

The

30.4

mM

was

the

lowest

𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)4−,3−
concentration at which the SPR angle shift was able to detect in that work. The
6
transmission-based

SPR

measurements

reported

here

measured

a

much

lower

𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)4−,3−
concentration (1 mM).
6

8.2 Future work
The nanoelectrodes studied in this dissertation can be implemented in a wide variety of
different electroanalytical and biosensing measurements. Some future directions that this work can
be taken are being discussed here.
The recessed nanoring arrays (Chapter 4) were fabricated using FIB. We could also use the
IL technique for fabricating them, Figure 8-1, which will be a more cost-efficient approach.
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Photoresist coating

Photoresist developing

Metal and insulator deposition

Double exposure to the
interference pattern

UV exposure through a photomask

Lift-off and final pattern

Figure 8-1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication steps of recessed nanoring addressable arrays
using interference lithography.

Through computational studies, we have demonstrated the high-performance capability of
Au-NRRA configuration at very high scan rates. One interesting future project would be the
practical application of this system for detecting the electrogenerated intermediates with very short
lifetime and also to study the electrochemical reaction mechanisms.
For the sake of the simulation studies, we have investigated the very small arrays of
recessed nanoring-rings electrodes (6 × 6). Because for calculating the amplification factor for this
configuration, we had to run 3D simulations on the recessed nanoring arrays (Au-NRRA operating
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in single mode). These 3D simulations were very computationally expensive and time-consuming
and limited us to study a larger array (but still microsize). In the future applications larger array
of Au-NRRA should be used. As we have shown in chapter 5, there are not any diffusion layers
overlap between the adjacent nanoholes on the array in redox cycling mode. The presence of the
top ring confines the diffusion layer within each nanohole. Then using larger array will improve
the response of this device greatly, because the current response of each nanohole (containing the
nanoring-ring electrodes) will simply add up.
Since there is no cross taking between the nanoholes in the Au-NRRA configuration
(operating in redox cycling mode) this configuration would be a very attractive tool in single
molecule analysis of the reversible or quasi-reversible electroactive species.
And as each nanohole in the Au-NRRA configuration works individually without any
significant interaction with its neighboring nanohole, therefore, in this case, it is true to talk about
the nanoliter volume for each nanohole. Hence, in the analysis where the sample volume is very
limited, the recessed nanoring-rings configuration can be a possible solution. There are situations
like in health care measurement and analysis where the volume of the sample in very limited e.g.
sweat samples.
And in terms of the numerical studies, that would also be interesting to compare the
performance of Au-NRRA configuration with other vertical redox cycling systems, for example
with that of the well studied recessed nanoring-disc configuration.
The large-area plasmonic nanopillars, fabricated and investigated in Chapter 7, also opens
up many possibilities for biosensing and the other applications where a large organized area of
nanostructures is desirable.
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The nanopillars array could be used in dye wastewater treatments (e.g. for studying the
photodegradation of Rhodamine B) and/or to remove the heavy metals from wastewater. This can
be done by depositing the proper materials over the nanopillars (for example TiO2). They can also
be used as a sensor to detect for example glucose, by coat them with a thin layer of carbon.
Highly uniform plasmonic substrates are also desirable in surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) measurements. This makes the fully conductive large area Au nanopillars
an attractive candidate for future SERS and sensing applications.
Besides these possible applications, the influence of the nanopillar aspect ratio, the
periodicity, and the metal thickness on their SPR sensitivity need further investigations.
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